Cultural Particularities Report for
the Countries Participating in the
Project “BIG STEP: Learning
through Gamification”
This information in this document is the result of the first Intellectual Output
(IO) of the development of a serious game for the BIG STEP project. The
game has been created in order to help refugees and other vulnerable
populations learn the language of the country in which they reside, along with
local cultural aspects and useful information that they need to know when
going to a Bus Station, a Bakery, a Medical Centre, a Super Market, etc.
The following report includes such information for the countries in which the
participating organizations are based: Belgium, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Greece and Slovenia.
The report is organized in sections and includes information for each country
(in alphabetical order) regarding 1) general information (location, climate,
inhabitants, etc.), 2) history, 3) culture (languages spoken and basic
information about them, ethnic groups, cuisine), 4) professions (economy,
typical professions), 5) daily routine (telling the time, sports, commuting) and
6) the health system of the country (going to the doctor, hospitals,
pharmacies, emergency services).1

The European Commission support for the production of this publication does
not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only
of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use
which may be made of the information contained therein."
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BELGIUM
CHAPTER 1 – GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT BELGIUM
Location
Belgium (officially the Kingdom of Belgium), is a sovereign state in Western
Europe bordered by France (620 km), the Netherlands (450 km), Germany
(167 km), Luxembourg (148 km), and the North Sea (67 km).

Climate
The climate of Belgium is cool and wet, being influenced by the Atlantic
Ocean, especially on the coast and the plain, while it becomes more
continental and even more unstable in summer in the south-eastern regions,
which are located at higher altitudes, in addition to a greater distance from the
sea.
Summer in Belgium is cool on the coast, with maximum temperatures
reaching 20°C in July and 21°C in August. In inland areas, the weather in
summer is slightly warmer.
Spring and autumn are cool and cloudy. It can be still cold in March and the
first half of April. Spring, however, is less rainy than autumn and it’s in fact the
less rainy season of the year. Autumn can be windy and gray, especially on
the coast.
Winter in Belgium is cold on the coast, but not icy. Proceeding towards the
interior, the temperature gradually decreases. In the Ardennes, the winter is
colder, both for the altitude and for the greater distance from the sea. The
average January temperature drops to 0°C and instead of rain, snow often
falls.

Natural Environment / Morphology
Belgium is a small, densely populated country which covers an area of 30,528
square kilometres. Belgium has three main geographical regions: the coastal
plain in the north-west, the central plateau and the Ardennes uplands in the
south-east.
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The coastal plain consists mainly of sand dunes and polders. Further inlands
lies a smooth, slowly rising landscape irrigated by numerous waterways, with
fertile valleys and the northeastern sandy plain of the Campine. The thickly
forested hills and plateaux of the Ardennes are more rugged and rocky with
caves and small gorges. Extending westward into France, this area is
eastwardly connected to the Eifel in Germany by the High Fens plateau, on
which the Signal de Botrage forms the country’s highest point at 694 metres.

Ethnic groups
Belgium has a population of about 11 million people. As of 2007, nearly 92%
of the population had Belgian citizenship, and other European Union member
citizens account for around 6%. In 2007, 12.9% of the total population was a
foreign-born resident. At the beginning of 2012, people of foreign background
and their descendants were estimated to have formed around 25% of the total
population i.e. 2.8 million new Belgians.
The largest group of immigrants and their descendants in Belgium are
Moroccans, with more than 450,000 people. The Turks are the third largest
group, and the second largest Muslim ethnic group, numbering 220,000.
89,2% of inhabitants of Turkish origin have been naturalized, as have 88.4%
of people of Moroccan background, 75.4% of Italians, 56.2% of the French
and 47.8% of Dutch people.

Religion or spiritual beliefs
Since the country’s independence, Roman Catholicism, counterbalanced by
strong freethought movements, has had an important role in Belgium’s
politics. However Belgium is largely a secular country as the laicist
constitution provides for freedom of religion, and the government generally
respects this right in practice. Roman Catholicism has traditionally been
Belgium’s majority religion; being especially strong in Flanders. However, by
2009 Sunday church attendance was 5% for Belgium in total. While in 2008
this was 11%. Despite the drop in church attendance, Catholic identity
nevertheless remains an important part of Belgium’s culture.
According to the most recent Eurobarometer Poll 2010, 37% of Belgian
citizens responded that they believe there is a God. 31% answered that they
believe there is some sort of spirit or life-force. 27% answered that they do not
believe there is any sort of spirit, God, or life-force. 5% did not respond.
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According to new polls about religiosity in the European Union in 2012 by
Eurobarometer found that Christianity is the largest religion in Belgium
accounting 65% of Belgians. Catholics are the largest Christian group in
Belgium, accounting for 58% of Belgium citizens, while Protestants make up
2%, and other Christian make up 5%. Non believer/agnostics account for
20%, atheists 7%, and Muslims 5%.

Native Languages of Belgium
Belgium is the h¬ome to two main linguistic groups: the Dutch-speaking,
mostly Flemish community, which constitutes about 59% of the population,
and the French-speaking, mostly Walloon population, which comprises 41%
of all Belgians. Additionally, there is a small group of German-speakers who
live in the East Cantons located around the High Fens area, and bordering
Germany.

Major Cities
The territory of Belgium is divided into three Regions, two of which, the
Flemish Region and Walloon Region, are in turn subdivided into provinces;
the third Region, the Brussels Capital Region, is neither a province nor a part
of a province.
The top 10 largest cities in Belgium are (according to their inhabitants):
Antwerp (510,610), Ghent (251,133), Charleroi (202,730), Liège (196,291),
City of Brussels (170,407), Schaarbeek (131,604), Bruges (117,377),
Anderlecht (115,178), Namur (110,665), Leuven (98,292).

How to get to Belgium – Transportation, Airports, Harbours, Train
Due to it’s central location in Europe, many airlines from other countries and
continents consider Belgium to be the first stop in Europe. Convenient,
because you have a direct connection to many international destinations.
Belgium has five airports from which passenger transport is possible:
•

Brussels – Zaventem

•

Oostende

•

Charleroi
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•

Liège

•

Deurne

Of these five airports, the Brussels-Zaventem National Airport is the largest.

CHAPTER 2 – A BIT OF HISTORY ABOUT BELGIUM

CHAPTER 3 - CULTURE
Language

Numbers
Number
0
1
2
3
4
5

EN
zero
one
two
three
four
five

NL
nul
één
twee
drie
vier
vijf
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thriteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty
twenty one
twenty two
twenty three
twenty four
twenty five
twenty six
twenty seven
twenty eight
twenty nine
thirty
forty
fifty
sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
one houndred

zes
zeven
acht
negen
tien
elf
twaalf
dertien
veertien
vijftien
zestien
zeventien
achtien
negentien
twintig
éénentwintig
tweeëntwintig
drieentwintig
vierentwintig
vijfentwintig
zesentwintig
zevenentwintig
achtentwintig
negenentwintig
dertig
veertig
vijfitg
zestig
zeventig
tachtig
negentig
honderd

Ordinal numbers
Number
1
2
3

EN
first
second
third

NL
één
twee
drie

7

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
20
21
16
17
18
19
20
21

fourth
fifth
sixth
Seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
Eleventh
twelvth
thriteenth
twenthieth
twenty-first
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty
twenty one

vier
vijf
zes
zeven
acht
negen
tien
elf
twaalf
dertien
veertien
vijftien
zestien
zeventien
achtien
negentien
twintig
éénentwintig

Greetings
EN
Hello
Good morning
Good afternoon
Good evening
Please
Thank you
What is your
name?
How are you?
I'm fine
Where are you
from?
I am from
How old are you?
See you later

NL
Hallo
Goedemorgen
Goedemiddag
Goedenavond
Alstublieft
Dank u
Wat is jouw naam?
Hoe gaat het met
jou?
Het gaat goed
Waar kom je
vandaag?
Ik ben van …
Hoe oud ben je?
Tot straks
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See you soon
Bye
Good bye
Yes
No
Excuse me

Tot ziens
Dag
Tot later
Ja
Nee
Excuseer mij

Dialect
Although the three official languages of Belgium are French, Dutch, and
German, there are thousands of dialects prevalent in the towns and cities of
the country. Unfortunately, these dialects are weakening with each new
generation, leading to a more widespread use of the standard languages.
Before they are completely forgotten, here are 11 of the most fascinating
dialects from Belgium.

WALLOON
Different from Belgian French (which is very similar to standard French, with
only a few differences in pronunciation), Walloon is spoken only by a very few
of people these days, and did not survive as long as the Flemish dialects due
to the fact that standardized French was used much earlier in Belgium. It can
be divided into four subcategories: Central (spoken in Namur, Wavre, and
Dinant), Eastern (spoken in Liège, Verviers, Malmedy, Huy, and Waremme,
and by far the most distinctive of the Walloon subcategories), Western
(spoken in Charleroi, Nivelles, and Philippeville, and the variant closest to the
French spoken in France), and Southern (spoken throughout the Ardennes, in
Bastogne, Marche-en-Famennes, and Neufchâteau).

PICARD
Spoken in Mons, Ath, and Tournai, Picard is closely related to the French
dialect spoken in the Picard region. It is also known as ch’ti, and an
immensely popular French movie called Bienvenue Chez Les Ch’tis helped
popularize the dialect again.

LORRAIN
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Also known as Gaumois, it is spoken in Gaume and Virton. It has many
similarities to the French dialect from the Lorraine region.

CHAMPENOIS
Also closely related to the French spoken in the region of Champagne,
Champenois was spoken in Bohan and Vresse-sur-Semois. Among the most
notable works of literature written in the Champenois dialect were the works of
Chrétien de Troyes, who wrote principally about the Arthurian legends.

LUXEMBOURGISH
Although the Germanic Luxembourgish dialect is flourishing in the neighboring
country of Luxembourg, it has been mostly replaced by Belgian French in
Belgium. However, it used to be spoken in Arlon and Martelange and has
officially been termed Francique by the Wallonian government.

BRUSSELS
The Brussels dialect is a specific case in the Flemish Brabant region, and is
now only spoken by a very small minority in Brussels. Up until the 19th
century, most inhabitants of Brussels were native speakers of Dutch, or the
Brusseleir dialect. For several socio-political reasons, the city was subjected
to an intensive ‘Frenchification’ process, in which the main language became
French. The prevalence of French as a lingua franca has been a detriment to
the Brussels Flemish dialect, as it became subject to heavy borrowing from
French, and is now one of the dialects whose survival is most at risk.

FLEMISH BRABANT
This dialect region is most affected by dialect loss, as Brabantian became a
model for the Standard Dutch language, but differing regional dialects quickly
succumbed. In cities such as Leuven, the local dialect has been almost
completely eradicated, and most inhabitants of Flemish Brabant speak a type
of Flemish called tussentaal — literally an ‘in-between’ language which does
not completely follow Standard Dutch from the Netherlands, but uses some
general Flemish characteristics.
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LIMBURG
The dialect of Limburg is strongly influenced by German, as evidenced by its
use of gendered determinative particles (de and het are used and conform to
Standard Dutch, but den and der are also used) as well as personal pronouns
that are similar to German (ich/mich, doe/dich, and so on). The Industrial
Revolution had a serious impact on the populations of the cities in the
Limburg region, which meant in turn that the use of rural dialects decreased
significantly.

EAST FLANDERS
Whereas the dialect of Antwerp has caused dialect loss in its surrounding
villages, the case of East Flanders is a little different, as its capital, Ghent,
was subject to dialect isolation, in which it rejected outside influence and did
not spread to its surrounding villages. The Brabantian dialect was quickly
imported into the cities and then spread throughout the countryside, leading to
the decline of the different dialects in East Flanders.

ANTWERP
The Antwerp dialect is as alive as ever, but due to its vitality, it has swallowed
up the dialects in the surrounding hinterland. It is distinctive to the city of
Antwerp but has recently begun to lose a large percentage of its vocabulary,
which has been replaced by that of Standard Dutch. The pronunciation,
however, remains unique.

WEST FLANDERS
Although the dialects of West Flanders show exceptional vitality (more so than
any other region in Belgium), they are still in the first stages of dialect loss due
to a general ‘leveling’ of the dialect. West-Flemish is slowly turning into a
general regional dialect, as opposed to being a patchwork of many different
dialectal variants in the different towns and villages.

Family
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Fill in exercise:

Mark is de vader van Nick.
Nick is de zoon van Mieke.
Marijke is de schoondochter van Lut.
Anna en Karel zijn de ouders van Gitte.
Koen is de neef van Julie.
Klaar is de nicht van Ben.
Lut is de oma van Gitte.
Karel is de schoonbroer van Bart.
Anna is de zus van Bart.
12

Marijke is de moeder van Klaar.

Education
Education in Belgium is regulated and for the most part financed by one of the
three communities: Flemish, French and German-speaking. Each community
has its own school system, with small differences among them. The federal
government plays a very small role: it decides directly the age for mandatory
schooling and indirectly the financing of the communities.
The different stages of education are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic education, consisting of
Preschool education: 2,5 - 6 years
Primary school: 6 - 12 years
Secondary education: 12 - 18 years
Higher education
Polytechnic/Vocational university
University

Arts
Despite its size, Belgium has a long and distinguished artistic tradition that
goes back to the Middle Ages, considerably pre-dating the foundation of the
current state in 1830. Art from the areas making up modern Belgium is called
in English Netherlandish up to the separation with the Netherlands from 1570
on, and Flemish until the 18th century.
Important monasteries in Belgium were centres of production in Carolingian
art and Ottonian art, and later the area producing Romanesque Mosan art is
now largely in Belgium. Flanders became one of the richest areas in Europe
in the later Middle Ages and Early Netherlandish painting produced work for
both the wealthy townspeople as well as the courtiers of the Duke of
Burgundy.
In the Renaissance Antwerp Mannerism was an early attempt by Flemish
artists to respond to Italian Renaissance art, with Romanism a later phase.
Dutch and Flemish Renaissance painting culminated in the work of Pieter
Bruegel the Elder in one direction, and the Flemish contribution to Northern
Mannerism in a very different one. Flemish Baroque painting is dominated by
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the figure of Rubens, though like his pupil Anthony van Dyck, he spent much
of his career abroad. There was also a great development of specialized
genres in painting, paralleling those in Dutch Golden Age painting to the
north, but with many differences.

Cuisine
Belgian cuisine is widely varied with significant regional variations while also
reflecting the cuisines of neighbouring France, Germany and the Netherlands.
It is sometimes said that Belgian food is served in the quantity of German
cuisine but with the quality of French food.[1][2] Outside the country, Belgium
is best known for its chocolate, waffles, fries and beer.
Though Belgium has many distinctive national dishes, many internationally
popular foods like hamburgers and spaghetti bolognese are also popular in
Belgium, and most of what Belgians eat is also eaten in neighbouring
countries. 'Belgian cuisine' therefore usually refers to dishes of Belgian origin,
or those considered typically Belgian.
Belgian cuisine traditionally prizes regional and seasonal ingredients.
Ingredients typical in Belgian dishes include potatoes, leeks, grey shrimp,
white asparagus, Belgian endives and local beer, in addition to common
European staples including meat, cheese and butter. Belgians typically eat
three meals a day, with a light breakfast, medium or large-sized lunch and
small dinner.
Belgium has a plethora of dishes and products that are local to a specific
area. Examples include waterzooi from Ghent, the couque biscuit from the
town of Dinant, and tarte au riz from Verviers. While their local origins are
acknowledged, most such dishes are enjoyed throughout Belgium.

Typical dishes
Appetizers
•

Gegratineerde witloof / Chicons au gratin

•
Boterhammen / Tartines: Slices of rustic bread and an uncovered
spread, often pâté or soft cheese, served on a cutting board. A typical variety
is a slice of bread with sliced radishes, typically accompanied by a glass of
gueuze.
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•
Charcuterie: particularly smoked ham (Jambon d'Ardennes) and pâté,
often made of game such as wild boar. The forested Ardennes region in the
south of Belgium is renowned for this type of food.
•
Salade Liégeoise: a salad with green beans, bacon, onions and
vinegar. It is usually associated with Liège.
•
Tomate-crevette / Tomaat-garnaal: a snack or starter of grey shrimp
(which is particularly popular in Belgium) and mayonnaise stuffed into a
hollowed-out raw tomato.

Savory dishes
•
Varieties of coiled boudin (blood sausage) on sale at a Belgian
Christmas Market
•
Moules-frites / Mosselen-friet: mussels cooked or steamed with onions
and celery served with fries. The recipe has often been referred to as the
country's national dish[3] but is also popular in the neighboring Nord region of
France.
•
Carbonade flamande / Stoverij: a Belgian beef stew, similar to the
French Beef Bourguignon, but made with beer instead of red wine. Served
with bread or fries and mustard. Usually accompanied by a beer. This is also
considered one of the national dishes, along with moules-frites.
•

Steak-frites

•
Waterzooi: a rich stew and soup of chicken or fish, vegetables, cream
and eggs, usually associated with the town of Ghent.
•
Gegratineerde witloof / Chicons au gratin: a gratin of Belgian endives in
béchamel sauce with cheese. Often the endives are wrapped with ham.
•
Kip met frieten en appelmoes / Poulet-frites-compote (chicken, fries
and apple sauce).
•
Konijn in geuze / Lapin à la gueuze: rabbit in gueuze, which is a
spontaneously fermented beer from the area around Brussels.
•
Filet américain: Very finely minced ground beef eaten raw and cold. It
is spread on a sandwich or bread with and sometimes topped with a sauce,
usually with Sauce américaine, and served with fries. When served as a
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dinner, it is mixed with onions and capers like steak tartare, but it retains the
name américain.
•
Paling in 't groen / Anguilles au vert: Eel in a green sauce of mixed
herbs (including chervil and parsley). Served with bread or fries. Usually
accompanied by a beer or (sometimes) an Alsace wine.
•
Pêches au thon / Perziken met tonijn: halved canned or fresh peaches
stuffed with a mix of tuna and mayonnaise, i.e. tuna salad.
•
Boudin / Pensen, beuling or bloedworst: a type of sausage in which the
meat, or blood, is mixed with fine breadcrumbs. Often eaten with potatoes and
apple sauce, sometimes eaten raw or barbecued.
•
Stoemp: potato mashed with vegetables (usually carrots or cabbage),
often served with sausages.
•
Vol-au-vent: a small hollow case of puff pastry filled with chicken,
mushrooms, and small meatballs, served with fries.

Sweet dishes and desserts
•
Waffles: sometimes eaten as a street snack and sold by ice-cream
vans. Among the better-known styles are the Liège waffle, Brussels waffle
and the stroopwafel
•

Speculoos: a shortcrust cinnamon biscuit.

•
Oliebollen / Smoutebollen / Croustillons: Deep-fried balls of sweet
dough, eaten at fairgrounds or on special occasions
•
Tarte au riz / Rijstevlaai: a pie with a filling based on rice pudding,
native to Verviers.
•
Sirop de Liège / Luikse siroop: a jam or jelly-like spread made of
evaporated fruit juices
•

Cuberdon: a cone-shaped purple candy made of gum Arabic

CHAPTER 4 – PROFESSIONS IN BELGIUM
Economy
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The Gross domestic product (GDP) in Belgium, the total production of goods
and services – was 409.4 billion euros in 2015.
GPD per inhabitant, measured in purchasing power parity (PPP) by 2015 (EU28=100)

The Belgian GDP is split up as shown below:

5,00%
Services
0,60%

10,50%

Industry
Agriculture, hunting, foerstry,
fishing

14,60%
69,30%

Other components
Construction industry

A full-time employed employee earns an average of 3,414 euro per month.
The average wage of an employee depends on different characteristics. A
Higher education results, for example, in a higher salary. Also between
woman and men a difference between the salary still exists.
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The average expenses of a Belgian household was 35,920 euros in 2014.
Most of it, 29%; of the total amount, was spent on property, followed by food,
beverages and tobacco (15.4%), transport and telecommunications (14,9%);
spending on culture, leisure, hospitality and travel (14.7%).
About 80% of Belgium’s trade is with fellow EU member states. Given this
high percentage, it seeks to diversify and expand trade opportunities with nonEU countries. The Belgian authorities are, as a rule, anti-protectionist and try
to maintain a hospitable and open trade and investment climate.
The social security system, which expanded rapidly during the prosperous
1950s and 1960s, includes a medical system, unemployment insurance
coverage, child allowances, invalid benefits, and other benefits and pensions.
With the onset of a recession in the 1970s, this system became an increasing
burden on the economy and accounted for much of the government budget
deficits. The national unemployment figures mask considerable differences
between Flanders and Wallonia. Unemployment in Wallonia is mainly
structural, while in Flanders it is cyclical. Flanders' unemployment levels are
generally only about half those of Wallonia. The southern region continues a
difficult transition out of sunset industries (mainly coal and steel), while
sunrise industries (chemicals, high-tech, and services) dominate in Flanders.
Belgium's unemployment rate was 6.5% in 2008. A total of 4.99 million people
make up Belgium's labor force. The majority of these people (73%) work in
the service sector. Belgian industry claims 25% of the labor force and
agriculture only 2%. As in other industrialized nations, pension and other
social entitlement programs have become a major concern as the baby boom
generation approaches retirement.
The port of Antwerp was in 2004 the second largest European sea port by
cargo volume, and the Antwerp freight railway station accounts for one-third of
Belgian freight traffic. Antwerp is the first diamond market in the world,
diamond exports account for roughly 1/10 of Belgian exports. The Antwerpbased BASF plant is the largest BASF-base outside Germany, and accounts
on its own for about 2% of Belgian exports. Other industrial and service
activities include car manufacturing, telecommunications, photographic
products.
The port of Bruges-Zeebrugge is one of the most important, modern and
fastest growing[18] ports in Europe. It is Europe's largest port for RoRo
traffic[19] and natural gas.[20] It also is the world's largest port for the import
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and export of new vehicles.[21] Tourism is also a major component of the
economy of Bruges. Due to its pristine medieval city centre, Bruges has
become a popular tourist destination. Annually about 2.5 million day tourists
visit the city and in 2007 there were about 1.4 million overnight stays.
The port of Ghent, in the north of the city, is the third largest port of Belgium. It
is accessed by the Ghent-Terneuzen Canal, which ends near the Dutch port
of Terneuzen on the Western Scheldt. The port houses, among others, big
companies like ArcelorMittal, Volvo Cars, Volvo Trucks, Volvo Parts, Honda,
and Stora Enso. The Ghent University, the second largest university of
Belgium by number of students, and a number of research oriented
companies are situated in the central and southern part of the city. Tourism is
increasingly becoming a major employer in the local area. Begonias have
been cultivated in the Ghent area since 1860. Belgium is the world's largest
producer of begonias, planting 60 million tubers per year. Eighty percent of
the crop is exported.

Currency (learn the numbers 1 – 100)
See Chapter 1

CHAPTER 5 – DAILY ROUTINE IN BELGIUM
Time (a clock)
2:05

20:10

19:45

10:25

21:35

16:55

07:15

09:20

14:00

15:30

11:40

13:50

20 voor 12
‘s middags

25 voor 10
‘s avonds

10 over 8
‘s avonds

Half 4
‘s
namiddags

Kwart na 7
‘s morgens

2 uur
‘s
namiddags

Kwart voor
8
‘s avonds

20 over 9
‘s morgens

5 voor 5
‘s
namiddags
10 voor 2
‘s
namiddags

5 over 2
‘s nachts

25 over 10
‘s morgens

Connect the correct time with the corresponding text.

Sports and Hobbies
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Sport in Belgium plays a prominent role in the society. As of 2010, Belgium
counted around 17,000 sport clubs with approximately 1.35 million members,
thus 13% of the Belgian population is involved in sport.
Popular sports in Belgium are among others football, cycling, tennis, table
tennis, athletics, swimming, basketball, badminton, judo, hockey, motocross,
auto racing, volleyball and running. Belgium has organized the 1920 Olympic
Games in Antwerp as well as the 1972 UEFA European Championship and
the 2000 UEFA European Championship along with the Netherlands. The
Belgium national football team best result was a 4th place at the 1986 FIFA
World Cup and a second place of the 1980 UEFA European Championship.
Belgian football clubs have won 3 times the UEFA Cup Winners Cup and
twice the UEFA Cup, plus 3 times the UEFA Supercup.
Belgium has won 38 gold medals at Summer Olympic Games as well as 1
medal at Winter Olympic Games for figure skating at the 1948 Winter
Olympics in St. Moritz. Among the 37 gold medals at the Summer Olympics,
11 medals were won in archery, 6 in cycling, 4 in equestrian, 3 in athletics and
fencing and 2 in sailing and judo. Well-known Belgian olympic champions are
Hubert Van Innis and Edmond Cloetens (archery), Gaston Roelants and Tia
Hellebaut (athletics), Patrick Sercu and Roger Ilegems (track cycling), Robert
Van de Walle and Ulla Werbrouck (judo), Frédérik Deburghgraeve
(swimming) and Justine Henin (tennis).
Other well-known Belgian sport champions are Roger Moens, Ivo Van
Damme and Kim Gevaert (athletics), Bart Veldkamp (speed skating), Ingrid
Lempereur (swimming), Gella Vandecaveye, Heidi Rakels and Harry Van
Barneveld (judo), Eddy Merckx, Rik Van Looy, Roger De Vlaeminck, Lucien
Van Impe, Johan Bruyneel, Johan Museeuw, Axel Merckx and Tom Boonen
(cycling), Raymond Ceulemans (three-cushion billiards), Jacky Ickx and
Thierry Boutsen (Formula One), Stefan Everts and Gaston Rahier
(motocross) and Jean-Michel Saive (table tennis), Kim Clijsters (tennis), Sven
Nys (cyclo-cross) and Vincent Rousseau (running). In team sports, wellknown footballers include Jean-Marie Pfaff, Eric Gerets, Enzo Scifo, Michel
Preud'homme, Franky Van Der Elst, Luc Nilis and Jan Ceulemans and wellknown basketball players include Ann Wauters, Éric Struelens, Axel Hervelle
and D. J. Mbenga. Former International Olympic Committee president Count
Jacques Rogge is a Belgian.
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Football
The Belgian Football Association, the governing body of football in Belgium,
was founded in 1895 and was one of the founding members of the FIFA in
1904.[3] The first Belgian championship was held in 1895 among the 10
founding teams of the Belgian Football Association, and was won by RFC de
Liège. A second level was added to the Belgian league in 1905, a third level in
1926 and a fourth one in 1952. R.S.C. Anderlecht is the most successful
Belgian team both at national (32 Belgian champion titles) and international (6
European titles) levels. Other successful clubs include Club Brugge K.V. (13
Belgian champion titles), R. Union Saint-Gilloise (11 national titles), Standard
Liège (10 national titles) and K.V. Mechelen (4 national titles and 2 European
titles). The club with the most Belgian Cup titles is Club Brugge KV (10)
followed by RSC Anderlecht (9) and R Standard Liège (6). The 8 European
titles won by Belgian clubs were claimed between 1976 and 1988.
The Belgian national football team played its first game in 1904 against
France. The match ended in a 3–3 draw. Since then, Belgium has qualified for
12 out of 20 World Cups, finishing 4th in 1986, and for 4 out of the 12 UEFA
European Football Championships in which it entered, finishing second in
1980. At the Summer Olympics, Belgium won the gold medal in 1920 and
secured a fourth place in 2008.
The most capped player for Belgium is Jan Ceulemans (96 caps between
1977 and 1991), followed by Timmy Simons (93 caps). Belgium all-time
topscorers are Bernard Voorhoof and Paul Van Himst with 30 goals each.
Other past famous players include goalkeepers Jean-Marie Pfaff and Michel
Preud'homme, René Vandereycken, Wilfried Van Moer, François and Leo
Van der Elst, Raymond Mommens, Franky Van Der Elst, Franky Vercauteren,
Luc Nilis, Enzo Scifo, Erwin Vandenbergh, Georges Grün, Lei Clijsters (father
of Kim Clijsters), Philippe Albert and Marc Wilmots. Current well-known
Belgian players are Thibaut Courtois, Simon Mignolet, Vincent Kompany,
Thomas Vermaelen, Jan Vertonghen, Marouane Fellaini, Romelu Lukaku,
Christian Benteke and Eden Hazard.

Cycling
Cycling is a very popular sport in Belgium. It is governed by the Royal Belgian
Cycling League, which is split between the Dutch-speaking WBV and the
French-speaking FCWB. Many Belgian cyclists have been successful, and
some of the greatest cycle races take place in Belgium, especially in road
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bicycle racing, though other bicycle racing disciplines such as mountain bike
racing or track cycling also count a number of Belgian champions and races.
The best Belgian cyclist of all time, Eddy Merckx, nicknamed the Cannibal,
has won the Tour de France and Giro d'Italia 5 times each, won the Vuelta a
España once, the UCI Road World Championship 3 times, had many classic
cycle race wins and set the hour record, among other achievements. Belgium
has been one of the most successful countries in road cycling since the
origins of the sport, with one of the oldest races being held in Belgium, Liège–
Bastogne–Liège, which was first held in 1892.

Tennis
Tennis in Belgium is governed by the Royal Belgian Tennis Federation, which
is split into the French-speaking AFT and the Dutch-speaking VTV. Belgium is
well known in tennis for the two champions Justine Henin and Kim Clijsters,
who were both WTA World No. 1 ranked player in the 2000s. Both players
also retired respectively in 2007 and 2008, before they came back to the
competition respectively in 2009 and 2010. Clijsters won 41 WTA titles,
including three US Open titles and the Australian Open in 2011. Henin won 43
WTA titles, including seven Grand Slam titles (four French Open titles, two US
Open titles and the 2004 Australian Open), and a gold medal at the 2004
Summer Olympics.

Athlectics
Athletics in Belgium is governed by three major bodies: the Royal Belgian
Athletics League (the Belgian federal association), the Flemish Athletics Liga
(Dutch: Vlaamse Atletiekliga, the Flemish association), and the Ligue Belge
Francophone d'Athlétisme (the French-speaking association). Belgium has
hosted a number of major athletics events, beginning with the 1950 European
Athletics Championships. It has since hosted the IAAF World Cross Country
Championships in 1973, 1991, 2001 and 2004, the IAAF World Half Marathon
Championships in 1993 and 2002 and the 2000 European Athletics Indoor
Championships (at the Flanders Sports Arena).
Belgium hosts a number of prominent annual competitions across all sections
of the sport of athletics. The Memorial Van Damme, Belgium's foremost track
and field competition, began in 1977 and is now part of the IAAF Diamond
League circuit. Two of the meetings in the Lotto Cross Cup (an annual cross
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country running series) are sanctioned by the IAAF and European Athletics.
Other significant competitions which are part of the European athletics circuit
include the Flanders Indoor meeting in Ghent and the KBC Night of Athletics
in Heusden. The country has two AIMS-certified marathons: the Antwerp
Marathon and the Brussels Marathon.[4] There is also an annual
ultramarathon competition called the Nacht van Vlaanderen, a 100 km race
which has been held annually since 1980. The meeting has also doubled as
the European and IAU World Championships on a number of occasions.[5]
Other annual races of note are the Warandeloop, Oostende-Brugge Ten
Miles, Kust Marathon, Guldensporenmarathon and the 20 km of Brussels.

Belgian coast
The coast's 65 kilometre long stretch of sandy coastline has 15 resorts, each
with its own character and unique atmosphere. The sandy beaches are ideal
for children. The beaches shelve gently out to sea, and life guards ensure
everyone's safety. Sunbathers have found that they acquire a healthier tan
here than in southern Europe, thanks to the iodine and salt in the air.
The Belgian coast offers a wide range of sport and recreation facilities : here
you can hire a bicycle or a buggy, or go sailing or fishing. The wide beach is
ideal for ball games, horse riding and beach surfing.
The summer months are the busiest period for the coast. However, other
seasons have their own charm, even if sunbathing is not part of it. There are
plenty of alternatives on the coast. Close by, there is Bruges, one of Belgium's
finest cities of art. A visit to this historic city is a must.
http://www.belgiancoast.co.uk/en

Transportation (Bus, Car, Train, …)

Train
Belgium has an extensive rail network. It is a member of the International
Union of Railways. In 2003, the network constituted 3,518 km of railways. Of
all of those railways, 2,631 km were also electrified. Belgium operates a policy
of cheap rail travel. Citizens in Belgium, especially students and older citizens,
are offered incentives and cheaper fares in order to alleviate congestion on
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the nation's roads. Public sector employees are entitled to a free or heavily
subsidised season ticket for commuting by rail. Many private sector employers
will make a contribution to the cost of a season ticket. Smoking is prohibited in
all railway stations (since it is an enclosed public place) and passenger cars.
http://www.belgianrail.be/

Bus
The bus is a convenient means of travel and the network covers a wide area
not served by other forms of public transport. The bus routes in Belgium are
handled by 3 different companies: De Lijn, TEC and STIB. De Lijn is
responsible for the Flanders network, while TEC handles bus travel in
Wallonia. The STIB buses cover the Brussels metropolitan area.

Tram - Metro
Tram and metro are the ideal means to get around in the city. They encounter
little or no hindrance from other forms of traffic and bring you safely and
quickly to numerous destinations in the city.
You can travel by tram in the cities of Brussels, Antwerp, Ghent and Charleroi.
You can travel along the entire coast by taking the coast tram.
The metro is currently only available in Brussels. The metro forms part of the
STIB network together with the bus and tram services of the Brussels
metropolitan area.

Airports
Many airline companies from other countries and continents regard Belgium
as the first stop in Europe due to its central location in Europe. This also
means direct flights for you to the many destinations both in Europe and
overseas.
Belgium has five airports offering passenger services:
•
•
•

Brussels – Zaventem
Ostend
Charleroi
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•
•

Luik – Bierset
Deurne

The national airport of Zaventem is the largest of these five airports. Brussels
is the capital of Europe and is therefore perfectly situated for easy access to
all other European nations.

CHAPTER 6 – HEALTH SYSTEM IN BELGIUM
Body parts

1. Hoofd
2. Ogen

9. Oor
10. Neus
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3. Mond
4. Nek
5. Arm
6. Hand
7. Been
8. Voet

11. Kin
12. Borst
13. Buik
14. Vingers
15. Knie
16. Teen

Help!
The Belgium healthcare system is divided into state and private sectors, with
fees payable in both, funded by a combination of Belgian social security
contributions and health insurance funds. With mandatory health insurance,
patients are free to choose their own medical professionals and places of
treatment. Patients generally pay costs upfront and are reimbursed a
proportion of the charges for medical and dental fees, hospital care and
treatment, maternity costs and prescriptions through their Belgian health
insurance fund (mutuelle in French, or ziekenfonds in Dutch). Some
alternative treatments are also reimbursable if carried out by a qualified
doctor. Many people top up their cover with private insurance to get a full
refund of all medical costs.
Doctors work in public and/or private settings. Dentists are almost all private.
Hospitals and clinics are private and usually managed by universities,
religious organisations or mutuelle/ziekenfonds.
Most doctors in Belgium work within the state Belgian health insurance
scheme (conventionné/geconventioneerd), while some combine this with
private work or work entirely in the private sector. You can choose your own
general practitioner in Belgium, although if they work in both the state and
private sectors make sure it's clear which service you want.
Patients usually pay the doctor upfront and then get a refund later from their
insurer. You can also see a medical specialist without a doctor's referral but it
will be cheaper if you do so through your GP/family doctor. Find out how to
choose a doctor in Belgium, arrange refunds and organise referrals onto a
medical specialist in Expatica's guide to doctors and medical specialists in
Belgium.
In Belgium there are public and private hospitals (hôpitaux/ziekenhuisen),
university hospitals and polyclinics. Some specialists are full time, while
others also work in private practices. As with general practitioners, you can
arrange to see a specialist of your choice at any Belgian hospital but check if
they are covered by your insurer to ensure you can claim a refund.
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You can also walk into ‘emergency outpatients’ for immediate treatment;
though as in other countries, do not use this as a GP replacement. You may
be charged a non-refundable small fee if you use emergency services without
a referral. You should remember to take your European Health Insurance
Card in Belgium, eID or an identifiable means of payment with you, though
emergency treatment will not be refused if you don’t.

Ask for Help
In an emergency in Belgium
Call the pan-European emergency number 112 (or 114 hearing assisted), free
of charge from any phone, for any life-threatening situation. When you call
they will need to know the type of emergency, address (municipality, street,
house number, locality, etc.) and the number of people in danger.
An ambulance will take you to the nearest hospital but you will typically have
to pay for this service, unless you have special or private health insurance
that covers this.

Other emergency numbers:
•
•
•

Medical service – 100
Police – 101
Fire Brigade - 100

Useful phrases
•

•

•

•

I need an ambulance
o J’ai besoin d’une ambulance (French);
o Ik heb een ziekenwagen nodig (Dutch).
I need a doctor
o Il me faut un médécin (Fr);
o Ik heb een doctor nodig (D).
Heart attack
o crise cardiaque (Fr);
o Hartaanval (D).
Stroke
o Un accident vasculaire cérébral (Fr);
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•

•

o Beroerte (D).
Accident
o Accident (Fr);
o Ongeluk (D).
Emergency
o Urgence (Fr);
o Spoedgeval (D).
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CYPRUS
CHAPTER 1 – GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT CYPRUS
Location
Cyprus (officially the Republic of Cyprus) is an island country in the Eastern
Mediterranean and the third largest and third most populous island in the
Mediterranean. It is located south of Turkey, west of Syria and Lebanon, northwest of
Israel and Palestine, north of Egypt, and southeast of Greece.

Climate
Cyprus has a subtropical climate – Mediterranean and semi-arid type (in the northeastern part of the island) with very mild winters (on the coast) and warm to hot
summers. Snow is possible only in the Troodos Mountains in the central part of
island. Rain occurs mainly in winter, with summer being generally dry.
Cyprus has one of the warmest climates in the Mediterranean part of the European
Union. The average annual temperature on the coast is around 24 °C (75 °F) during
the day and 14 °C (57 °F) at night. Generally, summers last about eight months,
beginning in April with average temperatures of 21–23 °C (70–73 °F) during the day
and 11–13 °C (52–55 °F) at night, and ending in November with average
temperatures of 22–23 °C (72–73 °F) during the day and 12–14 °C (54–57 °F) at
night, although in the remaining four months temperatures sometimes exceed 20 °C
(68 °F).

The middle of summer is hot – in July and August on the coast the average
temperature is usually around 33 °C (91 °F) during the day and around 22 °C (72 °F)
at night (inland, in the highlands average temperature exceeds 35 °C (95 °F)) while
in the June and September on the coast the average temperature is usually around
30 °C. Large fluctuations in temperature are rare. Inland temperatures are more
extreme, with colder winters and hotter summers compared with the coast of the
island.

Sunshine hours on the coast are around 3,200 per year, from an average of 5–6
hours of sunshine per day in December to an average of 12–13 hours in July. This is
about double that of cities in the northern half of Europe.
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Natural Environment / Morphology
Cyprus is the third largest island in the Mediterranean Sea, after the Italian islands of
Sicily and Sardinia (both in terms of area and population). Cyprus lies on the
southern border of the Eurasian Plate and on the southern margin of the Anatolian
Plate. The southern margin of the Anatolian Plate is in collision with the African Plate,
which has created the uplift of the Cyprus arc and Cyprus itself.
The physical relief of the island is dominated by two mountain ranges, the Troodos
Mountains and the smaller Kyrenia Range, and the central plain they encompass, the
Mesaoria. The Mesaoria plain is drained by the Pedieos River, the longest on the
island. The Troodos Mountains cover most of the southern and western portions of
the island and account for roughly half its area. The highest point on Cyprus is Mount
Olympus at 1,952 m (6,404 ft), located in the centre of the Troodos range. The
narrow Kyrenia Range, extending along the northern coastline, occupies substantially
less area, and elevations are lower, reaching a maximum of 1,024 m (3,360 ft).
The coast of Cyprus is indented and rocky in the north, with long sandy beaches and
numerous coves in the south. The northern coastal plain is covered with olive and
carob trees and backed by the steep limestone Pentadaktylos mountain range. In the
south the extensive Troodos massif is covered with pine, dwarf oak, cypress and
cedar trees. Seventeen per cent of the island is woodland. Between the two ranges
lies the fertile Messaoria plain.
The flora of Cyprus is unique and constitutes a truly outstanding botanical heritage.
With an estimated 1.800 species of flowering plants, 8% of which are found only on
the island, it is a paradise for botanists.
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Ethnic Groups
The people of Cyprus are broadly divided into two main ethnic communities,
Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots, who share many cultural traits but
maintain distinct identities based on ethnicity, religion, language, and close
ties with their respective motherlands. Before the dispute started in 1964 the
peoples of Cyprus (then 77% Greek Cypriots, 18% Turkish Cypriots, 5% other
communities, including Armenians and Maronites) were dispersed over the
entire island.
The Turkish invasion of Cyprus in 1974 de facto partitioned the island into two
political areas: 99.5% of Greek Cypriots now live in the Republic of Cyprus
while 98.7% of Turkish Cypriots live in Northern Cyprus (of other nationalities,
99.2% live in the Greek Cypriot area in the south). Greek is predominantly
spoken in the South, where the majority are Greek Cypriots, Turkish in the
north, where the majority are Turkish Cypriots. English is widely used over all
of the island.
The total population of Cyprus as of the end of 2016 is slightly over 1 million,
comprising 789,300 in the territory controlled by the government of the
Republic of Cyprus and 294,406 in Northern Cyprus. The population of
Northern Cyprus includes some 150,000–160,000 Turkish immigrants who
are regarded as illegal settlers by the Republic of Cyprus government and are
not included in the population statistics of the Republic of Cyprus Statistical
Service.

Religion or Spiritual Beliefs
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Christians make up 78% of the Cypriot population. Most Greek Cypriots, and
thus the majority of the population of Cyprus, are members of the
Autocephalous Greek Orthodox Church of Cyprus (Church of Cyprus),
whereas most Turkish Cypriots are officially Sunni Muslim. In addition to the
Orthodox Christian and Sunni Muslim communities, there are also small
Baha'i, Jewish, Protestant (including Anglican), Roman Catholic, Maronite
(Eastern Rites Catholic) and Armenian Apostolic communities in Cyprus.

[2] Pew Research Center's Religion & Public Life Project: Cyprus. Pew
Research Center. 2010.
Population – Minorities
Cyprus has been religiously and culturally diverse since at least medieval
times – multi-religious, even multi-cultural. Greeks, Turks, Maronites,
Armenians, Latins, Orthodox Christians, Muslims, Catholic Christians, Jews,
Gypsies, Lino-bambaki, and others, including Cypriots, exist with distinct
identities during modern times.
Through integration and assimilation, but primarily through the development of
ethnic national identities, a rigid ethnic national identification and separation
has evolved into Greeks, Turks, Maronites, Armenians, Latins, Gypsies, which
is only challenged by those who believe themselves to be Cypriots and by
those who cross the inter-religious boundaries of Christian and Muslim, such
as the Lino-bambaki and those who inter-marry, or the intra-religious Christian
boundaries, again through inter-marriage.
Because of the encouragement of Greek and Turkish ethnic nationalism
during the British period, replacing the primarily religious and regional
identities. The two main demographical represented inhabitants, the Eastern
Orthodox Christian Cypriots and the Muslim Cypriots, became ‘Greeks’ and
‘Turks’ respectively.
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Main minority groups: Turkish Cypriots (18%), Maronites (0.6%), Armenians
(0.3%), Latins (Roman Catholics) (0.1%) and Roma (0.08%).

Native Languages – Local Dialects
Cyprus has two official languages, Greek (Cyprus Dialect) and Turkish.
Armenian and Cypriot Maronite Arabic are recognised as minority languages.
The everyday spoken language of Greek Cypriots is Cypriot Greek and that of
Turkish Cypriots is Cypriot Turkish. These vernaculars both differ from their
standard registers significantly.
Although without official status, English is widely spoken. English was the sole
official language during British colonial rule and the lingua franca until 1960,
and continued to be used (de facto) in courts of law until 1989 and in
legislation until 1996. 80.4% of Cypriots are proficient in the English language
as a second language.
Russian is widely spoken among the country's minorities, residents and
citizens of post-Soviet countries, and Pontic Greeks. Russian, after English
and Greek, is the third language used. In addition to these languages, 12%
speak French and 5% speak German.

Major Cities / Villages
Cyprus is divided into six districts, whose capitals share the same name. The
districts are subdivided into municipalities. The districts of Cyprus are:
•
•

•

Paphos: situated in the western part of Cyprus. The area of the district
is 1,396 km², which constitutes the 15.1% of the total area of the island,
and the population in 2011 was 88,266
Limassol: forms much of the southwestern-central part of Cyprus, it
had a population of 235,330, 77% of which was urban. A part of
Limassol is under the British Overseas Territory of Akrotiri and
Dhekelia forms an enclave on the Akrotiri Peninsula, under the
sovereignty of the United Kingdom.
Nicosia: is the largest city and capital on the island of Cyprus. It is
located near the centre of the Mesaoria plain. Nicosia is the capital and
seat of government of the Republic of Cyprus, and as such is the
farthest southeast of all EU member states' capitals. Nicosia, is to this
day the only divided capital in the world. The Turkish invasion in 1974
resulted in the partitioning of the island, the North occupied by Turkey
(Turkish Cypriots) and the South by the Greek Cypriots
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•
•
•

Larnaca: is a city on the southern coast of Cyprus. A small part of the
district was occupied by the Turkish army in 1974, and is now de facto
administered as part of Northern Cyprus'
Famagusta: is a city on the east coast of Cyprus, currently occupied by
Turkey (Turkish Cypriots).
Kyrenia: is a city on the northern coast of Cyprus, currently occupied by
Turkey (Turkish Cypriots).

Landmarks – Lifestyle
City: Nicosia
Nicosia is the capital and seat of government of the Republic of Cyprus, and
as such is the farthest southeast of all EU member states' capitals. It has
been continuously inhabited for over 4,500 years and has been the capital of
Cyprus since the 10th century. The Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot
communities of Nicosia segregated into the south and north of the city
respectively in 1963, following the intercommunal violence that broke out in
the city. This division became a militarized border between the Republic of
Cyprus and Turkish Controlled part of Northern Cyprus after Turkey invaded
the island of Cyprus in 1974, occupying the north of the island, including
northern Nicosia. Today, the northern part of the city is the capital of Northern
Cyprus, a state recognized only by Turkey that is considered to be occupied
Cypriot territory by the international community.
Apart from its legislative and administrative functions, Nicosia has established
itself as the island's financial capital and its main international business
centre. In 2012, Nicosia was the 5th richest city in the world in relative
purchasing power.
Places in Nicosia
[1] United Nations Buffer Zone in Cyprus
The United Nations Buffer Zone in Cyprus is a demilitarised zone, patrolled by
the United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP), that was
established in 1964 and extended in 1974 after the cease fire of 16 August
1974, following the Turkish invasion of Cyprus, and de facto partition of the
island into the area controlled by the Republic of Cyprus (southern Cyprus
save for the British Sovereign Base Areas) and the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus in the North. The zone, also known as the Green Line,
stretches for 180 kilometres (112 miles).The zone cuts through the centre of
Nicosia, separating the city into southern and northern sections. In total, it
spans an area of 346 square kilometres (134 sq mi), varying in width from
less than 20 metres to more than 7 kilometres.
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The line is also referred to as the Attila Line, named after the Turkish codename for the 1974 military intervention: Operation Atilla. Turkish forces built a
barrier on the zone's northern side, consisting mainly of barbed-wire fencing,
concrete wall segments, watchtowers, anti-tank ditches, and minefields.

Figure 1 – UN Buffer zone in Cyprus
[2] The Venetian Walls (see Figure 2) are a series of defensive walls which
surround the capital city of Nicosia in Cyprus. The first city walls were built in
the Middle Ages, but they were completely rebuilt in the mid-16th century by
the Republic of Venice. The walls are still largely intact, and are among the
best preserved Renaissance fortifications in the Eastern Mediterranean.
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Figure 2 – Nicosia in 1957 by Giacomo Franco
[2] Ledra Street is a major shopping thoroughfare in central Nicosia, Cyprus,
which links North Nicosia, the part of the city under the control of the de facto
Northern Cyprus, and south Nicosia.
It is the site of the former Ledra Street barricade, across the United Nations
buffer zone. The barricade symbolised the division of Nicosia between the
Greek south and Turkish north. It was removed in April 2008 and Ledra Street
became the sixth crossing between the southern and northern parts of
Cyprus. Ledra Street runs parallel to Onasagorou Street.
The name of the street refers to the ancient city-kingdom of Ledra,
established in 1050 BC, that was located in the centre of the island where the
capital city is today.
Other Landmarks
• Cyprus Museum
• G. Leventis Gallery
• Ledra Street Crossing Point
• Selimiye Mosque
• Sacred Temple Of Virgin Mary Faneromenis
• Liberty Monument
• Archbishop Makarios III Foundation - Byzantine Museum and Art
Galleries
• Cyprus Folk Art Museum
City: Paphos
Paphos is a coastal city in the southwest of Cyprus and the capital of Paphos
District. In antiquity, two locations were called Paphos: Old Paphos and New
Paphos.
Near Palaepaphos (Old Paphos) at the seaside of Petra tou Romiou is the
modern mythical birthplace of Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of love and
beauty, and the founding myth is interwoven with the goddess at every level,
so that Old Paphos became the most famous and important place for
worshipping Aphrodite in the ancient world.
In Greco-Roman times, Paphos was the island's capital, and it is well known
for the remains of the Roman governor's palace, where extensive, fine
mosaics are a major tourist attraction. Paul the Apostle visited the town during
the first century AD. The town of Paphos is included in the official UNESCO
list of cultural and natural treasures of the world's heritage.
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Paphos has been selected as a European Capital of Culture for 2017, along
with Aarhus.
Places in Paphos
[1] Aphrodite's Rock, is a sea stack in Pafos, Cyprus. It is located off the
shore along the main road from Pafos to Limassol. The combination of the
beauty of the area and its status in mythology as the birthplace of Aphrodite
makes it a popular tourist location.

Figure 3 - Aphrodite's Rock
[2] Paphos Castle
By the harbour stands Paphos Castle, originally a Byzantine fort built to
protect the harbour. It was rebuilt by the Lusignans in the 13th century,
dismantled in 1570 by the Venetians who were unable to defend it against the
Ottomans, who in their turn restored and strengthened it after capturing the
island. Saranta Kolones, Kato Paphos, near the harbour, is a castle built in
the first years of Lusignan rule (beginning of the 12th century) maybe on the
site of a previous Byzantine castle. It was destroyed in the earthquake of
1222.
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Figure 4 - Paphos Fort
Other Landmarks
UNESCO added the entire town of Paphso to its World Cultural Heritage List.
Among the treasures unearthed are the mosaics in the Houses of Dionysos
(Fig. 5), Theseus and Aion, well preserved after 16 centuries under the soil.
Then there are the mysterious vaults and caves, the Tombs of the Kings (Fig
6), the pillar to which Saint Paul (Fig. 7) was allegedly tied and whipped and
the ancient Odeon Theatre. Other places of interest include the Byzantine
Museum and the District Archaeological Museum, with its attractive collection
of Cypriot antiquities from the Paphos area, dating from the Neolithic Age up
to 1700 AD. Near the Odeon (Fig. 8) are the remains of the ancient city walls,
the Roman Agora and a building dedicated to Asclepius, god of medicine.
The mosaic floors of these elite villas dating from the 3rd to the 5th century
are among the finest in the Eastern Mediterranean. They mainly depict
scenes from Greek mythology.
The city contains many catacomb sites dating back to the early Christian
period. The most famous is Saint Solomoni Church, originally a Christian
catacomb retaining some of its 12th century frescoes. A sacred tree at the
entrance is believed to cure the ailments of those who hang a personal
offering on its branches.
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Figure 5 - House of Dyonisos

Figure 6 - Tomb of the Kings
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Figure 7 - Saint Paul’s pillar

Figure 8 – Ancient Paphos Odeon

City: Limassol
Limassol was built between two ancient cities, Amathus and Kourion (Fig ),
and during Byzantine rule it was known as Neapolis (new town). Limassol's
historical centre is located around its medieval Limassol Castle (Fig. ) and the
Old Port. Today the city spreads along the Mediterranean coast and has
extended much farther than the castle and port, with its suburbs stretching
along the coast to Amathus. To the west of the city is the Akrotiri Area of the
British Overseas Territory of Akrotiri and Dhekelia.
Places in Limassol
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[1] Limassol Castle, the medieval Limassol Castle (Fig. 9) is situated near
the old harbour in the heart of the historical centre of the city of Limassol. The
castle as it appears today is a structure rebuilt circa 1590 under the period of
Ottoman rule.

Figure 9 - Limassol Castle
[2] The archaeological remains of Kourion - which was one of the island’s
most important city-kingdoms in antiquity - are of the most impressive on the
island, and excavations have unearthed many significant finds, which can be
viewed at the site.
The city-kingdom was built on the hills of the area, and overlooked and
controlled the fertile valley of the river Kouris. According to archaeological
finds, evidence suggests that Kourion was associated with the Greek legend
of Argos of Peloponnese, and that its inhabitants believed they were
descendents of Argean immigrants. The once-flourishing kingdom was
eventually destroyed in a severe earthquake in 365 AD.
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Figure 10 - Archaeological Area of Kourion

[3] The Sanctuary of Apollo Hylates

The sanctuary is located about 2,5 kilometres west of the ancient town of
Kourion along the road which leads to Paphos. It was one of the main
religious centres of ancient Cyprus, where Apollo was worshipped as god of
the woodlands. It seems that the worship of Apollo on this site began as early
as the 8th century B.C. and continued until the 4th century A.D. The site has
undergone many extensions and alterations in different periods. The majority
of the monuments as they can be seen today belong to the site's 1st century
AD restorations.
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Figure 11 - The temple of Apollo at Kourion

Other Landmarks
•
•
•
•

Kolossi Castle
Amathus Archeological Area
Limassol Salt Lake
Limassol Marina and Old Harbour

City: Larnaca
Larnaca is known for its palm-tree seafront, the Church of Saint Lazarus, the
Hala Sultan Tekke, the Kamares Aqueduct and its medieval fort. It is built on
the ruins of ancient Citium, which was the birthplace of Stoic philosopher
Zeno.

[1] Kamares Aqueduct, also known as the Bekir Pasha Aqueduct (Fig. 12),
is an aqueduct near Larnaca, Cyprus. Located outside the city, near the old
road to Limassol, it was built starting in 1747. Tassos Mikropoulos has
described it as the most prominent water supply built in Cyprus.
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Figure 12 - Details of Larnaca aqueduct.

[2] Hala Sultan Tekke or the Mosque of Umm Haram, is a Muslim shrine on
the west bank of Larnaca Salt Lake, near Larnaca, Cyprus. Umm Haram was
the Islamic prophet Muhammad's wet nurse and the wife of Ubada bin alSamit.

Figure 13 - Hala Sultan Tekke

[3] Church of Saint Lazarus, the Church of Saint Lazarus (Fig. 14) is named
for New Testament figure Lazarus of Bethany, the subject of a miracle
recounted in the Gospel of John, in which Jesus raises him from the dead.
According to Orthodox tradition, sometime after the Resurrection of Christ,
Lazarus was forced to flee Judea because of rumoured plots on his life and
came to Cyprus.
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Figure 14 - Church of Saint Lazarus.

[4] Larnaca Castle, is a castle located on the southern coast of Cyprus. It
was constructed to defend the southern coast of Cyprus and the harbour town
of Larnaca and was later used as an artillery station, prison, and a museum. It
is not clear when the Byzantine fort was first built but archeological research
carried out around the castle suggest that initial construction started in late
12th century AD.

Figure 15 - Larnaca Castle
Other Landmarks
•
•
•

Armenian Genocide Memorial
Bust of Cimon
Athenon Avenue (Seafront with palm trees)
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•

Larnaca Salt Lake

City: Kyrenia
Kyrenia is a city on the northern coast of Cyprus, noted for its historic harbour
and castle. It is under the de facto control of Northern Cyprus.
While there is evidence showing that Kyrenia has been populated since ca.
5800–3000 BC, it is traditionally accepted that the city was founded by
Achaeans from the Peloponnese after the Trojan War. As the town grew
prosperous, the Romans established the foundations of its castle in the 1st
century AD. Kyrenia grew in importance after the 9th century due to the safety
offered by the castle, and played a pivotal role under the Lusignan rule as the
city never capitulated. The castle has been most recently modified by the
Venetians in the 15th century, but the city surrendered to the Ottoman Empire
in 1571.

City: Famagusta
Famagusta, is a city on the east coast of Cyprus. The City is located east of
Nicosia, and possesses the deepest harbour of the island. During the
medieval period (especially under the maritime republics of Genoa and
Venice), Famagusta was the island's most important port city, and a gateway
to trade with the ports of the Levant, from where the Silk Road merchants
carried their goods to Western Europe.
The old walled city and parts of the modern town presently fall within the de
facto Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus in Gazimağusa District of which it
is the capital.

[1] Varosha
Varosha, is an abandoned southern quarter of the Cypriot city of Famagusta.
Prior to the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in 1974, it was the modern tourist area
of the city. Its inhabitants fled during the invasion, when it came under Turkish
control, and it has remained abandoned and under the occupation of the
Turkish Armed Forces ever since. As of 2016, the quarter continues to be
uninhabited and is described as a ghost town. Entry is forbidden to the public.
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Figure 16 - Varosha, as seen from outside the military fence

How to Get to Cyprus
Cyprus is an island country and therefore the best way to arrive to Cyprus is
by air from all major EU airports. The Republic of Cyprus operates two
international airports: Larnaca International Airport and Paphos International
Airport.
The Republic of Cyprus is the sole sovereign authority under International
Law with exclusive jurisdiction to determine which of its airports on its territory
are open and functioning.
Visitors arriving in Cyprus by air, may enter the Republic of Cyprus only
through the International Airports of Larnaca and Paphos. Entry via any other
airport is illegal. The operation of airports built in the areas of Cyprus which
are under Turkish military occupation since 1974, has never been authorized
by the Government of the Republic of Cyprus.
These airports are, consequently, illegal points of entry into the Republic of
Cyprus. The Republic of Cyprus maintains the right to impose penalties on
those who violate the law by using illegal airports.
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CHAPTER 2 – A BIT OF HISTORY ABOUT CYPRUS

A chronology of key events:
1914 - Cyprus annexed by Britain, after more than 300 years of Ottoman rule. Britain had
occupied the island in 1878, although it remained nominally under Ottoman sovereignty.
1925 - Becomes crown colony.
1955 - Greek Cypriots begin guerrilla war against British rule. The guerrilla movement, the
National Organisation of Cypriot Combatants (EOKA), wants enosis (unification) with Greece.
British authorities arm a paramilitary police force made up of Turkish Cypriots.
1956 - Archbishop Makarios, head of enosis campaign, deported to the Seychelles.
1959 - Archbishop Makarios returns and is elected president.

Independence
1960 - Cyprus gains independence after Greek and Turkish communities reach agreement on
a constitution. Treaty of Guarantee gives Britain, Greece and Turkey the right to intervene.
Britain retains sovereignty over two military bases.
1963 - Makarios raises Turkish fears by proposing constitutional changes which would
abrogate power-sharing arrangements. Inter-communal violence erupts. Turkish side
withdraws from power-sharing.
1964 - United Nations peacekeeping force set up. Turkish Cypriots withdraw into defended
enclaves.
1974 - Military junta in Greece backs coup against Makarios, who escapes. Within days
Turkish troops land in north. Greek Cypriots flee their homes.
Coup collapses. Turkish forces occupy third of the island, enforce partition between north and
south roughly along the "Green Line" ceasefire line drawn up by UN forces in 1963.
Glafcos Clerides, president of the House of Representatives, becomes president until
Makarios returns in December.
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1975 - Turkish Cypriots establish independent administration, with Rauf Denktash as
president. Denktash and Clerides agree population exchange.
1977 - Makarios dies. Succeeded by Spyros Kyprianou.
1980 - UN-sponsored peace talks resume.

1983 - Denktash suspends talks and proclaims Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC).
It is recognised only by Turkey.
1985 - No agreement at talks between Denktash and Kyprianou.
1988 - Georgios Vassiliou elected Greek Cypriot president.
1989 - Vassiliou-Denktash talks abandoned.
1992 - Talks resume and collapse again.
1993 - Glafcos Clerides replaces Vassiliou as president.
1994 - European Court of Justice rules that a list of goods, including fruit and vegetables, are
not eligible for preferential treatment when exported by the Turkish Cypriot community directly
to the EU.
1996 - Increased tension, violence along buffer zone.
1997 - Failure of UN-mediated peace talks between Clerides and Denktash.
1998 - Clerides re-elected to a second term by narrow margin.
EU lists Cyprus as potential member.
Clerides' government threatens to install Russian-made anti-aircraft missiles. Turkey
threatens military action. Clerides decides not to deploy missiles in Cyprus.
2001 June - UN Security Council renews its 36-year mission. Some 2,400 peacekeepers
patrol the buffer zone between Greek and Turkish Cypriots.
2001 July - Dozens of police officers are injured as protesters attack a British military base at
Akrotiri over plans to build telecommunications masts alleged to pose a health hazard.
2001 November - Turkey says it might annex the north if the Republic of Cyprus joins the EU.
It says the move, coming before any reunification settlement, would violate the 1960 treaty.
2002 January - Clerides and Denktash begin UN-sponsored negotiations. Minds are
concentrated by EU membership aspirations.
2002 November - UN Secretary General Kofi Annan presents a comprehensive peace plan
for Cyprus which envisages a federation with two constituent parts, presided over by a
rotating presidency.
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2002 December - EU summit in Copenhagen invites Cyprus to join in 2004 provided the two
communities agree to UN plan by early spring 2003. Without reunification, only the
internationally recognised Greek Cypriot part of the island will gain membership.
2003 February - Tassos Papadopoulos defeats Clerides in presidential elections.
2003 March - UN deadline for agreement on reunification plan passes. Secretary-General
Kofi Annan acknowledges that the plan has failed.
2003 April - Turkish and Greek Cypriots cross island's dividing "green line" for first time in 30
years after Turkish Cypriot authorities ease border restrictions.
2004 April - Twin referendums on whether to accept UN reunification plan in last-minute bid to
achieve united EU entry. Plan is endorsed by Turkish Cypriots but overwhelmingly rejected by
Greek Cypriots.
The EU agrees to take steps to end the isolation of the Turkish Cypriot community.

EU accession
2004 1 May - Cyprus is one of 10 new states to join the EU, but does so as a divided island.
2004 December - Turkey agrees to extend its EU customs union agreement to 10 new
member states, including Cyprus. The Turkish prime minister says this does not amount to a
formal recognition of Cyprus.
2005 April - Mehmet Ali Talat elected Turkish Cypriot president.
2005 May - Greek Cypriot and UN officials begin exploratory talks on prospects for new
diplomatic peace effort.
2005 June - Parliament ratifies proposed EU constitution.
2005 August - Cypriot airliner crashes near Athens, Greece, killing all 121 passengers and
crew. It is the island's worst peacetime disaster.
2006 May - Greek Cypriots back ruling coalition in parliamentary elections, endorsing its
opposition to reunification efforts.
2006 July - UN-sponsored talks between President Papadopolous and Turkish Cypriot leader
Mehmet Ali Talat agree a series of confidence-building measures and contacts between the
two communities.
2006 November - EU-Turkey talks on Cyprus break down over Turkey's continued refusal to
open its ports to traffic from the Republic of Cyprus. Ankara says the EU should end the
isolation of the Turkish Cypriot community before Turkey opens its ports.

2007 February - Turkey denies sending extra warships to the eastern Mediterranean in a row
over oil drilling rights off Cyprus.
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2007 January-March - Greek and Turkish Cypriots demolish barriers dividing the old city of
Nicosia. The moves are seen as paving the way for another official crossing point on what
used to be a key commercial thoroughfare.
2008 January - Cyprus adopts the euro.

New talks
2008 February - Left-wing leader Demetris Christofias wins presidential elections. Promises to
work towards reunification.
2008 March - President Christofias and Turkish Cypriot leader Mehmet Ali Talat agree to start
formal talks on reunification.
2008 April - Symbolic Ledra Street crossing between the Turkish and Greek sectors of
Nicosia reopened for first time since 1964.
2008 September - Greek and Turkish Cypriot leaders launch intensive negotiations aimed at
ending the division of the island.
2009 April - Right-wing nationalist National Unity Party wins parliamentary elections in
northern Cyprus, potentially hampering peace talks. Turkish Cypriot leader Mehmet Ali Talat
remains in office, but in a weakened position. Reunification talks continue through 2009, with
little progress.
2010 January - President Christofias and Turkish Cypriot leader Mehmet Ali Talat resume
talks on reunification in downbeat mood, no progress made.
2010 April - Dervis Eroglu, who favours independence, wins the Turkish north's leadership
contest, beating pro-unity incumbent Mehmet Ali Talat.
2010 May - Re-unification talks resume with a new hardliner representing the Turkish north.
2011 May - Parliamentary polls. The the main right wing opposition party DISY wins by a
narrow margin.
2011 July - Navy chief Andreas Ioannides and 12 others died when people when impounded
Iranian containers of explosives blew up at the main naval base and the country's main power
plant. The defence minister, military chief and foreign minister resigned over the incident,
which officials said occurred after a bush fire ignited the explosives.
Credit rating agency Moody's cuts Cyprus's rating by two notches from A2 to BAA1,
increasing risk of Cyprus requiring an EU bailout. Power shortages caused by the naval base
blast knocking out the country's main power station, plus significant Greek debt, have made
financial reform difficult. Fitch cut Cyprus's rating to A- from AA- in May over Greek debt
fears.
2011 August - President Christofias appoints a new cabinet with economist Kikis Kazamias
from his AKEL as finance minister. The previous cabinet resigned after the power shortages
prompted the departure from the coalition government of the centre-right party DIKO.
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2011 September - Cyprus begins exploratory drilling for oil and gas, prompting a diplomatic
row with Turkey, which responds by sending an oil vessel to waters off northern Cyprus.
Link: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/1021835.stm
2012 April - The UN cancels plans for a Cyprus conference, citing lack of progress on any of
the substantial differences between the two sides.
Turkey's Turkish Petroleum Corporation begins drilling for oil and gas onshore in northern
Cyprus despite protests from the Cypriot government that the action is illegal.

Financial crisis
2012 June - Cyprus appeals to European Union for financial assistance to shore up its banks,
which are heavily exposed to the stumbling Greek economy.
2013 February - Democratic Rally conservative candidate Nicos Anastasiades wins
presidential election.
2013 March - President Anastasiades secures 10bn-euro bank bailout from the European
Union and IMF. Laiki Bank, the country's second-biggest, is wound down and deposit-holders
with more than 100,000 euros will face big losses.
2014 October - Cyprus suspends peace talks with Turkish-held Cypriots in protest against
what it calls efforts by Turkey to prevent it from exploring gas fields south of the island. The
EU and US express concern over the tension.
2015 February - At talks with his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin, President Anastasiades
agrees to let Russian navy have access to Cypriot ports.

Reunification talks resume
2015 May - Government and Turkish Cypriot negotiators resume talks on reunification,
holding 20 rounds of UN-sponsored in the course of the year.
2016 January - President Anastasiades and Turkish Cypriot leader Mustafa Akinci make
unprecedented joint New Year television address ahead of continuing round of reunification
talks.
2017 January - Greek and Turkish Cypriot leaders meet at UN in Geneva for direct talks on
reunification under a federal arrangement. Progress will lead to security guarantors Britain,
Greece and Turkey joining the talks.
Link: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-17219505
Images from here: http://cyprusembassy.net/home/timeline.html
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Youtube Videos
(1)

People of Cyprus - Part 1: An overview
https://youtu.be/EQCwqRPpm-s

(2)

People of Cyprus - Part 2: The Communities
https://youtu.be/hA2U-RuCj6U

(3)

People of Cyprus - Part 3: The minorities
https://youtu.be/3Nh-DrqOEuc

(4)

People of Cyprus - Part 4: Non-citizens
https://youtu.be/eort_A4wpcY

Channel Name: The Cypriot Puzzle
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCU8bz2ZtALpcvGTUet3F9hQ

CHAPTER 3 – CULTURE
Cyprus Art History
The art history of Cyprus can be said to stretch back up to 10,000 years,
following the discovery of a series of Chalcolithic period carved figures in the
villages of Khoirokoitia and Lempa. The island is the home to numerous
examples of high quality religious icon painting from the Middle Ages as well
as many painted churches. Cypriot architecture was heavily influenced by
French Gothic and Italian renaissance introduced in the island during the era
of Latin domination (1191–1571).
In modern times Cypriot art history begins with the painter Vassilis Vryonides
(1883–1958) who studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Venice.[212]
Arguably the two founding fathers of modern Cypriot art were Adamantios
Diamantis (1900–1994) who studied at London's Royal College of Art and
Christopheros Savva (1924–1968) who also studied in London, at Saint
Martin's School of Art. In many ways these two artists set the template for
subsequent Cypriot art and both their artistic styles and the patterns of their
education remain influential to this day. In particular the majority of Cypriot
artists still train in England while others train at art schools in Greece and local
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art institutions such as the Cyprus College of Art, University of Nicosia and the
Frederick Institute of Technology.
One of the features of Cypriot art is a tendency towards figurative painting
although conceptual art is being rigorously promoted by a number of art
"institutions" and most notably the Nicosia Municipal Art Centre. Municipal art
galleries exist in all the main towns and there is a large and lively commercial
art scene. Cyprus was due to host the international art festival Manifesta in
2006 but this was cancelled at the last minute following a dispute between the
Dutch organizers of Manifesta and the Cyprus Ministry of Education and
Culture over the location of some of the Manifesta events in the Turkish sector
of the capital Nicosia.
Other notable Greek Cypriot artists include Helene Black, Kalopedis family,
Panayiotis Kalorkoti, Nicos Nicolaides, Stass Paraskos, Arestís Stasí,
Telemachos Kanthos, Konstantia Sofokleous and Chris Achilleos, and Turkish
Cypriot artists include İsmet Güney, Ruzen Atakan and Mutlu Çerkez.

Literature
Literary production of the antiquity includes the Cypria, an epic poem,
probably composed in the late 7th century BC and attributed to Stasinus. The
Cypria is one of the very first specimens of Greek and European poetry. The
Cypriot Zeno of Citium was the founder of the Stoic School of Philosophy.
Epic poetry, notably the "acritic songs", flourished during Middle Ages. Two
chronicles, one written by Leontios Machairas and the other by Georgios
Voustronios, cover the entire Middle Ages until the end of Frankish rule (4th
century–1489). Poèmes d'amour written in medieval Greek Cypriot date back
from the 16th century. Some of them are actual translations of poems written
by Petrarch, Bembo, Ariosto and G. Sannazzaro. Many Cypriot scholars fled
Cyprus at troubled times such as Ioannis Kigalas (c. 1622–1687) who
migrated from Cyprus to Italy in the 17th century, several of his works have
survived in books of other scholars.
Hasan Hilmi Efendi, a Turkish Cypriot poet, was rewarded by the Ottoman
sultan Mahmud II and said to be the "sultan of the poems".
Modern Greek Cypriot literary figures include the poet and writer Kostas
Montis, poet Kyriakos Charalambides, poet Michalis Pasiardis, writer Nicos
Nicolaides, Stylianos Atteshlis, Altheides, Loukis Akritas and Demetris Th.
Gotsis. Dimitris Lipertis, Vasilis Michaelides and Pavlos Liasides are folk
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poets who wrote poems mainly in the Cypriot-Greek dialect. Among leading
Turkish Cypriot writers are Osman Türkay, twice nominated for the Nobel
Prize in Literature, Özker Yaşın, Neriman Cahit, Urkiye Mine Balman, Mehmet
Yaşın and Neşe Yaşın.
There is an increasingly strong presence of both temporary and permanent
emigre Cypriot writers in world literature, as well as writings by second and
third -generation Cypriot writers born or raised abroad, often writing in
English. This includes writers such as Stephen Laughton, Michael Paraskos,
Stel Pavlou and Stephanos Stephanides.

Examples of Cyprus in foreign literature include the works of Shakespeare,
with most of the play Othello by William Shakespeare set on the island of
Cyprus. British writer Lawrence Durrell lived in Cyprus from 1952 until 1956,
during his time working for the British colonial government on the island, and
wrote the book Bitter Lemons about his time in Cyprus which won the second
Duff Cooper Prize in 1957. More recently British writer Victoria Hislop used
Cyprus as the setting for her 2014 novel The Sunrise.

Cinema
The most worldwide known Cypriot director, to have worked abroad, is
Michael Cacoyannis.
Cypriot cinema was born much later than that of other countries. In the late
1960s and early 1970s, George Filis produced and directed Gregoris
Afxentiou, Etsi Prodothike i Kypros (Cyprus Betrayal), and The Mega
Document.
In 1994, cinematographic production received a boost with the establishment
of the Cinema Advisory Committee. As of the year 2000, the annual amount
set aside in the national budget stands at Cy Pounds 500,000 (about 850,000
Euros). In addition to government grants, Cypriot co-productions are eligible
for funding from the Council of Europe's Eurimages Fund, which finances
European film co-productions. To date, four feature-length films in which a
Cypriot was executive producer have received funding from Eurimages. The
first was I Sphagi tou Kokora (1992), completed in 1996, Hellados (And the
Trains Fly to the Sky, 1995), which is currently in post-production, and Costas
Demetriou's O Dromos gia tin Ithaki (The Road to Ithaka, 1997) which
premiered in March 2000. The theme song to The Road to Ithaka was
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composed by Costas Cacoyannis and sung by Alexia Vassiliou. In September
1999, To Tama (The Promise) by Andreas Pantzis also received funding from
the Eurimages Fund.[234] In 2009 the Greek director, writer and producer
Vassilis Mazomenos filmed in Cyprus Guilt. The film was awarded in 2012
with the Best Screenwriting and Best Photography award in London Greek
Film Festival (UK) and was official selection in Montreal World Film Festival,
Cairo International Film Festival, India International Film Festival, Tallinn
Black Nights Film Festival, Fantasporto and opening film in the Panorama of
European Cinema in Athens. In 2010 the film was Nominated for the best film
from the Hellenic Film Academy.
Only a small number of foreign films have been made in Cyprus. This includes
Incense for the Damned, filmed in 1969 and starring Patrick Macnee, Patrick
Mower and Peter Cushing. In 1970 The Beloved, starring Raquel Welch was
also filmed in Cyprus, as was the 1973 British comedy movie Ghost in the
Noonday Sun, directed by Peter Medak, starring Peter Sellers, Anthony
Franciosa and Spike Milligan. Parts of the 1962 film The Longest Day, starring
John Wayne were also filmed on Cyprus.

Other sources
http://www.kypros.org/CyprusPanel/cyprus/arts.html
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/pcyp/hd_pcyp.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cinema_of_Cyprus

Overview of the Cyprus Culture
Welcome
One of the first aspects of the Cyprus culture experienced by foreigners to
Cyprus is the warm welcome. Cypriots are known worldwide for the genuine
and sincere hospitality and friendliness. The words 'Kalosorisate' (Welcome!)
and 'Kopiaste' (Come join us!) are frequently called to locals and foreigners
alike.
Plate Smashing
The smashing of plates is an old time Greek tradition which spread around
many of the Greek islands including Cyprus. Demonstrated at weddings, and
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other parties and celebrations, plates would be thrown to the floor and
smashed whilst singing and dancing. Previous to the plates, knives were
thrown, in particular towards the feet of performing artists on stage, with the
thrower shouting "Opa!" to signify respect to the artist and enjoyment of their
performance. This practice soon died out due to many mis-haps and injuries,
and soon the throwing of plates took over. It is said this custom is an
expression of 'Kefi', which roughly translated means 'the spirit of joy, passion,
enthusiasm, high spirits, or frenzy'. Plate smashing can still be found in some
parts of Cyprus, and in Greece, however this tradition has also now mostly
been replaced, in this instance with the throwing of flowers, due to the obvious
'safety' problems associated with many plates being smashed. In many
bouzoukia or other modern establishments, girls with baskets or plates with
flowers will go around the tables and sell them to the customers, who then
throw them to the performers on stage.

Worry Beads
The kompoloi, or string of beads, is a familiar sight in the hands of many
Greek and Cypriot men. It became a popular form of plaything amongst men
in Greece and many of the Greek islands. The word komboloi incorporates
the word kombos, meaning the knot. The fascination and magic derived from
these knots running through ones fingers may well have come from the
thoughts conjured up from playing with the string of beads, which are always
made with an uneven number of beads. The kompoloi is said to be more than
just a means of passing time, it reflects a way of life. They are certainly
relaxing, with the sound of the beads clocking together combined with the feel
of the smooth beads between once fingers. The beads can be bought in many
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weights, sizes, colours, and materials and can make a nice cost effective gift,
or a very expensive one.

Tuesday 13th
Unlike the western belief, in Cyprus the unlucky day is Tuesday the 13th, and
not Friday the 13th.
Evil Eye
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Some Cypriots believe that someone can catch the evil eye, or 'matiasma',
from someone else’s jealous compliment or envy. After a person has caught
the evil eye, they usually feel bad physically and psychologically. To avoid the
matiasma, those who believe in it will often wear a charm; a little blue marble
glass with an eye painted on it or a blue bracelet. Blue is believed to be the
color that wards off evil eye, however, it is also believed that people with blue
eyes are the givers of the matiasma.

Kallikantzaroi - Christmas Goblins
Kallikantzaroi are supposed goblin-like creatures that live in the center of the
earth, and find their way into people’s homes via the chimney. Cypriots
believe that they make all kinds of mischief such as dousing the fire, riding on
people’s backs, braiding the tails of horses and making the milk sour. It is
believed that they visit only at Christmas time.
In order to keep the Kallikantzaroi away, the hearth is kept burning day and
night throughout the twelve days of Christmas. As well as this, a family
member will go around the house every day during these twelve days and
bless the house, whilst sprinkling holy water around, for protection.
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Name Day
You will notice that Birthdays are not such a celebrated event in Cyprus,
however Name Days are very much celebrated. Children are typically named
after the Patron Saint of their region, with the eldest son often being named
after his paternal grandfather, and the eldest daughter after her paternal
grandmother. Because of this tradition, you will often find cousins with the
same name. The Name Day is the feast day of the saint after which a child
was named. Some Saint's Name Days actually get celebrated more than one
time per year. The tradition is for a party to be thrown on the person's Name
Day.
A barbeque and buffet at the house is usually prepared and there is lots of
singing, dancing and drinking. Invites are not usually given to join the
celebrations of a Name Day - friends, family and neighbours are just expected
to visit. Some may only stay a short time, as they will have other friends or
family with the same name to visit. It is customary to take a small gift to the
person celebrating their name day, usually this would be flowers or a small
plant. Each Greek Orthodox Church is also named after a saint, therefore
there are also community celebrations for its Name Day, known as 'Panigiria',
which include food, fireworks, and fairs. On the eve of the saint's day, villagers
and street-vendors may gather in the grounds of the patron saint's church to
sell local delicacies.
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Orthodox Easter
Unlike the Christian Easter, Orthodox Easter is the first Sunday after the full
moon of the vernal equinox, so the date varies each year. Orthodox Easter
follows a period of 50 days of lent, during which fasting takes place. Easter in
Cyprus generally last for 5 days, from Good Friday, through to the following
Tuesday. Most major shops and businesses will close for much of the Easter
period. On Easter Saturday, everybody heads for the churches for the
midnight sermon.
Upon exit from the church, they can be heard greeting each other with the
words "Christos anesti", which means 'Christ has arisen', and others may
reply "Alithos anesti" , which means 'indeed he has arisen'. Candles and
bonfires are lit, and fire crackers are let off all around the island. This is the
end of fasting, and most people go home to eat traditional Cypriot Easter
Soup(mayeritsa) and flaounes, which are traditional easter cheese pastries.
Easter Sunday is a day of rejoice, feasting, drinking, singing and cracking red
dyed eggs. The idea of the eggs is to tap your egg hard against your
opponents egg, and the person who holds the last uncracked egg will be
lucky. It is mostly children who play the eggs, but many adults do too.
Barbeques will be lit up all around the island as spring lambs are roasted on
the spit, and the wine flows freely.
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A short review of the native language of Cyprus
Theme 1: The Alphabet
Link: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek/1-2-57-alphabet
Theme 2: Essentials
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English

Greek

Hello

Καλημέρα - kaliméra

Good evening

Καλησπέρα - kalispéra

Goodbye

Αντίο - adío

See you later

Τα λέμε αργότερα - ta léme argótera

Yes

Ναι - ne

No

Όχι - óhi

Excuse me!

Παρακαλώ - parakaló

Thanks

Ευχαριστώ - efharistó

Thanks a lot

Ευχαριστώ πολύ! - efharistó polí!

Thank you for your help

Ευχαριστώ για την βοήθεια - ef̱ haristó̱ gia ti̱ n
voí̱ theia

Don't mention it

Σας παρακαλώ - sas parakaló

Ok

Σύμφωνος - símfonos

How much is it?

Πόσο κάνει; - póso káni

Sorry!

Συγγνώμη - signómi

I don't understand

Δεν καταλαβαίνω - den katalavéno

I get it

Κατάλαβα - katálava
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English

Greek

I don't know

Δεν ξέρω - den xéro

Forbidden

Απαγορεύεται - apagorévete

Excuse me, where are the
toilets?

Που είναι οι τουαλέτες παρακαλώ; - pou íne i
toualétes parakaló

Happy New Year!

Καλή χρονιά! - kalí hroniá

Happy birthday!

Χρόνια πολλά! - hrónia polá

Happy holiday!

Καλές γιορτές! - kalés giortés

Congratulations!

Συγχαρητήρια! - sigharitíria

Link for visual material: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek

Theme 3: The Beach
English

Greek

The beach

Η παραλία - i paralía

Do you know where I can
buy a ball?

Γνωρίζετε πού μπορώ να αγοράσω μία μπάλα; gnorízete pou boró na agoráso mia bála

There is a store in this
direction

Υπάρχει ένα μαγαζί κάπου προς τα εκεί - ipárhi éna
magazi kápou pros ta ekí

a ball

Μία μπάλα - mia bála
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English

Greek

Binoculars

Κιάλια - kiália

a cap

Ένα καπέλο - éna kapélo

a towel

Πετσέτα - petséta

Sandals

Σανδάλια - sandália

a bucket

Κουβαδάκι - kouvadáki

Suntan lotion

Αντιηλιακή κρέμα - anti iliakí kréma

Swimming trunks

Μαγιό - magió

Sunglasses

Γυαλία ηλίου - gialiá ilíou

Shellfish

οστρακόδερμο - ostrakóderma

Sunbathing

Κάνω ηλιοθεραπεία - káno iliotherapía

Sunny

Ηλιόλουστος - ilióloustos

Sunset

Ηλιοβασίλεμα - iliovasílema

Parasol

Ομπρέλα - obréla

Sunshine

Ήλιος - ílios

Sunstroke

Ηλιακή ακτινοβολία - iliakí aktinovolía

Is it dangerous to swim
here?

Είναι επικίνδυνο το κολύμπι εδώ; - íne epikíndino to
kolíbi edó
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English

Greek

No, it is not dangerous

Όχι, δεν είναι επικίνδυνο - óhi, den íne epikíndino

Yes, it is forbidden to
swim here

Ναι, το κολύμπι απαγορεύεται εδώ - ne, to kolíbi
apagorévete edó

Swim

Κολυμπώ - kolibó

Swimming

Κολύμβηση - kolíbisi

Wave

Κύμα - kíma

Sea

Θάλασσα - thálasa

Dune

Αμμόλοφος - amólofos

Sand

Άμμος - ámos

What is the weather
forecast for tomorrow?

Ποιες είναι οι μετεωρολογικές προβλέψεις για αύριο; pies íne e meteorologikés provlépsis gia ávrio

The weather is going to
change

Ο καιρός θα αλλάξει - o kairós tha aláxi

It is going to rain

Θα βρέξει - tha vréxi

It will be sunny

Θα έχει ήλιο - tha éhi ílio

It will be very windy

Θα φυσάει πολύ - tha fisái polí

Swimming suit

Μαγιό - magió

Sunshade

Σκιά - skiá
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Link for visual material: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek/92-2-57-beach

Theme 4: Colours
English

Greek

I like the colour of
this table

Μ' αρέσει πολύ το χρώμα αυτού του τραπεζιού. - marési polí
to hróma aftoú tou trapezioú

It's red

Είναι κόκκινο - íne kókino

Blue

Μπλε - ble

Yellow

Κίτρινο - kítrino

White

Άσπρο - áspro

Black

Μαύρο - mávro

Green

Πράσινο - prásino

Orange

Πορτοκαλί - portokalí

Purple

Μοβ - mov

Grey

Γκρίζο - gkrízo

Link for visual material: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek/86-2-57colours

Theme 4: Numbers
English

Greek
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English

Greek

Zero

Μηδέν - midén

One

Ένα - éna

Two

Δύο - dío

Three

Τρία - tría

Four

Τέσσερα - téssera

Five

Πέντε - péde

Six

Έξι - éxi

Seven

Εφτά - eftá

Eight

Οκτώ - ohtó

Nine

Εννέα - enéa

Ten

Δέκα - déka

Eleven

Έντεκα - édeka

Twelve

Δώδεκα - dódeka

Thirteen

Δεκατρία - dekatría

Fourteen

Δεκατέσσερα - dekatéssera

Fifteen

Δεκαπέντε - dekapéde
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English

Greek

Sixteen

Δεκαέξι - dekaéxi

Seventeen

Δεκαεφτά - dekaeftá

Eighteen

Δεκαοκτώ - dekaohtó

Nineteen

Δεκαεννέα - dekaenéa

Twenty

Είκοσι - íkosi

Twenty-one

Εικοσιένα - ikosiéna

Twenty-two

Είκοσιδύο - ikosidío

Twenty-three

Είκοσιτρία - ikositría

Twenty-four

Είκοσιτέσσερα - ikositéssera

Twenty-five

Είκοσιπέντε - ikosipéde

Twenty-six

Είκοσιέξι - ikosiéxi

Twenty-seven

Είκοσιεφτά - ikosieftá

Twenty-eight

Είκοσιοκτώ - ikosiohtó

Twenty-nine

Είκοσιεννέα - ikosienéa

Thirty

Τριάντα - triáda

Thirty-one

Τριανταένα - triadaéna
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English

Greek

Thirty-two

Τριανταδύο - triadadío

Thirty-three

Τριαντατρία - triadatría

Thirty-four

Τριαντατέσσερα - triadatéssera

Thirty-five

Τριανταπέντε - triadapénte

Thirty-six

Τριανταέξι - triadaéxi

Forty

Σαράντα - saráda

Fifty

Πενήντα - penída

Sixty

Εξήντα - exída

Seventy

Εβδομήντα - evdomída

Eighty

Ογδόντα - ogdóda

Ninety

Ενενήντα - enenída

One hundred

εκατό - ekató

Two hundred

διακόσια - diakósia

Three hundred

Τριακόσια - triakósia

Four hundred

Τετρακόσια - tetrakósia

A thousand

Χίλια - hília
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English

Greek

A thousand five hundred

Χίλιαπεντακόσια - hiliapedakósia

Two thousand

Δυο χιλιάδες - dío hiliádes

Ten thousand

Δέκα χιλιάδες - déka hiliádes

Link for visual material: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek/91-2-57numbers

Theme 5: Time Tracking
English

Greek

When did you get here?

Πότε ήρθες εδώ; - póte írthes edó

Today

Σήμερα - símera

Yesterday

Χθες - hthes

Two days ago

Πριν δυο μέρες - prin dío méres

How long are you staying
for?

Για πόσο καιρό θα μείνεις; - gia póso kairó tha mínis

I'm leaving tomorrow

Θα φύγω αύριο - tha fígo ávrio

I'll be leaving the day after
tomorrow

θα Φύγω μεθαύριο - tha fígo methávrio

I'll be leaving in three days

Θα φύγω σε τρεις μέρες - tha fígo se tris méres
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English

Greek

Monday

Δευτέρα - deftéra

Tuesday

Τρίτη - tríti

Wednesday

Τετάρτη - tetárti

Thursday

Πέμπτη - pébti

Friday

Παρασκευή - paraskeví

Saturday

Σάββατο - sávato

Sunday

Κυριακή - kiriakí

January

Ιανουάριος - ianouários

February

Φεβρουάριος - fevrouários

March

Μάρτιος - mártios

April

Απρίλιος - aprílios

May

Μάιος - máios

June

Ιούνιος - ioúnios

July

Ιούλιος - ioúlios

August

Αύγουστος - ávgoustos

September

Σεπτέμβριος - septévrios
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English

Greek

October

Οκτώβριος - októvrios

November

Νοέμβριος - noévrios

December

Δεκέμβριος - dekévrios

What time are you leaving
at?

Τι ώρα φεύγεις; - ti óra févgeis

Morning, at eight o'clock

Το πρωί, στις οκτώ - to proí, stis ohtó

Morning, at a quarter past 8

Το πρωί, στις οκτώ και τέταρτο - to proí, stis ohtó kai
tétarto

Morning, at half past 8

Το πρωί, στις οκτώ και τριάντα - to proí, stis ohtó kai
triáda

Morning, at a quarter to
nine

Το πρωί, στις οκτώ και σαραντα πεντε - to proí, stis
ohtó kai saráda pénte

Evening, at 6pm

Το βράδυ, στις έξι - to vrádi, stis éxi

I am late

Έχω αργήσει - ého argísi

Link for visual material: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek/93-2-57-timetracking

Theme 6: Family
English

Do you have

Greek
Έχεις συγγενείς εδώ; - éhis sigkenís edó
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English

Greek

family here?
My father

Ο πατέρας μου - o patéras mou

My mother

Η μητέρα μου - i mitéra mou

My son

Ο γιος μου - o gios mou

My daughter

Η κόρη μου - i kóri mou

A brother

Έναν μεγαλύτερο αδελφό - Εναν μικρότερο αδελφό - enan
megalytero adelfo - enan mikrotero adelfo

a sister

Μία μεγαλύτερη αδερφή - Μία μικρότερη αδερφή - mia
megalyteri aderfi - mia mikroteri aderfi

a friend

Μια φίλη - mia fíli

My boyfriend

Ο φίλος μου - o fílos mou

My girlfriend

Η φίλη μου - i fíli mou

My husband

Ο άνδρας μου - o ádras mou

My wife

Η γυναίκα μου - i ginéka mou

Link for visual material: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek/89-2-57-family

Theme 7: Feelings
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English

Greek

I really like your country

Μου αρέσει πολύ η χώρα σας - mou arési polí i hóra sas

I love you

Σ' αγαπώ - sagapó

I am happy

Είμαι χαρούμενη - íme haroúmeni

I am sad

Είμαι λυπημένη - íme lipimeni

I feel great here

Αισθάνομαι άνετα εδώ - esthánome áneta edó

I am cold

Κρυώνω - krióno

I am hot

Ζεσταίνομαι - zesténome

It's too big

Είναι πολύ μεγάλο - íne polí megálo

It's too small

Είναι πολύ μικρό - íne polí mikró

It's perfect

Είναι τέλειο - íne télio

Do you want to go out
tonight?

Έχεις όρεξη για έξω σήμερα το βράδυ; - éhis órexi gia
éxo símera to vrádi

I would like to go out
tonight

Έχω όρεξη για έξω σήμερα το βράδυ - ého órexi gia éxo
símera to vrádi

It is a good idea

Καλή ιδέα - kalí idéa

I want to have fun

Θέλω να διασκεδάσω - thélo na diaskedáso

It is not a good idea

Δεν είναι καλή ιδέα - den íne kalí idéa

I don't want to go out

Δεν έχω όρεξη για έξω σήμερα το βράδυ - den ého órexi
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English

Greek

tonight

gia éxo símera to vrádi

I want to rest

Θέλω να ξεκουραστώ - thélo na ksekourastó

Would you like to do
some sport?

Θέλεις να κάνουμε κάποιο σπορ; - thélis na kánoume
kápio sport

Yes, I need to relax

Ναι, έχω ανάγκη να ξεδώσω. - ne, ého anági na xedóso

I play tennis

Παίζω τένις - pézo ténis

No thanks. I am tired
already

Όχι, ευχαριστώ. Είμαι κουρασμένη - óhi, efharistó. íme
kourasméni

Link for visual material: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek/96-2-57feelings

Theme 8: At the restaurant
English

Greek

The restaurant

Το εστιατόριο - to estiatório

Would you like to eat?

Θα ήθελες να φας; - tha ítheles na fas

Yes, with pleasure

Ναι θα ήθελα - ne tha íthela

To eat

Τρώω - tróo

Where can we eat?

Πού μπορούμε να πάμε για φαγητό; - pou boroúme
na páme gia fagitó
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English

Greek

Where can we have lunch?

Πού μπορούμε να πάμε για μεσημεριανό; - pou
boroúme na páme gia mesimerianó

Dinner

Βραδινό γεύμα - vradinó gévma

Breakfast

Πρωινό - proinó

Excuse me!

Σας παρακαλώ! - sas parakaló!

The menu, please

Τον κατάλογο, παρακαλώ! - ton katálogo, parakaló

Here is the menu

Ορίστε ο κατάλογος! - oríste o katálogos

What do you prefer to eat?
Meat or fish?

Τι θέλεις να φας; Κρέας ή ψάρι; - ti thélis na fas?
kréas i psári?

With rice

Με ρύζι - me rízi

With pasta

Με μακαρόνια - me makarónia

Potatoes

Με πατάτες - me patátes

Vegetables

Με λαχανικά - me lahaniká

Scrambled eggs - fried
eggs - or a boiled egg

Αυγά ομελέτα - αυγά τηγανιτά - ή αυγά βραστά avgá omeléta - avgá tiganitá - i avgá vrastá

Bread

Ψωμί - psomí

Butter

Βούτυρο - voútiro

Salad

Μια σαλάτα - mia saláta
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English

Greek

Dessert

Ένα επιδόρπιο - éna epidórpio

Fruit

Φρούτα - froúta

Can I have a knife, please?

Ένα μαχαίρι, παρακαλώ! - éna mahéri, parakaló

Yes, I'll bring it to you right
away

Σας φέρνω αμέσως. - sas férno amésos

a knife

Ένα μαχαίρι - éna mahéri

a fork

Ένα πιρούνι - éna piroúni

a spoon

Ένα κουτάλι - éna koutáli

Is it a warm dish?

Το πιάτο αυτό είναι ζεστό; - to piáto aftó íne zestó

Yes, very hot also!

Ναι, και αρκετά καυτερό επίσης! - ne ke arketá
kafteró epísis

Warm

Ζεστό - zestó

Cold

Κρύο - krío

Hot

Καυτερό - kafteró

I'll have fish

Θα πάρω ψάρι - tha páro psári

Me too

Κι εγώ το ίδιο - ki egó to ídio
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Link for visual material: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek/94-2-57restaurant

Theme 9: In case of a Trouble
English

Greek

Can you help me, please?

Μπορείτε να με βοηθήσετε παρακαλώ; - boríte na
me voithísete parakaló

I'm lost

Χάθηκα - háthika

What would you like?

Τι θα θέλατε; - ti tha thélate

What happened?

Τι συνέβη; - ti sinévi

Where could I find an
interpreter?

Πού μπορώ να βρω έναν διερμηνέα; - pou boró
na vro éna dierminéa

Where is the nearest chemist's
shop?

Πού βρίσκεται το πιο κοντινό φαρμακείο; - pou
vrískete to pio kontino farmakío

Can you call a doctor, please

Μπορείτε να φωνάξετε έναν γιατρό, σας
παρακαλώ; - boríte na fonáksete éna giatró sas
parakaló

Which kind of treatment are
you undergoing at the
moment?

Τι θεραπεία ακολουθείτε; - ti therapía akolouthís

a hospital

Ένα νοσοκομείο - éna nosokomío

a chemist's

Ένα φαρμακείο - éna farmakío

a doctor

Ένας γιατρός - énas giatrós
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English

Greek

Medical department

Ιατρική υπηρεσία - iatrikí ipiresía

I lost my papers

Έχασα τα χαρτιά μου - éhasa ta hartiá mou

My papers have been stolen

Μου έκλεψαν τα χαρτιά - mou éklepsan ta hartiá

Lost-property office

Γραφείο απολεσθέντων - grafío apolesthédon

First-aid station

Σταθμός πρώτων βοηθειών - stathmós próton
voithión

Emergency exit

Έξοδος κινδύνου - éxodos kindínou

The police

Η αστυνομία - i astinomía

Papers

Χαρτιά - hartiá

Money

Χρήματα - hrímata

Passport

Διαβατήριο - diavatírio

Luggage

Αποσκευές - aposkevés

I'm ok, thanks

Είμαι εντάξει, ευχαριστώ - íme edáxi, efharistó

Leave me alone!

Αφήστε με ήσυχο - afíste me ísiho

Go away!

Φύγετε! - fígete!

Link for visual material: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek/87-2-57-incase-of-trouble
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Theme 10: Some Phrases
English

Greek

Do you want to learn a few
words?

Θέλεις να μάθεις λίγες καινούργιες λέξεις; - thélis na
máthis líges kenoúrgies léxis

Yes, sure!

Ναι, εντάξει! - ne, edáxi!

What's this called?

Πώς λέγεται αυτό; - pos légete afto

It's a table

Είναι ένα τραπέζι - íne éna trapézi

A table. Do you
understand?

Ένα τραπέζι, κατάλαβες; - éna trapézi, katálaves

I don't understand

Δεν καταλαβαίνω - den katalavéno

Can you repeat please?

Μπορείς να επαναλάβεις παρακαλώ; - borís na
epanalávis parakaló

Can you talk a bit more
slowly, please ?

Λίγο πιο αργά, σε παρακαλώ; - lígo pio argá, se
parakaló

Could you write it down,
please?

Μπορείς να το γράψεις, σε παρακαλώ; - borís na to
grápsis, se parakaló

I get it

Κατάλαβα - katálava

Link for visual material: https://www.loecsen.com/en/learn-greek/82-257-learning

More Lessons and Podcasts
Link: http://www.hau.gr/?i=learning.en.podcasts-in-greek
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Education System in Cyprus (Levels of Education)
Early childhood education and care is organised on
•
•

The pre-school system;
The pre-primary system.

The pre-school system comes under the remit of the Ministry of Labour,
Welfare and Social Insurance and it involves day nurseries
(vrefopaidokomikoi stathmoi), where care and supervision is offered to
children under the age of three.
The pre-primary system comes under the remit of the Ministry of Education
and Culture and it involves kindergartens (Nipiagogeio). It concerns children
in the age range of 3 years to 5 years and eight months.
Primary education is provided in primary schools (Dimotiko scholeio) and it
comprises a six-year course of general education beginning at the age of 5
years and 8 months.
Lower secondary education is provided in the lower secondary education
schools (Gymnasio) and it comprises a three- year course of general
education beginning at the age of 11 years and 8 months.
Upper secondary education involves a three-year cycle which begins at the
age of 15 years and is offered in two different types of programmes:
•
•

The upper secondary general education programmes;
The upper secondary technical and vocational education programmes.

The upper secondary general education schools are called lyceums (Lykeia)
and their programmes include both common core subjects and optional
subjects of specialisation.
Secondary technical and vocational education (STVE) is offered in the
technical schools (Technikes scholes). The STVE programmes include formal
technical and vocational education offered in two streams - the theoretical
stream and the practical stream. The apprenticeship scheme, which involves
combined school and workplace courses, is also included in the programmes
of the technical schools.
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Post- secondary non tertiary education is offered to graduates of
secondary education (18+ years old), at the Post- Secondary Institutes of
Vocational Education and Training (Metalykeiaka instituta epaggelmatikis
ekpaidefsis kai katartisis - MIEEK). The MIEEK offer two- year duration
programmes of further vocational education and training.
Higher education is offered in public and private institutions, both at the
university level (Panepistimia) and the non-university level (Scholes
tritovathmias ekpaidefsis).
Adult education is the responsibility of both, the Ministry of Education and
Culture and the Ministry of Labour, Welfare and Social Insurance. It is offered
in the form of formal education, non-formal education and vocational training,
either in public institutions, or by semi-government or private organisations.
Special education is provided in mainstream schooling for the vast majority
of pupils with special needs. In case full-time attendance in a mainstream
class is not appropriate for the child's needs, special tuition in a resource
room for specified periods per week may be recommended or, alternatively,
attendance at a special unit within a mainstream school. If neither is
considered suitable, the child is recommended to attend a public special
education school.
Second chance education is offered in evening schools, called evening
gymnasia (Esperina gymnasia) and evening technical schools (Esperines
technikes scholes), which offer four- year duration programmes to early
school leavers (15 - 19 years old).
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Cyprus Cuisine
Information about Cyprus Cuisine with visual material:
https://www.cyprusisland.net/cyprus-cuisine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cypriot_cuisine
https://www.pinterest.com/wandershare/traditional-cypriot-cuisine/

Traditional musical instruments of Cyprus
Information about traditional musical instruments of Cyprus:
http://files.folklore4.webnode.hu/2000011203013031fce/Cypriot%20Traditional%20Musical%20Instruments.pdf
General Information
Music and dance are very important to Cypriots. The instruments which are
traditionally used in Cyprus are the violin, the "laouto", the "pidkiavli" and the
"tampoutsia". The commonest combination is the violin playing the melody,
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the "laouto" playing the accompaniment and the "tampoutsia" keeping the
rhythm.
Traditional Cyprus music uses instruments like the violin, the bouzouki, the
laouto and the pithkiavlin. These are also often incorporated in modern
Cyprus songs. Because Cyprus is the gateway between continents and has
been colonised so many times, Cypriot rhythms have many influences.
Old folk music songs were usually about love or heartbreak and some even
sang of true stories that occurred in local villages.
The music of the island of Cyprus is very strongly connected with the musical
traditions of Ancient Greece, the Byzantine Empire and the Greek islands.
Furthermore, Cyprus can be classified as one of the several cultural areas of
the Greek civilization.

The violin
If we look back in the history of the instruments we reach to the conclusion
that the violin was imported in Cyprus in the mid of 19th .We also suppose
that the violin had replaced the lyra, the very famous Greek instrument.
Having in mind the good relationship Greek and Cypiots had (and still have)
we conclude that there a possibility that the violin was transported from the
Greek islands where it has been used as well.
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The laouto

•
•
•
•
•

It is believed that the laouto has imported from Greece, since Greek
and Cypriots had alsways the best relationship.
Laouto looks like the mandolin but its size it’s bigger and it’s sound
different.
It’ s a long-neck fretted instrument.
The laouto has a high string tension due to its longer neck and hence
brighter in tone.
The laouto also tends to have only one sound hole (sometimes two).
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•
•
•

•

Pidkiavli is the Cyrpus flute
It is the oldest musical instrument of Cyprus. It was hand made by rod
or wood.
The "pidkiavli" was usually used by the shepherds out in the fields
where they used to play some "fones" or other melodies, but it was
also used for improvisations.
Very few of them are still alive and so you hardly listen this instrument
today.
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•
•
•
•

The TAMPUTSA or TAMPOUTSIA is a big Cypriot traditional
instrument made out of goats skin usually.
The skin of the tampoutsia instrument had a diameter of about 50-55
cm sometimes even smaller than that.
The tampoutsia is played with both of the users hands or with two small
sticks in a horizontal position on the left hip of the musician.
The "tampoutsia" keeps the rhythm.
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•
•
•
•

The bouzouki is the central instrument to the“rebetika” songs and its
music branches.
The front of the body is flat.
The instrument is played with aplectrum and has a sharp metallic
sound, reminiscent of a madolin but pitched lower.
There are two main types of bouzouki. The trichordo (three-course) has
three pairs of strings (known as courses), and the tetrachordo (fourcourse) has four pairs of strings.
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CHAPTER 4 – ECONOMY / PROFESSIONS IN CYPRUS
The Cyprus economy is open, free-market, flexible and predominantly
service-based. In the past 30 years, the economy has shifted from agriculture
to light manufacturing and services. Service-based sector accounts for more
than four-fifths of GDP. Since gaining independence from the United Kingdom
in 1960, Cyprus has experienced strong economic growth, full employment
conditions with high employment and relatively low unemployment. Tourism,
financial services, shipping, and real estate have traditionally been the most
important sectors. Cyprus has been a member of the EU since May 2004 and
adopted the euro as its national currency in January 2008.
The Cypriot economy grew by an average of 3.8% a year during the period
2000-08, prior to the outbreak of the world economic crisis. However, as
shown in Figure 1, during the period 2009-14 the Cypriot economy
experienced the negative effects of the economic crisis (the economy
contracted significantly by 2.4% in 2012, 5.9% in 2013 and 2.5% in 2014),
while in 2015 it showed signs of recovery and it grew by 1.6%.
Figure 1. GDP growth
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Despite tackling a major fiscal and banking crisis, the strong business
environment, highly educated workforce and favourable tax regime remain in
place. Looking ahead, with measures to reform public spending, accelerate
initiatives to boost investment, develop the investment fund sector,
privatisations and a push forward with natural gas exploitation, Cyprus is fast
returning to the prosperity of the past.

History of the Economy
Cyprus gained independence from the UK in 1960, became a member of the
EU in 2004, adopted the euro as its national currency in 2008 and was listed
by the IMF as one of the 31 advanced economies in the world in 2011.
Throughout its history the Cyprus economy has experienced external shocks
that have been followed by astonishing revival. The Greek-backed coup d’état
and subsequent Turkish invasion in 1974 of the northern part of the island led
to a sharp real GDP contraction of 16.9% in 1974 and 19% in 1975. But hard
work and collective focus led to a rapid bounce back, with growth of 18.2% in
1976 and 15.8% in 1977, followed by an uninterrupted period of strong growth
lasting more than 30 years. Since independence, the economy has gone
through several transformations: from an exporter of minerals and agricultural
products in 1961-73, an exporter of manufactured goods from the late 1970s
to the early 1980s, to transforming into an international tourism, business and
services centre in the 1980-1990s.
Classified by the World Bank as a high-income country, today the economy is
mainly built upon the services sector, including tourism, financial services and
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real estate, which accounts for over 80% of the island’s total GDP and around
75% of employment.

Economic/banking crisis and recovery
The island went through yet another transformation in 2013, when at the
height of the eurozone sovereign debt crisis Cyprus became the fifth EU
member state to request a financial assistance package from the European
Commission (EC), the European Central Bank (ECB) and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) – collectively known as the Troika. The Cyprus 2013
bailout captured the attention of the world, as it was the first and only bailout
worldwide with a condition to impose a bail-in of bank deposits – a measure
considered inconceivable until then. Following the country’s €10-billion bailout
deal and the controversial bail-in decision by the Eurogroup, restructuring the
economy and restoration of credibility in Cyprus’ banks has been a top priority
– and true to form, the country’s economic recovery has been faster than
many first projected.
The Cypriot economy is now emerging from that deep economic crisis which
resulted in deterioration of the labour market, adversely affecting employment
and increasing unemployment to exceptionally high levels. Cyprus’ biggest
two banks were among the largest holders of Greek bonds in Europe and had
a substantial presence in Greece through bank branches and subsidiaries.
Following numerous downgrades of its credit rating, Cyprus lost access to
international capital markets in May 2011. In July 2012, Cyprus became the
fifth euro-zone government to request an economic bailout program from the
European Commission, European Central Bank and the International
Monetary Fund - known collectively as the "Troika."
In February 2013, Cyprus reached an agreement with the Troika on a $13
billion bailout that triggered a two-week bank closure and the imposition of
capital controls that remained partially in place until April 2015. Cyprus' two
largest banks merged and the combined entity was recapitalized through
conversion of some large bank deposits to shares and imposition of losses on
bank bondholders.
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Cyprus emerged from recession in 2015 and its economy grew an estimated
1.5% for the year, setting a positive tone for the scheduled end of the bailout
program in March 2016. Growth recovered to 2.8% in 2016. The European
Commission projects continued GDP growth in Cyprus of 2.5% to 3% in 2017,
while public finances are expected to remain stable. A reduction in
unemployment to 11.1% is also expected.

Distribution of GDP by sector (2015).
The Cypriot economy is mainly service-based and the tertiary sector amounts
to about 87% of GDP, while the secondary sector amounts to about 11% of
GDP. More specifically, the five largest sectors in 2015 were the wholesale
and retail trade (15.7% of GDP), real estate activities (11.4% of GDP), public
administration and defence (10.7% of GDP), financial and insurance activities
(7.5% of GDP) and professional, scientific and technical activities (7.7% of
GDP).

Most enterprises are very small. According to social insurance data for 2015,
93.3% of enterprises employed 1-9 persons, while 5.7% employed 10-49
persons. Only 1.0% employed over 50 persons.
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Main Economic Activities
Cyprus is a small and adaptable free-market economy with a positive longterm outlook. The island promotes itself as the business gateway between
Europe, Asia, the Middle East and Africa, and leverages its highly educated,
English-speaking population. Its EU and eurozone memberships, excellent
information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure and
business-friendly environment continue to attract international companies and
investment – particularly in natural gas exploitation following the discovery of
significant reserves in Cyprus’ waters. Company formation, tax planning,
trusts, foreign exchange trading and fund administration are all strong
segments of the business services industry, encouraged by a network
of double tax treaties with 60 countries and a legal system based on English
Common law.
The key instrument of Cyprus holding companies has attracted hundreds of
thousands of companies to set up and channel their investments into key
markets through the island. Despite the challenging economic climate in
2012-14, the attraction of Cyprus has not faded and the number of
applications filed for registrations of new companies has seen a solid increase
since 2014. The developing funds industry, which could evolve into a multibillion business for Cyprus, is also placing the island on the map as an
exciting emerging domicile. Professional services continue to be one of the
fastest growing sectors, rising by 6% in the first three quarters of 2016,
building on its success in 2015 when the sector grew 4.5%, compared with
1.7% for the economy as a whole.
Cyprus hosts the largest third-party ship management centre in the EU,
underlining the success of the country’s formidable maritime sector. The
Cyprus Registry is classified as one of the top merchant fleets in the world
and ranks as the third largest fleet in the EU. Flying its flag are some 1,100
ocean-going vessels and 767 non-convention size vessels, totalling a gross
tonnage of around 22 million.
The tourism sector has shown solid growth in spite of the crisis and 2016 saw
a second record year for tourist arrivals. Efforts to upgrade the product could
lead to a renaissance of the industry, which currently contributes around 12%
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to GDP. After a long decline, construction has also started to rebound,
growing by 8.7% in the first three quarters of 2016.
Although traditionally strong, primary sectors such
as agriculture and manufacturing – contributing around 2% and 4.5%
respectively to GDP – have faced challenges which have led both to follow a
similar strategy of creating value-added products targeting niche markets
willing to pay a premium for quality. Both sectors of the economy have placed
strong focus on innovation and diversification, which has supported the
industries’ efforts to increase productivity.
Energy will be a significant new source of growth, following the discovery of
natural gas reserves in Cyprus’ EEZ. The island has ambitious plans to
become a regional energy hub in the Eastern Mediterranean and the
successful extraction of natural gas from its waters could allow the island to
export to European and East-Asian markets. The already established
involvement of major oil and gas companies in Cyprus, such as French
energy giant Total, the Italian-Korean consortium Eni-Kogas, and the UKDutch company Royal Dutch Shell, has strengthened the development of
these plans coming to fruition. The sector saw a further vote of confidence
during the third licensing round in 2016, when Total, Eni and US major
ExxonMobil all made bids and were awarded offshore blocks.

Bank of Cyprus offices in Aglandjia, Nicosia.

Role as a financial hub
In the years following the dissolution of the Soviet Union it gained great
popularity as a portal for investment from the West into Russia and Eastern
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Europe. More recently, there have been increasing investment flows from the
West through Cyprus into Asia (particularly China and India), South
America and the Middle East. In addition, businesses from outside the EU use
Cyprus as their entry-point for investment into Europe. The business
services sector remains the fastest growing sector of the economy, and had
overtaken all other sectors in importance. CIPA has been fundamental
towards this trend. As of 2016, CySEC (the Financial Regulator), regulates
many of the world’s biggest brands in retail forex as they generally see it as
an efficient way to get an EU operating license and industry know-how.

Role as a shipping hub
Cyprus constitutes one of the largest ship management centers in the world;
around 50 ship management companies and marine-related foreign
enterprises are conducting their international activities in the country while the
majority of the largest ship management companies in the world have
established fully fledged offices on the island. Its geographical position at the
crossroads of three continents and its proximity to the Suez Canal has
promoted merchant shipping as an important industry for the island nation.
Cyprus has the tenth-largest registered fleet in the world, with 1,030 vessels
accounting for 31,706,000 dwt as of 1 January 2013.

Tourism
Tourism is an important factor of the island state’s economy, culture, and
overall brand development. With over 2 million tourist arrivals per year, it is
the 40th most popular destination in the world. However, per capita of local
population it ranks 6th.[41][42] The industry has been honored with various
international awards, spanning from the Sustainable Destinations Global Top
100, VISION on Sustainable Tourism, Totem Tourism and Green Destination
titles bestowed to Limassol and Paphos in December 2014.[43][44][45] The
island beaches have been awarded with 57 Blue Flags. Cyprus became a full
member of the World Tourism Organization when it was created in
1975. According to the World Economic Forum's 2013 Travel and Tourism
Competitiveness Index, Cyprus' tourism industry ranks 29th in the world in
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terms of overall competitiveness. In terms of Tourism Infrastructure, in relation
to the tourism industry Cyprus ranks 1st in the world. The Cyprus Tourism
Organization has a status of a semi-governmental organisation charged with
overseeing the industry practices and promoting the island worldwide.

Trade & Investment
From 2015, investment growth turned positive in Cyprus, driven by new ship
registrations and an upturn in housing investment in 2016. More than half of
Cyprus’ trade in goods is done with the European Union. After a large rise of
more than 20% in 2015, exports declined from a high base by 0.9% in 2016.
Cyprus’ main export partners for goods are Greece and the United Kingdom,
while Israel has recently started to vie with other countries for third place. The
main domestic export commodities are pharmaceutical products, raw and
manufactured food products, and scrap products. The three leading import
partners are Greece, the United Kingdom and Italy. The island mainly imports
hydrocarbons, machinery, chemicals, vehicles, and iron and steel. As a small
open economy that is currently dependent on energy imports, Cyprus’ trade
balance is traditionally in deficit, while its services balance is normally in
surplus. After a recession-driven divestment in 2013-14, foreign direct
investment (FDI) liabilities (reflecting investment into the country) turned
positive in 2015, reaching €7 billion, while net FDI (net of assets, or outward
investment) was €8.5 billion. In the first three quarters of 2016, net FDI was
€1.4 billion. A range of new initiatives underway are attracting more
investment and there is renewed investor interest in large scale
developments.
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A graph of Cypriot exports.

Natural resources (gas / oil) exploitation
In 2011, Noble Energy estimated that a pipeline to Leviathan gas field could
be in operation as soon as 2014 or 2015. In October 2013, a US-Israeli
consortium completed preliminary appraisals of hydrocarbon deposits in
Cyprus’ exclusive economic zone (EEZ), which revealed an estimated gross
mean reserve of about 130 billion cubic meters. Though exploration continues
in Cyprus’ EEZ, no additional commercially exploitable reserves were
identified during the exploratory drilling in 2014/2015. Developing offshore
hydrocarbon resources remains a critical component of the government’s
economic recovery efforts, but development has been delayed as a result of
regional developments and disagreements about exploitation methods.

Privatisation and New Projects in Cyprus
Cyprus has recently embarked on a privatisation programme with the
commercialisation of services at Limassol port. Other potential prospects for
privatisation are the State Lottery and dominant telecommunications provider
Cyprus Telecommunications Authority (Cyta). Several new marinas are also
planned in key coastal towns of Cyprus, with luxury marina complex Limassol
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Marina already attracting record sales. One of the most exciting developments
is the licensing of Cyprus’ first-ever integrated luxury casino resort, which was
awarded to a consortium including the globally renowned Melco and Hard
Rock. Government chiefs expect the project could increase annual tourist
numbers by up to 500,000 and create hundreds of job opportunities.

The port of Limassol, the busiest in Cyprus.

Economic Challenges
The Cyprus economy has again demonstrated its resilience with an
impressive turnaround that was faster and stronger than expected. The key
challenges that remain are to further reduce high levels of non-performing
loans (NPLs), maintain fiscal discipline in order to bring down public debt and
implement structural reforms that will increase the efficiency and effectiveness
of the public sector and improve Cyprus’ attractiveness as an investment
destination. The legal framework for foreclosures and insolvency, passed at
the end of 2015, is already bearing fruit supporting banks with loan
restructuring and reviving the economy. Although there is still work to be done
before Cyprus can declare that it has put the crisis fully behind it, foreign
investors are showing interest in the country. The strong tourism sector, the
rapidly developing investment fund sector and the discovery of significant
quantities of natural gas in Cypriot waters raise the prospect of a
transformation of the Cypriot economy in the medium to long term.

A Solution to the Cyprus Problem
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Resolving the long-standing issue of the Cyprus problem – the de facto
partition of the island – has been highlighted as one of the most significant
priorities in attracting more foreign investment, boosting the economy and
bringing unemployment figures below double digits. A solution would open up
substantial opportunities, especially given the synergies available from
regional cooperation on hydrocarbons. UN-led talks on resolving the Cyprus
problem have been revived, and many see 2017 as a pivotal year in reaching
a solution. There is some trade across the UN-monitored Green Line between
Greek and Turkish Cypriots, but the narrow range and small volume
underlines the fact that this trade cannot bring the same benefits as a
solution.

Economic conditions in the occupied area of northern Cyprus
Even though the whole of the island is part of the EU, implementation of the
EU "acquis communautaire" has been suspended in the area administered by
Turkish Cypriots, known as the "Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus"
("TRNC"), until political conditions permit the reunification of the island. The
market-based economy of the "TRNC" is roughly one-fifth the size of its
southern neighbor and is likewise dominated by the service sector with a large
portion of the population employed by the government.
In 2012 the services sector, which includes the public sector, trade, tourism,
and education, contributed 58.7% to economic output. In the same year, light
manufacturing and agriculture contributed 2.7% and 6.2%, respectively.
Manufacturing is limited mainly to food and beverages, furniture and fixtures,
construction materials, metal and non-metal products, textiles and clothing.
The “TRNC” maintains few economic ties with the Republic of Cyprus outside
of trade in construction materials.
Since its creation, the "TRNC" has heavily relied on financial assistance from
Turkey, which supports the "TRNC" defense, telecommunications, water and
postal services. The Turkish Lira is the preferred currency, though foreign
currencies are widely accepted in business transactions. The "TRNC" remains
vulnerable to the Turkish market and monetary policy because of its use of
the Turkish Lira. The "TRNC" weathered the European financial crisis
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relatively unscathed - compared to the Republic of Cyprus - because of the
lack of financial sector development, the health of the Turkish economy, and
its separation from the rest of the island.

Economy of Cyprus
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Economy of Cyprus

Nicosia is the island's financial hub
Currency

1 euro (ευρώ) = 100 cents (σεντ)

Fiscal year

Calendar year

Trade organisations

European Union, Commonwealth, WTO
Statistics

GDP

$19.810 billion (nominal, 2016)[1]
$29.666 billion (PPP, 2016)[1]

GDP rank

107 (nominal, 2015)[2]
128 (PPP, 2015)[3]

GDP growth

3.3% (Q1 2017 est., year-on-year)[4][5]

GDP per capita

$23,352 (nominal, 2016)[1]
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$34,970 (PPP, 2016)[1]
GDP by sector

services 87.1%, industry 10.6%, agriculture 2.4% (2014 est.)

Inflation (CPI)

0.7% (June 2017)[6]

Population below poverty

28.9% at risk of poverty or social exclusion (2015)[7]

line
Gini coefficient

33.6 (2015)[8]

Labour force

356,700 (2013 est.)

Labour force by

services 80.1%, industry 16%, agriculture 3.9% (2013 est.)

occupation
Unemployment

11.0% (May 2017)[9]

Average gross salary

€1,738 per month (Q3 2015)[10]

Main industries

tourism, food and beverage processing, cement and gypsum, ship repair
and refurbishment, textiles, light chemicals, metal products, wood, paper,
stone and clay products

Ease-of-doing-business

45 (2017)[11]

rank
External
Exports
Export goods
Main export partners

$4.198 billion (2014 est.)
citrus, potatoes, pharmaceuticals, cement, clothing
Greece 10.9%
Ireland 10.2%
United Kingdom 7.2%
Israel 6% (2015)

Imports
Import goods

$7.743 billion (2014 est.)
consumer goods, petroleum and lubricants, machinery, transport
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equipment
Main import partners

Greece 25.7%
United Kingdom 9.1%
Italy 8%
Germany 7.5%
Israel 5.5%
China 4.8%
Netherlands 4.1% (2015)
Public finances

Public debt

€19.298 billion ( 107.8% of GDP; 2016 est.)[12]

Budget balance

€64 million ( 0.4% of GDP; 2016 est.)[12]

Revenues

39.2% of GDP (2016 est.)[12]

Expenses

38.9% of GDP (2016 est.)[12]

•

Credit rating

Fitch:[13]
B+
Outlook: Positive

•

Moody's:[14]
B3
Outlook: Stable

•

Standard & Poor's:[15]
B+
AAA (T&C Assessment)
Outlook:[16] Stable

Foreign reserves

$1.258 billion (September 2012)[17]
Main data source: CIA World Fact Book
All values, unless otherwise stated, are in US dollars.

Professions in Cyprus
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An increase in employment is expected for all three broad occupational
categories. Almost half of employed persons will continue to be in middle level
occupations (occupations that require secondary level education) while 1 in 3
employed persons will be in high level occupations (occupations that require
tertiary level education)
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Sectors with the highest employment demand
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Retail trade (1.762 persons or 4,4% per year)
Food and beverage service activities (1.091 persons or 5,4% per year)
Education (1.074 persons or 3,2% per year)
Wholesale trade (914 persons or 4,4% per year)
Health and social work activities (818 persons or 4,3% per year)
Accommodation (787 persons or 6,1% per year)
Legal and accounting activities (715 persons or 4,6% per year)
Construction (615 persons or 2,4% per year)
Other service activities (459 persons or 4,1% per year)
Arts, entertainment and recreation (333 persons or 5,7% per year)
Manufacture of food, beverages and tobacco products (319 persons or
2,9% per year)
Trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles (318 persons or
3,3% per year)
Agriculture, forestry and fishing (311 persons or 2,0% per year)
Water transport (297 persons or 6,3% per year)

•

•
A vineyard in the Troodos Mountains. The agricultural sector continues to employ a

•
•

significant proportion of the labor force.

Professions in Cyprus
With more than 80% of the jobs in Cyprus coming from the service-sector,
there are a number of professions which labour force typically is oriented to.
Data from the statistical service (covering the period between 2008 and 2016)
reveal that the majority of a total of 367,332 employees works in the sector of
Wholesale and Retail Trade, Repair of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles
(66,340). The next most popular sector is Accomodation and Food Service
Activities (33,192) followed by Construction (30,350), Public Administration
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and Defence, Compulsory Social Security (30,187), Education (28,203),
Manufacturing (26,283), Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities
(24,927). The remaining popular professions, in order of popularity, are:
Human Health and Social Work Activities (19,889), Financial and Insuarance
Activities (19,593), Transportation and Storage (15,763), Agriculture, Foresty
and Fishing (13,218), Activities of Households (12,102), Other Service
Activities (11,018), Administrative and Support Service Activities (10,048),
Information and Communication (9,849), Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
(6,623), Water Supply, Sewerage, Waste Management and Remediation
Activities (3,302), Real Estate Activities (2,705), Electricity, Gas, Steam and
Air Conditioning Supply (1,937), Activities of Extra-territorial Organizations
and Bodies (1,064), Mining and Quarrying (737).
Cypriot labor is highly educated, because Cypriot families typically invest in
higher education for their children. Based on Eurostat and the latest census in
Cyprus (2011) nearly 30% of the adult population have a higher education
degree.
Working as a civil servant is a highly sought job, because of the security of
salary. Highly respected professions popular with youth include lawyers,
doctors, teachers and other specializations in law, medical and paramedical
professions, education and social sciences.

Numbers/Currency

The euro (sign: €; code: EUR) is the official currency of the Eurozone, which
consists of 19 of the 28 member states of the European Union: Austria,
Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia, and Spain.
The euro is divided into 100 cents.
COINS: All circulating coins have a common side showing the denomination
or value, and a map in the background. Due to the linguistic plurality in the
European Union, the Latin alphabet version of euro is used (as opposed to the
less common Greek or Cyrillic) and Arabic numerals (other text is used on
national sides in national languages, but other text on the common side is
avoided).
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The coins also have a national side showing an image specifically chosen by
the country that issued the coin. Euro coins from any member state may be
freely used in any nation that has adopted the euro.
The coins are issued in €2, €1, 50c, 20c, 10c, 5c, 2c, and 1c denominations.
BANKNOTES: The design for the euro banknotes has common designs on
both sides.
Notes are issued in €500, €200, €100, €50, €20, €10, €5. Each banknote has
its own colour and is dedicated to an artistic period of European architecture.
Numbers in the Greek language

Numeral Cardinal

Ordinal

0

μηδέν (mīdén)

μηδενικός (mīdenikós) - m
μηδενική (mīdenikī́) - f
μηδενικό (mīdenikó) - n

1

ένας (énas) - m
μια (mia) - f
ένα (éna) - n

πρώτος (prṓtos) - m
πρώτη (prṓtī) - f
πρώτο (prṓto) - n

2

δύο (dýo)

δεύτερος (deúteros) - m
δεύτερη (deúterī) - f
δεύτερο (deútero) - n

3

τρεις (treis) - m/f
τρία (tría) - n

τρίτος (trítos) - m
τρίτη (trítī) - f
τρίτο (tríto) - n

4

τέσσερις (tésseris) - m/f
τέσσερα (téssera) - n

τέταρτος (tétartos) - m
τέταρτη (tétartī) - f
τέταρτο (tétarto) - n

5

πέντε (pénte)

πέμπτος (pémptos) - m
πέμπτη (pémptī) - f
πέμπτο (pémpto) - n

6

έξι (éxi)

έκτος (éktos) - m
έκτη (éktī) - f
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έκτο (ékto) - n

επτά (eptá)

έβδομος (ébdomos) - m
έβδομη (ébdomī) - f
έβδομο (ébdomo) - n

οκτώ (oktṓ)

όγδοος (ógdoos) - m
όγδοη (ódoī) - f
όγδοο (ógdoo) - n

εννιά (enniá)

ένατος (énatos) - m
ένατη (énatī) - f
ένατο (énato) - n

δέκα (déka)

δέκατος (dékatos) - m
δέκατη (dékatī) - f
δέκατο (dékato) - n

έντεκα (énteka)

ενδέκατος (endékatos) - m
ενδέκατη (endékate) - m
ενδέκατο (endékato) - n

12

δώδεκα (dṓdéka)

δωδέκατος (dōdékatos) - m
δωδέκατη (dōdékatī) - f
δωδέκατο (dōdékato) - n

13

δεκατρία (dékatría) - m
δεκατρείς (dékatreis) - f

δέκατος τρίτος (dékatos trítos) - m
δέκατη τρίτη (dékate trítī) - f
δέκατο τρίτο (dékato tríto) - n

14

δέκατος τέταρτος (dékatos tétartos)
δεκατέσσερα (dékatéssera) - n
-m
δεκατέσσερις (dékatésseris) δέκατη τέταρτη (dékate tétartī) - f
m/f
δέκατο τέταρτο (dékato tétarto) - n

15

δεκαπέντε (dékapénte)

16

δεκαέξι (dékaéxi)

17

δεκαεπτά (dékaeptá)

7

8

9

10

11
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18

δεκαοκτώ (dékaoktṓ)

19

δεκαεννιά (dékaenniá)

είκοσι (eikósi)

εικοστός (eikostós) - m
εικοστή (eikostī́) - f
εικοστό (eikostó) - n

21

είκοσι ένα (eikósi ena)

εικοστός πρώτος (eikostós prṓtos)
-m
εικοστή πρώτη (eikostī́ prṓtī) - f
εικοστό πρώτο (eikostó prṓto) - n

22

είκοσι δύο (eίkosi dýo)

23

είκοσι τρία (eίkosi trίa)

24

είκοσι τέσσερα (eίkosi téssera)

25

είκοσι πέντε (eίkosi pénte)

26

είκοσι έξι (eίkosi éxi)

27

είκοσι επτά (eίkosi eptá)

28

είκοσι οκτώ (eίkosi oktṓ)

29

είκοσι εννιά (eίkosi enniá)

20

τριάντα (triánta)

τριακοστός (triakostós) - m
τριακοστή (triakostī́) - f
τριακοστό (triakostó) - n

σαράντα (saránta)

τεσσαρακοστός (tessarakostós) - m
τεσσαρακοστή (tessarakostī́) - f
τεσσαρακοστό (tessarakostó) - n

50

πενήντα (penī́nta)

πεντηκοστός (pentīkostós) - m
πεντηκοστή (pentīkostī́) - f
πεντηκοστό (pentīkostó) - n

60

εξήντα (exī́nta)

εξηκοστός (exīkostós) - m
εξηκοστή (exīkostī́) - f

30

40
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εξηκοστό (exīkostó) - n

εβδομήντα (ebdomī́nta)

εβδομηκοστός (ebdomīkostós) - m
εβδομηκοστή (ebdomīkostī́) - f
εβδομηκοστό (ebdomīkostó) - n

ογδόντα (ogdónta)

ογδοηκοστός (ogdoīkostós) - m
ογδοηκοστή (ogdoīkostī́) - f
ογδοηκοστό (ogdoīkostó) - n

ενενήντα (enenī́nta)

εννενηκοστός (ennenīkostós) - m
εννενηκοστή (ennenīkostī́) - f
εννενηκοστό (ennenīkostó) - n

εκατό (ekató)

εκατοστός (ekatostós) - m
εκατοστή (ekatostī́) - f
εκατοστό (ekatostó) - n

1.000

χίλια (chίlia)

χιλιοστός (chiliostós) - m
χιλιοστή (chiliostī́) - f
χιλιοστό (chiliostó) - n

10.000

δεκάκις χιλιοστός (dekákis
chiliostós) - m
δεκάκις χιλιοστή (dekákis chiliostī́) δέκα χιλιάδες (déka chiliádes)
f
δεκάκις χιλιοστό (dekákis chiliostó)
-n

70

80

90

100

1.000.000

ένα εκατομμύριο (éna
ekatommýrio)

εκατομμυριοστός
(ekatommyriostós) - m
εκατομμυριοστή (ekatommyriostī́) f
εκατομμυριοστό (ekatommyriostó) n

Sources:
Korelli, Y.; Mourouzides, Y. (2016). Vocational education and training in
Europe – Cyprus. Cedefop ReferNet VET in Europe reports.
http://libserver.cedefop.europa.eu/vetelib/2016/ReferNet_CY_CR.pdf
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Details about Cyprus, basically everything you need in numbers.
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/resources/the-worldfactbook/geos/ez.html

TRENDS OF HUMAN RESOURCE INDICATORS IN CYPRUS 2009 – 2015
http://www.hrdauth.org.cy/images/media/assetfile/Trends%20of%20Human%20Reso
urce%20Indicators%20in%20Cyprus%202009-2015%20-%20Summary.pdf
http://www.anad.org.cy/images/media/assetfile/Summary.pdf
http://www.cyprusprofile.com/en/economy
http://www.eubusiness.com/europe/cyprus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_Cyprus

Statistical Service
http://www.mof.gov.cy/mof/cystat/statistics.nsf/labour_31main_en/labour_31m
ain_en?OpenForm&sub=1&sel=2

Daily routine / life in Cyprus
1.

How to tell the time in Greek:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awalxBzaV0w

2.

Daily Routine in Cyprus

Talking about your daily routine:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dv2BVQqEycw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9C2txDxtKEw
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A relaxed lifestyle in a Mediterranean atmosphere has established Cyprus as
not only a popular tourist destination, but as one of Europe’s top spots for
expats, business professionals and retirees.
Cyprus functions at the same speed as most Mediterranean countries. Things
move slowly and unhurriedly. This extends to almost every aspect of life, such
as government offices, utilities companies, banks, and more or less everyone
else you're likely to come into contact with in daily life. For expatriates hailing
from efficiently-run North European countries, this can cause no end of
frustration.
Cyprus enjoys around 340 days of glorious sunshine a year. Cyprus enjoys a
Mediterranean climate, with long, warm, dry summers from May to October
and mild winters with occasional rain, lasting from December to February.
Summer and winter in Cyprus are separated by short autumn and spring
seasons. The average daytime temperatures during summer range from
+21.C to +34.C, although in high summer temperatures can reach as high as
+40.C. During the cooler months, temperatures can range between +7.C and
+15.C although even during the height of winter there are generally six hours
of bright sunshine during the day.
The lifestyle in Cyprus and the activities popular in each season are affected
by these climate conditions. For example, many people start their days early
in the morning during the summer, before the weather gets too hot. These
activities include school opening times and working times for private
companies and public services as well. Many services, such as banks, water
service etc. start operation early in the morning and close for the day at noon.

Business Hours
Office hours are generally 8:30am-1:00pm and 2:00pm-5:30pm, though in
summer some offices take a long lunch break or finish early. Government
offices are generally open from 7:30am-2:30pm, from Mondays to Fridays and
until 6pm on Thursdays. Banks typically open at 8:30am and close at 1:30pm.
International banks are open from 8:30am to 5:30pm. Shops are generally
open from Mondays to Saturdays from 9am- 7pm, with larger supermarkets,
malls and tourist areas open all day on Sundays as well.

Language
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Cypriots are highly educated and multilingual. The official languages of
Cyprus are Greek and Turkish, however English is widely spoken and written
and is the language of international business. German, French and Russian
are also widely spoken in commerce, due both to the number of Cypriot
graduates from overseas universities and the island’s commercial ties with the
global business community.

Etiquette
Cyprus as a whole could be characterized as a rather informal place. People
easily and casually enter into physical contact and in general, personal space
is not rigidly marked. There are more formal and polite forms of address that
are employed in particular circumstances (such as toward elders, or in a
professional situation, for example), but the absence of entrenched historical
hierarchies and strong class distinctions allows daily exchanges to proceed in
a mostly casual fashion. Because society is small, individuals usually know
many of the people with whom they come into contact, thus decreasing the
need for formalities. Visitors from larger Western countries often remark that
Cyprus seems to be a place where "everyone knows each other," or even
"where everyone is related to each other."

Education
Public schools are free, and teaching is conducted in Greek. There is a wealth
of excellent private schools on the island, the majority of which are English
speaking, but there are also French, Russian and Greek-speaking private
schools. Fees are generally less than for the equivalent education in other
Western countries, such as the UK. Tertiary education is provided by the six
universities in Cyprus as well as several other colleges that offer a variety of
vocational and academic courses.
Infant Care. Children are considered to be important, whether they are
toddlers or as teenagers. As babies they are usually the woman's
responsibility, and the social environment on both sides is very accepting of
children in public spaces, such as restaurants. Parents put significant energy
into providing a rich and stimulating environment for their children.
Child Rearing and Education. Parents take their children's education very
seriously, carefully considering which school the children should attend and
becoming actively involved in the whole schooling process. Providing a good
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education is considered as one of the most important parental responsibilities
and is very highly valued in general. A child is viewed as being economically
dependent on parents, with parents responsible for shouldering a child's
expenses at least until the child graduates from university, if not up until
marriage itself.
Higher Education. Most parents strive to provide a university education for
their children, and the percentage of people with university degrees is very
high by any standard. To achieve this goal, parents start to save early in order
to cover the large expenses (since until a few years ago there were no
universities in Cyprus), or they ask for a bank loan or sell property, as they
feel it is their responsibility to pay their children's expenses until they graduate
from university.

Marriage, Family, and Kinship
Marriage. Whereas half a decade ago a significant proportion of marriages
were arranged (often by the father), this has largely disappeared, although
parents may still exert strong control and influence over marital choices. Most
people consider getting married to be the normal course of action, so the vast
majority do in fact marry; those who don't are often viewed as being either
eccentric or unlucky, or both. Whereas previously the provision of a dowry,
mostly for women, was considered mandatory, parents still feel they should
provide as much economic support as possible for their children when they
marry. Ideally, the parents hope to provide the newlywed couple with a fully
furnished house and other basic needs, such as one or two cars.
Domestic Unit. The typical family arrangement on both sides is the nuclear
family, often with fairly strong ties towards a more extended family, especially
the parents. Most couples hope to have two children, preferably one of each
sex. The more traditional division between the public domain (work, etc.),
which is overseen by the male, and the private domain (the home), which is
overseen by the female, is still strong, despite women's entry into the labor
market. Since people usually move into city apartments or build their own
home, relatives do not live in as close proximity as in the past, when they lived
in clusters of houses in the same town or village.

Culture & Entertainment
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More than a place just for lounging in the sun, there are lots of things
happening in Cyprus all year round. From music concerts and cultural
performances with big name stars, sports events, religious festivals with all
the pomp and circumstance of the Greek Orthodox Church, to informative
conferences where you can meet like minds. The Cyprus Rally has been held
every year since 1970 and forms part of the World Rally Championship and
the FIA Middle East Rally Championship, and attracts hordes of car
enthusiasts, while the annual Historic Cyprus Rally draws crowds of vintage
car enthusiasts. Cultural events such as the Pharos Chamber Music Festival,
the Kypria International Festival, which comprises music, dance and
performance arts, and the Thalassa International Festival, which includes
photographic exhibitions, movie screenings and music performances, ensure
there’s something to interest everyone on the annual calendar of events. 2017
also brings with it an additional programme of top-tier cultural events in the
coastal town of Paphos, the legendary birthplace of Aphrodite and UNESCO
world heritage site, following the town’s win for the bid of the European
Capital of Culture this year.

Shopping
In Cyprus you can shop till you drop. The island is supplied with stores
catering for all tastes and requirements. Most major British and European
chains are represented on the island and there is a plethora of fashionable
boutiques and big malls in Nicosia, Limassol and Paphos, selling designer
brands including Louis Vuitton, Chanel, Dolce & Gabbana, Gucci, Roberto
Cavalli, Calvin Klein, Kenzo, Gianfranco Ferre and many more.

Cuisine
It is of course impossible to talk about Cyprus without mentioning the food. As
with most Mediterranean countries food plays an important role and is to be
enjoyed at a leisurely pace with friends and family. One of the first Greek
phrases to learn in Cyprus is ‘siga siga’ which means ‘slowly’, and is a mantra
one will hear almost daily. The fabulous Cypriot food is to be savoured
unhurriedly, usually al fresco with friends and family. Even a cup of coffee can
be a two hour past time. Cypriot food bears a distinct resemblance to Greek
cooking, but also has Turkish and Lebanese influences. As in other
Mediterranean countries, eating is an activity to be savoured and enjoyed and
is certainly not to be rushed in any way. Which is a good job as a traditional
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Cypriot meze – a meal of small plates similar to tapas – can consist of up to
30 dishes. Cypriot cuisine features lots of fresh fish, meat, beans, pulses and
vegetables flavoured with lemon, fresh herbs and spices. Cyprus is also one
of the world’s oldest grape-growing and wine-making regions, with its fruits of
the grape ranging from delicate whites and full-bodied reds to the rich sweet
amber-coloured dessert nectar known as Commandaria. This is one of the
oldest wines in the world, representing an ancient wine style documented in
Cyprus back to 800 BC and has the distinction of being the world’s oldest
named wine still in production, with the name Commandaria dating back to
the crusades in the 12th century.

Buying & Renting Property
Cyprus offers a full range of properties for both commercial and residential
use, situated in key locations across the island. While the exclusive, top-level
market is currently the most sought after, the island has a good stock of
properties available, from townhouses and apartments, to villas and sea-side
bungalows in five-star developments. Nicosia and Limassol are the main
business centres. Office space is available in purpose-built office blocks, in
converted houses or flats. A number of business centres also offer ready-tomove into serviced offices. They usually include fully-equipped offices that are
available on demand with flexible terms, meeting rooms and a receptionist
service. Overall, rentals are around two-thirds of those charged for
comparable commercial spaces in continental Europe, and offices, retail or
other commercial space is widely available for purchase or for rent.

Healthcare
Ranked by the World Health Organisation as one of the healthiest countries in
the Mediterranean, Cyprus has an excellent healthcare system provided
through both the private and public sector. The public health service is funded
through the social security payments of those who work on the island,
whether Cypriots or foreign residents. The system provides free or low cost
healthcare for those who contribute to social security, plus their families and
retirees, as well as emergency treatment for everyone. However, the full
public health service isn’t available to foreign visitors, who require private
health insurance unless they wish to pay high medical bills. EU citizens who
are visiting Cyprus can receive free outpatient or inpatient treatment with a
European Health Card, an EHIC (the old E111), which is issued by the health
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authority in their home country. However, this covers only essential treatment
and not routine treatment. Non-EU visitors must pay for healthcare. There are
a number of private clinics throughout the island that specialise in all fields of
healthcare and their fees are low compared to most European countries.

Religion
Religious freedom is written into the Cypriot constitution and Greek Orthodox,
Muslims, Catholics, Jews, Armenians and Maronites coexist peacefully on the
island. However, the overwhelming majority of Cypriots are members of the
Greek Orthodox Church, an institution that plays an important role in both
personal and public life on the island.

Pets
Cyprus is a member of the Pet Travel Scheme which allows pets from any of
the countries covered by the scheme to enter Cyprus without quarantine
provided they meet specified anti-rabies, blood sampling and anti-worm/antitick hygiene requirements. The pet must be micro-chipped, vaccinated against
rabies and blood tested, and can be brought into Cyprus only after six months
have elapsed after a satisfactory blood test.

Communications
Cyprus has an efficient and reliable postal service as well as an excellent
telecommunications network. Telecommunications costs are among the
cheapest in Europe. Cyta, remains the main provider, offering a full range of
telecommunications services. Other main providers are MTN, Primetel and
Cablenet. Cyprus’ network boasts 100% broadband coverage.

Media and TV
A number of daily and weekly newspapers are published in Cyprus, some of
which are in the English language, including the Cyprus Mail and the Cyprus
Weekly. Many UK, European, Russian and Arabic newspapers can be bought
in Cyprus a day or two after publication. Several terrestrial TV stations in
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Cyprus broadcasting locally produced programmes as well as international
films, dramas and TV series. Cable and satellite television is widely available.

Taxation
Cyprus offers one of the most attractive tax regimes in Europe. A member of
the European Union since 2004, Cyprus’ regulatory regime is in full
compliance with the requirements of the EU and OECD. Cyprus has one of
the lowest corporate tax rates in the European Union at 12.5%, while the
maximum personal tax rate is 35%, those earning less than €19,500 are tax
exempt.

Utilities
Electricity = 240V 50Hz, 5 amp or 13 amp square three-pin British-style plugs.
Electricity is provided by the Electricity Authority of Cyprus (EAC) and water is
provided by the water board of the nearest main town. Many properties have
solar water heating systems. Cyprus has no piped gas, but bottled gas is
widely available in supermarkets.

Crime
Cyprus is the 5th safest country in the world, according to recent statistics,
and one of the safest countries in the EU – and crime is virtually non-existent.
It is safe to walk around all towns and villages whether day or night. Few
locations in the world can offer the same level of security and stability that
Cyprus does.

Cost of living
It is estimated that, on average, a single person spends about 600 Euro per
month for private accommodation, utilities, food and transportation. Of course,
a budget is a very personal thing, depending on one’s preferences. The
following list includes the prices of some basic goods that determine the cost
of living. These prices aim to provide an indication:
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Item
Restaurant meal
Bread loaf (0,5 kgr)
Milk (1 lt)
Chicken (1 kgr)
Filter coffee (250 kgr)
6-egg pack
Cinema ticket
Concert ticket

Price in Euro
12,00-15,00 €
1,75 €
1,25 €
4,00 €
2,70 €
1,45 €
7,50 €
35,00 €

Currency
The currency of the Republic used to be the Cyprus pound - CY£. As from 1st
January 2008 the Cyprus pound has been replaced by the Euro as the legal
tender money of Cyprus.
Ensure that your bankcards and credit cards are usable in other European
countries. If stay duration in Cyprus is more than 3 months, it is suggested
that a bank account is opened in Cyprus.

Local Time
Cyprus Time is GMT +2.

Eating Hours
Breakfast is usually served between 07:00 and 10:00 in the morning. Lunch is
served in restaurants between 12:00 and 15:00. Dinner is served from 19:00
till late in the evening.

Public Holidays
The days listed below are public holidays in Cyprus. All public services,
private enterprises, banks and shops are closed on public holidays though
many shops and certain services remain open in resorts and coastal areas.
Banks are closed on Easter Tuesday but not on Christmas Eve.
- January 1st - New Year's Day
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- January 6th - Epiphany Day
- March 25th - Greek National Day
- April 1st - National Anniversary Day
- May 1st - Labour Day
- August 15th - Assumption of the Virgin Mary
- October 1st - Cyprus Independence Day
- October 28th - Greek National Anniversary Day
- December 24th - Christmas Eve
- December 25th - Christmas Day
- December 26th - Boxing Day
- Variable - Green Monday (50 Days before Greek Orthodox Easter)
- Variable - Good Friday (Greek Orthodox Church)
- Variable - Easter Monday (Greek Orthodox Church)
- Variable - Pentecost - Kataklysmos (Festival of the Flood)

Sports
The history of Olympic Games
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jA6Y7gG3OLs
Sport in Cyprus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sport_in_Cyprus

Sports & Outdoor Activities
Cyprus offers a host of energetic pursuits for both locals and visitors. As in
Greece and Turkey, much of the male population of Cyprus is obsessed with
football. During major football games, local or international, you might notice
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that most of the other places apart from sports cafes or houses where friends
gather to watch the game together are particularly quiet.
Otherwise, the most popular activities relate to the island’s geography and
climate. Becoming increasingly popular as a destination for golfers, Cyprus
offers first-class facilities with four professional courses on magnificent
locations, and the development of several new courses in the pipeline.
Spectacular pine-clad mountains in the centre of the island offer walkers and
cyclists welcome respite from the heat. Breathe in the bracing pine scented
air, whilst admiring the series of Venetian stone bridges and waterfalls that
pepper various hiking trails in scenery that looks as if it has been lifted from a
book of fairy tales. In winter months, skiers can test the slopes on Troodos
whilst the rest of the island wear short sleeves and bask in winter sun. The
island provides excellent opportunities for water sports, such as windsurfing
and kitesurfing. There are also excellent dive sites and facilities, with one of
the best wreck dives in the world, the Zenobia, situated off Larnaca. Other
popular dive sites include Ayia Napa, Paphos and the Akamas Peninsula,
where divers are often able to see artefacts such as Roman pottery on the
seabed.

Football
Football is the most popular spectator and participation sport on the island.
Football was introduced to Cyprus early in the 20th century by the British. As
football became established, the clubs were united in agreeing that an official
body was needed to regulate the sport. In September 1934, the Cyprus
Football Association (CFA) was formed and matches were soon being played
on an official basis. The association became a FIFA member in 1948 and an
UEFA member in 1962. The Cyprus Football Association runs a full league of
four divisions with fourteen clubs in each, and there are three cup
tournaments. The Cypriot national team has not yet qualified for any major
events, but despite being relative minnows, Cypriot clubs have reached the
group stage of the Champions League three times in recent years. APOEL
F.C. made history in 2012 by being the first Cypriot team to reach the quarter
finals of Champions League. The Cypriot First Division is semi-professional
with a few professional clubs.

Tennis
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Tennis in Cyprus has recently received more attention mainly due to Marcos
Baghdatis' success in the ATP rankings. Baghdatis reached the final of the
2006 Australian Open, was a semifinalist at the 2006 Wimbledon
Championships and reached a career-high ATP singles ranking of World No.
8 in August 2006. Marcos Baghdatis is one of the most popular athletes in
Cyprus (in sports other than football) due to this success.
There are hundreds of tennis courts across Cyprus run by the municipalities
as well as many hotel courts. Most have all-weather surfaces and are floodlit.
There are numerous local tennis and beach tennis tournaments, and, during
the winter, the Cyprus Masters Cup and Aldiana Seniors Open tournament.
Cyprus also plays in the Davis Cup. For further information contact the Cyprus
Tennis Federation (22449860).

Basketball
Basketball is also quite popular in Cyprus. The Cypriot league is semiprofessional, but Cypriot teams have had good European campaigns.
Recently, EKA AEL has finished 3rd in the FIBA EuroCup.

Air sports
With its excellent weather and varied terrain and coast, Cyprus is ideal for
flying, gliding, parachuting and wingsuiting. For general information contact
the Cyprus Airsports Federation (22339771).

Birdwatching
Cypriots have a reputation for eating rather than watching songbirds, but the
former is now illegal in the south. Thanks to its position between Africa and
Europe, Cyprus is visited by around 250 million birds during their great annual
migrations. Those interested in birdwatching in Cyprus should contact BirdLife
Cyprus (22455072).

Climbing and hiking
Popular sites for rock climbing/bouldering include Eagle Rock and the
Chassamboulia rock in Pafos District and Cave Greko near Agia Napa. For
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detailed information on climbing, contact the Cyprus Mountaineering and
Sport Climbing Federation (97770067).
For hiking there are numerous marked trails in the Troodos Mountains. A
section of the European Long Distance Path E4 travels for 539km the length
of the island, and there is 322km of good walking divided into 72 nature trails.
An excellent booklet on the E4 Long Distance Path and the nature trails is
available in CTO offices in Cyprus and abroad, as are trail guides produced
by the Ministry of Agriculture’s Department of Forests. The best general
walking in the north is in the Kyrenia range and along the Karpaz Peninsula –
look out for the tourist office’s excellent trail guides Kyrenia East and West
and Karpaz East and West.

Cycling
Cycling has been enjoying a huge boost in popularity in Cyprus, both with
amateur hobbyists and professionals. Cycling is a year-round activity, but
conditions are best in spring and autumn. Mountain and road bikes can be
rented in all main towns and holiday areas (guide rental €5–20/day). For
further information look out for Troodos Cycling Routes map available in
tourist offices, contact the Cyprus Cycling Federation, or check out
bikincyprusadventures.com.

Fishing
Fishing, both in the sea and in freshwater (the latter primarily in reservoirs), is
popular in Cyprus. The main source of information regarding angling in the
south is the Department of Fisheries and Marine Research (22807807), who
publish a booklet on the subject. In the north look out for sea-fishing trips from
the most popular harbours (for example, fishingnorthcyprus.com, from Girne).
It is possible to get permission to fish in reservoirs, but is probably not worth
the effort.

Golf
There are four main golf courses in southern Cyprus, three in Pafos District,
and one in Lemesos, another, just outside Larnaka, planned. For a summary
see cyprus-golf-courses.co.uk.
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Horseriding
There are numerous horseriding stables in Cyprus, and many offer holiday
packages – look out for literature in the CTO office or your hotel. Two of the
best are Ride in Cyprus, based just outside Pafos, and Drapia Farm in
Kalavasos (book through cyprusvillages.com).

Skiing
Though it might seem unlikely, from January to March there’s usually enough
snow on Cyprus’s highest peak, Mount Olympos, to allow skiing. The Cyprus
Ski Club (22449837) operates a ski centre on the mountain with four ski lifts
serving three slopes: a chairlift on Zeus slope, and T-bar lifts on Hera,
Aphrodite and Hermes slopes.

Water sports and diving
The main coastal holiday areas offer the full range of water sports, either
through centres on or near the beach, or through the big hotels. Dive schools
offer accredited courses. Among the numerous recognized dive sites are the
wrecks of the Vera K and the Achilleas off Paphos and the wrecks of HMS
Cricket, a British army helicopter and, most famously, the Zenobia off
Larnaca. For scuba diving, contact the Cyprus Federation of Underwater
Activities (22754647).

Sailing
Sailing is widely catered for, either within the island or visiting – there are
many ports, marinas and fishing shelters from which to choose. For charters,
try Cyprus Yacht Club (70002677) in Limassol, Cyprus Yacht Charter
(24665408) in Larnac or Cyprus Yacht Charters (26910200) in Paphos.

Beaches for Swimming
Exploring the beach:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nKQ3g8Q7LY

Cyprus Tourism Organization
http://visitcyprus.biz/wps/portal/sun_and_sea/coasts_and_beaches/!ut/p/c4/04
_SB8K8xLLM9MSSzPy8xBz9CP0os3hXN0fHYE8TIwMDc1dzAyNLD2_TYD
MnQwNfc_3g1Lz4UG_9gmxHRQAruNN3/

Best beaches in Cyprus
https://www.cyprusisland.net/cyprus-beaches
http://mycyprusinsider.com/cyprus-uncovered/ten-of-the-best-the-seasidehotlist/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjJYAnmAbtI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rpAJuWSUpyo
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/cyprus/collections/beaches/a/col/19039294645f-4da4-8889-35e6abad40fd/358801

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NkAVHuV37I

Transportation
Asking for directions in Greek
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_rBhKdQLyg

One of the factors that contribute to the enviable lifestyle of Cyprus include a
superb road system with signs in both Greek and English, a reliable and
efficient postal service, a large choice of schools, clubs, restaurants, gyms,
theatres, cinemas, museums and art galleries. The local infrastructure is
ideally suited for business people who need to get things done. Thanks to its
modern road network, extensive port facilities and two international airports,
travel and transport in and beyond Cyprus is fast, efficient and economical.
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Arriving to Cyprus from other Countries
Popular since the early 1980s with British and other European holidaymakers,
Cyprus is well connected to Europe’s main cities, as well as to Asia and the
Middle East. Direct flights to Larnaca or Paphos International airports from
mainland Europe are quick, frequent and increasingly low cost. By air, Cyprus
is 1.5hrs away from Athens, 4hrs from Frankfurt, 3.5hrs from Dubai and 5hrs
from London. One can commute to Nicosia, Limassol or Paphos by bus or
taxi, from the airport.

Public Transport
In Cyprus, cars and motorcycles are basic means of transportation for locals
in their daily routine. Still, there is a functional public transportation system in
most cities in Cyprus, as well as connections between different cities/villages.
Within urban areas, buses run on fixed routes roughly every half hour, with
services ending in the evenings at about 18:00 Monday to Friday and earlier
on Saturdays. Some routes have no service on Sundays. Hours are extended
until midnight during the tourist season and some urban routes now offer a
night bus service on Fridays and Saturdays. Timetables are available from
tourist offices or directly from the bus companies. Rural buses connect towns
and villages and make frequent stops. The service is infrequent with
schedules limited to one or two routes per day. These buses can often be
smaller mini-buses. There are also buses providing a service linking all major
towns. These are generally very regular and all buses are modern and comply
with European standards. A private company, Kapnos, provides a regular
daily airport shuttle service between Nicosia and both of the island’s airports.
There are no trains in Cyprus.

Bus information to/from the airport:
For bus information to/from the airport please visit
the Kapnos Airport Shuttle ( http://www.kapnosairportshuttle.com/ )
the Cyprus Public Transport Buses ( http://www.cyprusbybus.com/ )
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Buses
There are three types of buses in Cyprus that can help you move around:
- Transurban buses that link all towns on a daily basis and with frequent
routes
- Rural buses that link almost all villages with the nearest city but with limited
frequency once or twice daily except Sundays.
- Urban buses that link different areas within the cities and operate frequently
during daytime. In certain tourist areas, during summer period, their routes are
extended till late in the evening. Tickets can be purchased by the driver when
you board the bus and typically cost 1.5 euro flat fare (for single ticket).

Taxis
There are three types of taxi services available, covering the entire island:
- Transurban service which offers the opportunity to share a taxi with 4 - 7
other passengers. It provides connection between all major cities of Cyprus,
every half an hour, from Monday to Friday starting at 06:00 in the morning
until 18:00 in the evening. On Saturdays and Sundays the service finishes an
hour earlier at 17:00. Seats can be booked by phone or online from the
providing companies.
- Rural service operates in village areas and can only be hired from and to
their base station. These taxis are not equipped with taximeters and charging
is based on kilometre/tariff rate.
- Urban service is a 24hours service provided in all cities. Taxis can be
booked or hired on the street. Urban taxis are obligatory provided with
taximetres and charging commences upon the entering of a passenger in the
taxi.
TravelExpress is another good option, as a private company, which provides
a shared taxi service between cities in Cyprus.

Driving
Roads are well maintained in and between the main towns, and there are
four-lane motorways connecting Nicosia with Limassol, Larnaca and Pafos.
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Driving is on the left in Cyprus and the maximum speed limit on motorways is
100 kph (60 mph). Cyprus accepts the driving licences of all EU Member
States and any person with a valid licence may drive legally in Cyprus.
According to EU rulings, driving licences issued before 1996 do not have to
be exchanged for the new Community Model and remain valid until their
expiration. Non-EU citizens may drive on valid foreign licences for a certain
period (for those with a US licence the period is six months). Relevant
Consular authorities can provide further information.

Car Hire
Car and motorcycle rental firms have offices in all towns, as well as at
Larnaca and Paphos International Airports. Their rates vary according to the
rental period, season of the year and extras. They usually offer unlimited
mileage and their cars can be delivered and collected at the airports by prior
arrangement. Rental cars and bikes are usually delivered to the customer with
a full tank of fuel paid for by the customer. When the car is returned, the
customer receives a refund for any remaining fuel, unless stated otherwise in
the contract. Drivers under 25 years of age holding a driving license for less
than three years must inform the car rental company so special insurance
cover can be provided. Foreign visitors are strongly advised to read the rental
agreement carefully and demand fulfilment of all their rights.

Speed traps and spot checks are common, and tickets are liberally dispensed.
Cypriot traffic police also have a habit of hiding around blind corners and
behind roadside obstacles so they can catch you speeding, talking on the
phone, or not wearing your seatbelt.

Sources
Living in Cyprus: http://www.cyprusprofile.com/en/country-information/livingin-cyprus
Culture of Cyprus: http://www.everyculture.com/Cr-Ga/Cyprus.html
Life in Cyprus: http://www.frederick.ac.cy/life-in-cyprus
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CHAPTER 6 – HEALTH SYSTEM IN CYPRUS
Body Parts

Health Care in Cyprus
(i) Out-patient care by general practitioners and specialists care to both outpatients and inpatients.
(ii) The necessary drugs and pharmaceutical material.
(iii) Diagnostic and paramedical examinations.
(iv) Hospitalisation.
(v) Dental care, except for dentures which are provided to certain low income
groups.
(vi) Medical rehabilitation and provision of prosthetic and orthopedic
appliances.
(vii) Domiciliary visiting, in exceptional cases (for saving life or averting
serious disability).
(viii) Transport of the patient as his condition requires.
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People entitled to free medical care will need to pay around €2 per out-patient
visit, and those entitled to reduced fees care pay 50% of the fees. *Prices
quoted may differ to current hospital charges due to changes made in 2012.
*Please note that Cyprus is currently undergoing the implementation of a
completely new Public Health Service, and we will try to update this page with
any relevant information as and when we receive it. The first part of the new
Public Health Services should be implemented in 2015.
Organ donation is slowly becoming more accepted by Cypriots, who until
recently have been reluctant to put their name on the list of organ donors.
Kidney transplants are performed regularly and the success rates in Cyprus
are very good. The European Union is looking at ways to implement a
European Organ Donor Card, but up to now nothing has been agreed. If you
wish to be an organ donor in the event of your death, it is advisable to speak
to your doctor or local hospital in Cyprus.
There is a Cancer Prevention Program which implements a Mobile Cancer
Diagnosis Unit that administers the Pap-Test and Mammography to women in
Cyprus free of charge.
There is also the Europa Donna program for free breast cancer screening
and help, albeit still in a limited capacity.
Blood donors are also welcome at all the major city hospitals. Each hospital
has a blood donors department where you can register for free and donate
blood.
Private hospitals, clinics and poly clinics are quite numerous throughout
Cyprus and offer a very good standard of care, although this has to be paid
for. It is recommended that you take out private medical insurance which will
cover you for any hospital treatment in Cyprus, both government and private
hospitals.
Most private hospitals can provide the same operations and medical care as
the public hospitals, but have better waiting times and facilities.

Emergency Numbers
•

Emergency Call 112
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•

Famagusta General Hospital +357 23 200000

•

Nicosia Makareio Hospital +357 22 405000

•

Nicosia New General Hospital +357 22 603000

•

Larnaca Old General Hospital +357 24 304312

•

Larnaca Makareio Hospital +357 24 800500

•

Limassol Old General Hospital +357 25 305333

•

Limassol New General Hospital +357 25 801100

•

Paphos General Hospital +357 26 800500

•

Hospital Information 1400

•

Drugs/Narcotics/Helpline 1410

•

Doctors On Call 90901432

Pharmacies in Cyprus

Pharmacies (or chemists as some of us may refer to them) are numerous in
Cyprus. The standard opening hours are much the same as general shops,
usually around 9am to 6pm, and most will close for lunch.
Each city will have a late duty roster which will generally have three
nominated pharmacies open for dispensing of emergency prescriptions. The
duty pharmacies will stay open late each night until 10pm in the winter
months, and 11pm in the summer months, and all day sunday.
Details of the nominated duty pharmacies can be found in the local Greek or
English papers, or you can call to any of the following numbers that have a
recording giving details of the duty pharmacies for that day. At the time of
writing, calls to these numbers cost 16 cents per minute.

24-hour Pharmacies Information Lines
•
•

Ammochostos 90901413
Larnaca 90901414
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•
•
•

Limassol 90901415
Nicosia 90901412
Paphos 90901416

Medication and prescription prices are controlled by the Government and all
pharmacies should have the same prices. Please note that as of 10th January
2011 the Government imposed 5% VAT duty on all medicines. You may find
that your doctor has prescribed you a differently named prescription to what
you were prescribed in the UK. This is normal as branded medications differ
in Cyprus to the UK although the contents will be the same, so your Doctor
may prescribe you with a local equivalent, which is often cheaper. Always
check with your doctor or pharmacist if you have any doubts about your
prescription.

Pharmacists throughout Cyprus speak excellent English, and are very helpful
and friendly. Dispensing of prescriptions is much the same as the UK, where it
will be dispensed immediately, or during very busy times, within half an hour.
http://www.justaboutcyprus.com/cyprus_medical_hospitals_pharmacies.html

Fire Services in Cyprus

The Cyprus Fire Service has stations across the island. The rapid growth of
tourism and standard of living on the island forwarded the need for
improvements and best performance from the Fire Service. Generally, it
fulfills an essential social and humanitarian mission in time of peace and
war.
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The Fire Service today has:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 Fire Stations in main cities.
Fire Stations in the two main International Airports of Larnaka and
Pafos.
15 Rural Stations that are manned by volunteer Fire Fighters.
The Special Fire and Rescue Unit (EMAK).
The Fire Fighting Training Center.
The Fire Prevention Department.
The Fire Service Maintenance Team (mechanical and garage
facilities).
The Fire Service Stores.
The Fire Service Information Technology Department

It employs in total 662 officers, full time fire fighters and 14 citizens, as well
as 120 part-time (volunteer) firefighters that serve the Rural Fire Stations. It
maintains a fleet of approximately 115 pumps, 110 fire and rescue trucks, 6
platforms, 6 emergency vehicles, 20 auxiliary vehicles and 5 ambulances
located
across
the
island.
The Fire Service attends to fire incidents as well as to a range of other
incidents such as road traffic accidents, floods and animal rescues. The
Fire Prevention Department handles around 10,000 cases each year.
These cases may include inspections on public or hazardous buildings,
advice to the public on fire safety and prevention, recommendation on fire
safety aspects at the design stage of a structure etc. To promote fire safety
and prevention awareness in the public, the Cyprus Fire Service initiated
the 'Fire Safety Week' during which all members of the Fire and Rescue
Service promote fire safety and prevention objectives through pro-active
public education programmes, campaigns, lectures and informative
material. Particular emphasis is placed on reaching the most vulnerable
members of society, the very young, the very old and the socially deprived.

Police Services in Cyprus
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History - Cyprus Police has a history of over one century. Its structure is
basically identical to that of an English Police Service and most of the
existing rules and regulations are based on English Laws since Cyprus was
a British colony, from 1878 until 1960, when it became an independent
state.
After 1960, two separate Forces carried out the policing in Cyprus. One for
the urban areas, named “POLICE”, and one for the rural areas, named
“GENDARMERIES”. A Greek Cypriot Chief and a Turkish Cypriot Chief
administered these forces, respectively. The two forces of the Police were
joined to form the present police service during the year 1964, shortly after
the intercommunal troubles between the Greek and the Turkish
communities, as a result of which the Turkish Cypriot officers abandoned
their posts. In Cyprus, there is only one National Police Service. This is
under the Minister of Justice and Public Order. The mission of the Cyprus
Police is the maintenance of law and public order throughout the Republic,
the preservation of peace, the prevention and detection of crime and the
apprehension of offenders. The Police undertake a wide range of duties
and responsibilities. In addition, other duties and responsibilities are
imposed on the Cyprus Police, as a result of the geographical position of
the island and the Turkish invasion in Cyprus in 1974.
Criminality - Criminality in Cyprus has been sustained at very low levels.
As far as the organized crime is concerned, it should be noted that it has
been considerably restricted. Compared to international standards,
organized crime in Cyprus is at an 'infant' age. Whilst the average
crime/population ratio in Europe is about 5,000 serious crimes per 100,000
people, in Cyprus the ratio is only about 1024 serious crimes per 100,000
people. In addition, the detection rate is satisfactory. During the last four
years, the detection rate was around 69%, a number which, compared to
international standards, can be qualified as satisfactory.
Preventive Measures Taken by Cyprus Police - Cyprus Police participate
in Committees which, among other things, are concerned with the welfare
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and proper social behavior of young persons, children and teenagers.
In particular, the Police participate in the following:
(a) The Council of Criminality.
(b) The Committee for the Protection and Welfare of the Child.
(c) The Advisor Committee for Preventing and Combating Violence in the
Family.
(d) The Anti – Drug Council.
(e) The National Committee Against Violence in Football Fields, which
undertakes all the necessary actions to prevent/combat violence in athletic
fields.
At the same time, the Police have a 24-hour “hotline” for drug users, for
providing assistance and information and a “direct line” with the Public.
Also, the Police created a web-site which is accessible by the public.
Additionally, the Police (criminologists, lawyers, psychologists and
sociologists) visit schools regularly, offering lectures regarding drugs and
other social problems.
Cyprus Police place special emphasis on Public Relations and cooperation
with the Local Authorities. Police officials meet with local representatives to
exchange views and ideas regularly in the field of crime prevention.
Furthermore, various activities are organized (social, artistic, athletic,
recreational etc.) with the participation of the Community (children,
teenagers and parents) and the Police. In this context, members of the
Drug Law Enforcement Unit and the Police Traffic Department visit various
communities regularly, providing lectures regarding drugs and traffic
accidents, directed mainly at young people, children and teenagers.
International Cooperation - Cyprus Police sustains close cooperation with
international law enforcement organizations, such as INTERPOL and
EUROPOL, through the recently established a European Union and
International Police Co-operation Directorate. Cyprus Police has seconded
Liaison Officers with EUROPOL and INTERPOL. In addition, Cyprus ratified
numerous International Conventions and signed a number of bi-lateral
Agreements providing for cooperation between the Police or other
Government Authorities on matters relating to the prevention and
combating of international terrorism, drug trafficking, organized crime and
other forms of serious crime. On 4 July 2003, Cyprus signed a Cooperation
Agreement with EUROPOL.
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Since November 2002, six Police members participate in the European
Police Mission (EUPM) in Bosnia – Herzegovina and another two Police
Officers serve in the PROXIMA, SKOPJE.

Cyprus Emergencies
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CZECH REPUBLIC
CHAPTER 1 – GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT CZECH
REPUBLIC
Location of Czech Republic
The Czech Republic - Czech: Česká republika, also known by the short name
Czechia - Czech: Česko, pronounced, is a nation state in Central Europe
bordered by Germany to the west, Austria to the south, Slovakia to the east
and Poland to the northeast. The Czech Republic covers an area of 78,866
square kilometres (30,450 sq mi)

Climate
The climate differs markedly among the various regions of the Czech
Republic, depending on the height above sea level. Generally speaking, the
higher you are, average temperatures may drop more and rainfall is more
likely. Many other factors also play a role in this – the border mountain
ranges, for example, significantly influence ground-level air flow and rainfall.
Various height levels of the sun during the year cause the changing of the
seasons, differentiated from each other mainly by the development of
temperatures and precipitation. Similarly to the whole moderate northern
band, the beginning of the year in the Czech Republic is also characterized by
a cold winter. After this comes spring, followed by a warm summer and chilly
autumn. The alternation of the seasons has a marked effect, above all on
vegetation.

Natural Environment / Morphology
The geography of the Czech Republic is quite varied. Bohemia, at the west
part of Czech Republic, consists of a river basin, drained by the Elbe (Czech:
Labe) and Vltava rivers. It is surrounded by mostly low mountains such as the
Sudetes with its part Krkonoše, containing the highest point in the country, the
Sněžka at 1,602 metres (5,256 ft). Moravia, the eastern part, is also quite hilly
and is drained predominantly by the Morava river, but also contains the
source of the Oder (Czech: Odra) river.
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Ethnic Groups
•
•
•
•
•

64% Czechs
26% unspecified
5% Moravians
1.4% Slovaks
0.4% Poles

Religion or spiritual beliefs
Roman Catholic 10.4%, Protestant (includes Czech Brethren and Hussite)
1.1%, other and unspecified 54%, none 34.5%

Population of
10,627,448 (July 2014 est.)
country comparison to the world: 83
Minorities
The results of the 2011 population census also showed that most of these
foreigners came from the Ukraine (117,810), followed by Slovaks (84,380)
and Vietnamese (53,110). As for other nations, there are 36,055 Russians,
20,780 Germans and 17,856 Polish living in the CR. People from 182
countries participated in the Czech population census. In comparison with the
data from 2001, the group that saw the biggest increase were Germans (by
504.4%), followed by Ukrainians (471%), Russians (368.5%) and Slovaks
(248.7%).

Native Language
Czech

Local Dialects
Moravian dialects
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Major Cities / Villages
1

Prague
Prague
population - 1,259,079

the Capital City

Prague is home to a number of famous cultural attractions, many of which
survived the violence and destruction of 20th-century Europe. Main attractions
include the Prague Castle, the Charles Bridge, Old Town Square with the
Prague astronomical clock, the Jewish Quarter, Petřín hill and Vyšehrad.
Since 1992, the extensive historic centre of Prague has been included in the
UNESCO list of World Heritage Sites.
2

Brno

South Moravian

population - 377,440

The most visited sights of the city include the Špilberk castle and fortress and
the Cathedral of Saints Peter and Paul on Petrov hill, two medieval buildings
that dominate the cityscape and are often depicted as its traditional symbols.
The other large preserved castle near the city is Veveří Castle by Brno
Reservoir. This castle is the site of a number of legends, as are many other
places in Brno. Another architectural monument of Brno is the functionalist
Villa Tugendhat which has been included on the UNESCO list of World
Heritage Sites. One of the natural sights nearby is the Moravian Karst.

3

Ostrava

Moravian-Silesian

population - 294,200

Ostrava has four permanent theatres. The National Moravian-Silesian Theatre
has two venues (the Antonín Dvořák Theatre and the Jiří Myron Theatre).
There is also the Petr Bezruč Theatre, the Aréna Chamber Theatre and the
Ostrava Puppet Theatre – which hosts the international Spectaculo Interesse
festival every odd-numbered year and the Theatre Without Barriers festival
every even-numbered year.

How to get in Czech
Aeroplane
The Czech Republic has the biggest international airports in the following
cities:
•

Prague
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•
•
•
•

Brno
Ostrava
Karlovy Vary
Pardubice

Train
The railway network crosses the border of the Czech Republic at 30
crossings, which shows that the country is well connected to the European rail
network. Trains run between most European cities and Prague every day,
including first- and second-class carriages as well as carriages with
couchettes or beds. For example, the journey from Paris to Prague takes
about 15 and a half hours, Prague - Berlin, four hours and 40 minutes, Prague
- Vienna, five and a half hours, and Prague - Warsaw, nine and a half hours.

CHAPTER 2 – A BIT OF HISTORY ABOUT CZECH REPUBLIC
Timeline of the Czech Republic
400 BC Celtic people called the Boii live in what is now the Czech Republic
500 AD Slavic people enter the Czech Republic
10th Century The Czechs are converted to Christianity
929 AD King Wenceslas is murdered
950 Bohemia (the modern Czech Republic) becomes part of the Holy Roman Empire
13th Century Germans settle in Bohemia (the modern Czech Republic). Towns and
trade flourish.
14th Century Bohemia is rich and powerful
1348 Prague University is founded
1412 The Reformer Jan Hus is expelled from Prague University
1415 Jan Hus is burned to death
1618 The Thirty Years War begins
1648 The Thirty Years War ends. Bohemia is left devastated.
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1741-42 French soldiers occupy Prague
1848 Revolution breaks out in Prague. Meanwhile the Czechs industrialize.
1918 Czechoslovakia becomes an independent nation
1933 Czechoslovakia suffers badly during the depression
1935 The Czech economy starts to recover
1935 The Czech economy starts to recover
1938 The Czechs are forced to give the Sudetenland to Germany
1939 Germany occupies the rest of the Czech lands
1942 The German Reinhard Heydrich is assassinated
1945 The Russians arrive in Czechoslovakia
1948 The Communists stage a coup in Czechoslovakia
1953 A wave of strikes and demonstrations takes place
1968 Dubcek tries to introduce a more liberal regime. However the Russians
intervene by force
1977 Charter 77 is formed
1989 Communism collapses in Czechoslovakia
1990 Elections are held
1993 The Velvet Divorce takes place. The Czechs and the Slovaks form separate
countries.
1999 The Czechs join NATO
2004 The Czechs join the EU

CHAPTER 3 – CULTURE
A short review of native language of Czech Republic
Video here: https://www.youtube.com/user/onlineczech
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxsjVTZc8gQ
https://www.youtube.com/user/CZbehindthemountain
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Alphabet *
http://www.omniglot.com/writing/czech.htm

Short lesson about grammar *
Verbs
In this example, the English verb "go" does not change and needs 1 - 3
"assistant" words (the pronoun and the auxiliary "will", "not" or "do"), whereas
in Czech, the verb acts like an all-in-one package:
I go - jdu I will go - půjdu
you go - jdeš you will go - půjdeš will you not go? - nepůjdeš?
we go - jdeme we do not go - nejdeme
Diminutives
apple - jablko little apple - jablíčko
house - dům little house - domeček
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Due to the synthetic nature of the language, Czech uses a rather complex
system of declension and conjugation. Declension (modifications of a word to
express various grammatical categories) affects nouns, adjectives, pronouns,
and numerals, while conjugation relates to verbs. See details on nouns,
adjectives, pronouns, numbers, and verbs.

Czech Orthography
The Czech language uses the Latin alphabet, expanded by several specific
characters that are used only in Czech. These characters are:
Long vowels: á, é, í, ó, ú/ů, ý
Softening vowel: ě
Soft consonants: ď, ť, ň, ž, š, č, ř

Czech Pronunciation
Unlike English, Czech words are pronounced the way they are written. This is
good news. It means that once you learn how to pronounce individual Czech
characters, you will be able to pronounce any Czech word.

Numbers 1 – 100 *
zero

nula

one

jeden / jedna / jedno

two

dva / dvě

three

tři

four

čtyři

five

pět

six

šest
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seven

sedm

eight

osm

nine

devět

ten

deset

eleven

jedenáct

twelve

dvanáct

thirteen

třináct

fourteen

čtrnáct

fifteen

patnáct

sixteen

šestnáct

seventeen

sedmnáct

eighteen

osmnáct

nineteen

devatenáct

twenty

dvacet

twenty one

dvacet jedna

twenty two

dvacet dva

twenty three

dvacet tři

thirty

třicet

forty

čtyřicet

fifty

padesát

sixty

šedesát
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seventy

sedmdesát

eighty

osmdesát

ninety

devadesát

one hundred

sto

Family
The structure of the family
https://sites.google.com/site/czechrepublictravel/week-8

In a typical Czech family, a man is only expected to marry when he has
finished school and begun his career.
Czech families are usually very small, averaging one or two children per
family. A married couple with a child will usually see the mother staying at
home to care for the child in its very early years. The Czech government in
very generous in supporting this decision, as it requires employers to pay 90%
of the mother's salary while she is away for up to 6 months, and then 60%
after that 6 months, but only up to when the child is 3 years old. The mother
will typically return to work as soon as possible, usually once she finds a
nursery or when a family member can help with the child, usually a mother-inlaw.
Children are expected to be neat, orderly, and respectful and are expected to
excel in school. Higher education is encouraged by Czech parents and it is
very embarrassing to a Czech family when a child has to repeat a grade.
Universtities are free, which makes access to education even easier for
children.
Czechs have very small families. To give you an idea of this, the Czech
Republic's Birth rate is 8.7 births for every 1000 people as opposed to the
United States, which has 13.8 births for every 1000 people. People in the
Czech Republic also typically wait a little longer than people in the U.S. The
average age of marriage in the Czech Republic is 30.3 years for a man and
27.6 years for a woman, whereas the average age of marriage in the U.S. is
28.4 for a man and 26.5 for a woman.
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Education
Levels of Educational System in Czech
• Preschools - (from 2 to 5 years old)
• Primary (elementary) - (from 6 to 15 years old, mandatory)
• Professional secondary (high) schools, grammar schools
(gymnasium), vocational schools and courses
• Universities
Arts
Learn Colours *
http://eprehledy.cz/nazvy_barev.php
Azure - azurová
Black - černá
Blue - modrá
Brown - hnědá
Cyan - modrozelená

Green - zelená
Grey - šedá
Magenta - purpurová
Navy - námořnická
Orange - oranžová

Pink - růžová
Red - červená
Violet - fialová
White - bílá
Yellow – žlutá

Music
Get to know elements of music of Czech *
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_of_the_Czech_Republic

Theatre / Cinema
Národní divadlo

-
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Prague State Opera

National Marionette Theatre (Národní divadlo marionet)
Spejbl and Hurvínek Theater

Cuisine of Czech
Traditional products under:
§ Traditional specialities guaranteed (TSG)
"Lovecký salám", "Liptovský salám", "Špekáčky "and "Spišské párky"
§ Protected geographical indication (PGI)
http://www.szpi.gov.cz/en/docDetail.aspx?docid=1004209&docType=A
RT&nid=&chnum=9
At the table (Eating Habits)
Traditional Czech food is very tasteful and varied. Unfortunately, it does not
correspond with a healthy life style very much because of its high calories
content.
Czech cuisine is not exactly a synonym for healthy cooking, but everybody will
probably find some meals they'll love. It may be the potato soup, the
traditional roast pork with dumplings and sauerkraut, the fruit filled dumplings,
or the apple strudel.
A good news is that Czech cooking and eating habits have been shifting
towards a healthier lifestyle recently, but traditional Czech recipes are still
extremely popular and those tend to be high in calories, fat and sugar. Sauces
and condiments are also very popular.
A Czech meal often starts with a soup:
- potato soup
- garlic soup
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- chicken noodle soup
- beef soup with liver dumplings
- sauerkraut soup
- dill soup

The Main Course - it mostly consists of a meat and a side dish:
The most popular meats are chicken and pork, followed by beef, usually
served with some kind of sauce. Fish is not very common although trout or
cod are sometimes served.

Desserts:
Desserts come in many varieties and can be heavy and fatty because butter
and whipped cream are often used. Some popular desserts are:
- apple strudel
- crepes filled with jam orfruit, such as strawberries or blueberries or with
chocolate and with whipped cream on the top
- honey cake called "Medovník"
- fruit filled dumplings
- ice cream sundae is very popular especially in summer

Beverages:
As far as drinks go, a Czech meal is often accompanied by the national
beverage, which is beer. If you're not in the mood for beer or if you are not old
enough, you can have a mineral water, a variety of fruit juices, such as orange
juice, apple juice, pear juice, or a soda water. Czechs also like to drink tea
with sugar and lemon, and coffee with or without milk or cream.

Usefull links:
http://www.czech.cz/en/Life-Work
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https://www.halfthisworldaway.com/2016/09/13/10-things-no-one-told-meabout-living-in-the-czech-republic/

CHAPTER 4 – PROFESSIONS IN COUNTRY
Economy
Czech Republic is a prosperous market economy, who has one of the highest
GDP growth rates and lowest unemployment in the EU, but it is depending on
export.
Czech exports are consist from 80% if GDP and mostly i tis automobiles, the
country largest industry. Since 2004 Czechia is a member of EU, but there
isn’t still Euro currency. We have ‚Česká koruna‘ Czech crown.
Agriculture goods - wheat, potatoes, sugar beets, hops, fruit; pigs, poultry
Industries - motor vehicles, metallurgy, machinery and equipment, glass,
armaments
Škoda Auto – 1895

Labor force - 5.494 million
Labor force by occupation
• agriculture: 2.8%
• industry: 38%
• services: 59.2% (2015)
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Export commodities - machinery and transport equipment, raw materials,
fuel, chemicals

Export partners - Germany 32.4%, Slovakia 9%, Poland 5.8%, UK 5.3%,
France 5.1%, Italy 4.3%, Austria 4.1% (2015)

Imports - commodities:
machinery and transport equipment, raw materials and fuels, chemicals

Imports - partners:
Germany 26.4%, China 12.4%, Poland 8.3%, Slovakia 5.1%, Italy 4.2%
(2015)

Population below poverty line:
9.7% (2015 est.)

Details about Czechia, basically everything you need in numbers.
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/resources/the-worldfactbook/geos/ez.html
Currency - Czech crown (Koruny české) 1 euro = +- 27 Kč
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CHAPTER 5 – DAILY ROUTINE IN CZECH REPUBLIC
Time (A clock)
How to tell the time in Czech.
English
What time is it?
It's one o'clock
It's quarter past one
It's half past one
It's quarter to two
It's two o'clock
It's quarter past two
It's half past two
It's quarter to three
It's three o'clock
It's quarter past three
It's half past three
It's quarter to four
It's four o'clock
It's quarter past four
It's half past four
It's quarter to five
It's five o'clock
It's quarter past five
It's half past five
It's quarter to six

Czech (čeština)
Kolik je hodin?
Je jedna hodina
Je čtvrt na dvě
Je půl druhé
Je tři čtvrtě na dvě
Jsou dvě hodiny
Je čtvrt na tři
Je půl třetí
Je tři čtvrtě na tři
Jsou tři hodiny
Je čtvrt na čtyři
Je půl čtvrté
Je tři čtvrtě na čtyři
Jsou čtyři hodiny
Je čtvrt na pět
Je půl paté/Je půl páté
Je tři čtvrtě na pět
Je pět hodin
Je čtvrt na šest
Je půl šesté
Je tři čtvrtě na šest
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It's six o'clock
It's quarter past six
It's half past six
It's quarter to seven
It's seven o'clock
It's quarter past seven
It's half past seven
It's quarter to eight
It's eight o'clock
It's quarter past eight
It's half past eight
It's quarter to nine
It's nine o'clock
It's quarter past nine
It's half past nine
It's quarter to ten
It's ten o'clock
It's quarter past ten
It's half past ten
It's quarter to eleven
It's eleven o'clock
It's quarter past eleven
It's half past eleven
It's quarter to twelve
It's twelve o'clock
It's quarter past twelve
It's half past twelve
It's quarter to one
it's midnight
it's midday
in the morning
in the afternoon
in the evening

Je šest hodin
Je čtvrt na sedm
Je půl sedmé
Je tři čtvrtě na sedm
Je sedm hodin
Je čtvrt na osm
Je půl osmé
Je tři čtvrtě na osm
Je osm hodin
Je čtvrt na devět
Je půl deváté
Je tři čtvrtě na devět
Je devět hodin
Je čtvrt na deset
Je půl desáté
Je tři čtvrtě na deset
Je deset hodin
Je čtvrt na jedenáct
Je půl jedenácté
Je tři čtvrtě na jedenáct
Je jedenáct hodin
Je čtvrt na dvanáct
Je půl dvanácté
Je tři čtvrtě na dvanáct
Je dvanáct hodin
Je čtvrt na jednu
Je půl jedné
Je tři čtvrtě na jednu
Je půlnoc
Je poledne
ráno
odpoledne
večer

http://www.locallingo.com/czech/phrases/time.html
https://www.expats.cz/prague/article/czech-culture/dos-and-donts-time/

My Day (Lesson)
http://www.locallingo.com/czech/phrases/days.html
http://www.myczechrepublic.com/czech_culture/czech_holidays/
http://www.jetoboj.cz/my-daily-routine-muj-denni-rozvrh/
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Work day
The majority of Czech workers work full-time. Evenly scheduled 5-days
working week is the norm. Working part-time as well as flexible work
arrangements are still not particularly common in the Czech Republic.
Although the importance of flexible employment forms is stressed in political
and everyday discussions, they lack effective governmental support and
willingness of employers to implement them. Especially women who are often
economically active and at the same time have the main responsibility for
bringing up children and household management have difficulties to reconcile
professional and family life.

https://www.eurofound.europa.eu/observatories/eurwork/articles/workingconditions-industrial-relations/czech-republic-q3-2016-quarterly-reportingdeliverable-article-survey-on-working-time-arrangements
https://www.justlanded.com/english/Czech-Republic/Czech-RepublicGuide/Jobs/Working-conditions
Funny but true: http://rickyyates.com/how-to-be-czech-in-10-easy-steps/

Study day
https://www.justlanded.com/english/Czech-Republic/Czech-RepublicGuide/Education/Schools
https://prague.tv/en/s72/c1402-Family-Kids/n3593-Back-to-School-10-MustHaves-for-the-Czech-School-Year
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rmbtUAvwug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_SBcnHnf6m8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIf4R2eW6fc&list=PLTa2favOD7bCqU_F
MQy3Z0ts3nx6mqpIP

Sports / Hobbies
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The two leading sports in the Czech Republic are football and ice hockey,
both drawing the largest attention of both the media and supporters. The
many other sports with professional leagues and structures include
basketball, volleyball, team handball, Czech handball, athletics, floorball and
others. Sport is a source of strong waves of patriotism, usually rising several
days or weeks before an event and sinking several days after.
Sports have also been a contributor to famous Czechs especially tennis,
football, hockey, and athletics:

Tennis (Martina Navratilová, Ivan Lendl, Hana Mandlíková, Jana Novotná,
Petr Korda, Petra Kvitová, Tomáš Berdych)
Football – Pavel Nedvěd, Karel Poborský, Jan Koller, Milan Baroš, Marek
Jankulovski, Vladimír Šmicer, Tomáš Rosický,[52][53] Petr Čech
Hockey – most famous - Jaromír Jágr

Dominik Hašek, Vladimír Růžička, Jiří Šlégr, Ivan Hlinka, Jiří Holeček,
Jaroslav Pouzar, Jiří Hrdina, Petr Sýkora, Patrik Eliáš, Bobby Holík, Michal
Rozsíval, Milan Hejduk, Petr Nedvěd, Martin Straka, Václav Prospal, Jakub
Voráček, Tomáš Plekanec, František Kaberle, David Výborný, Pavel Patera,
Martin Procházka
Athletics – Emil Zátopek, Jarmila Kratochvílová, Roman Šebrle, Jan Železný,
Barbora Špotáková
Others – Věra Čáslavská, Martina Sáblíková, Martin Doktor, Štěpánka
Hilgertová, Josef Holeček
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sport_in_the_Czech_Republic
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CHAPTER 6 – HEALTH SYSTEM IN CZECH REPUBLIC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Healthcare_in_the_Czech_Republic
http://www.healthczech.com/why-czech-republic/the-healthcare-system/

Body Parts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=StYi9XC4ITA

Help! (Health System / Hospitals)
155
A nationwide emergency number in the Czech Republic to receive
aid in the case of a medical emergency. (Medical Rescue Service)
112
The pan-European (common) emergency number to call for help in
the event of a situation involving large numbers of injured persons – this
number is used to activate a response from the integrated rescue services
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system (this includes the Police of the Czech Republic, the providers of
emergency medical services, fire brigades and fire protection units).
http://www.mzcr.cz/Cizinci/dokumenty/types-of-healthcare-deliveryservices_7069_2660_23.html
https://prague.tv/en/s72/Directory/c202-Health-Wellness/n4807-A-BasicGuide-to-Czech-Healthcare-for-English-Speakers
http://www.mzcr.cz/Cizinci/

Ask for Help
Emergency Numbers (Police, Fire Services, Drug Support, Family Support,
Financial Support etc.)
Emergency Numbers
112 – European Emergency Number
(Police, Fire Service, Emergency Medical Service)
158 – Police
156 – Municipal Police
150 – Fire and Rescue Service
155 – Emergency Medical Service
http://www.mvcr.cz/mvcren/article/emergency-numbers.aspx
drug support
http://www.sananim.cz/sananim/about-us.html
http://www.dropin.cz/

family support
https://www.clovekvtisni.cz/en/our-help-in-czech-republic
http://www.policie.cz/docDetail.aspx?docid=21563988&doctype=ART
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GREECE
CHAPTER 1 – GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT GREECE
Location
Greece (officially the Hellenic Republic) is a country in Southeastern Europe.
Greece is located at the crossroads of Europe, Asia, and Africa, in the
Eastern Mediterranean Sea. Situated on the southern tip of the Balkan
Peninsula, it shares land borders with Albania to the northwest, the Former
Yugoslavian Republic of Macedonia and Bulgaria to the North, and Turkey to
the Northeast.
Climate
The climate of Greece is primarily Mediterranean, featuring mild, wet winters
and hot, dry summers. This climate occurs at all coastal locations, including
Athens, the Cyclades, the Dodecanese, Crete, the Peloponnese, the Ionian
Islands and parts of the Central Continental Greece region.
The Pindus mountain range (in Western Greece) strongly affects the climate
of the country, as areas to the west of the range are considerably wetter on
average (due to greater exposure to south-westerly systems bringing in
moisture) than the areas lying to the east of the range (due to a rain
shadow effect).
The mountainous areas of Northwestern Greece (parts of Epirus, Central
Greece, Thessaly, Western Macedonia) as well as in the mountainous central
parts of Peloponnese feature an Alpine climate with heavy snowfalls. The
inland parts of northern Greece, in Central Macedonia and East Macedonia
and Thrace feature a temperate climate with cold, damp winters and hot, dry
summers with frequent thunderstorms. Snowfalls occur every year in the
mountains and northern areas, and brief snowfalls are not unknown even in
low-lying southern areas, such as Athens.
Natural Environment / Morphology
Located in Southeastern Europe, Greece is a transcontinental country that
consists of a mountainous, peninsular mainland jutting out into the sea at the
southern end of the Balkans, ending at the Peloponnese peninsula (separated
from the mainland by the canal of the Isthmus of Corinth) and situated at the
crossroads of Europe, Asia and Africa. Due to its highly indented coastline
and numerous islands, Greece has the 11th longest coastline in the world with
13,676 km; its land boundary is 1,160 km. The country lies approximately
between latitudes 34° and 42° N, and longitudes 19° and 30° E.
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80% of Greece consists of mountains or hills, making the country one of the
most mountainous in Europe. Mount Olympus, the mythical abode of
the Greek Gods, culminates at Mytikas peak 2,918 metres, the highest in the
country. Western Greece contains a number of lakes and wetlands and is
dominated by the Pindus mountain range. The Pindus, a continuation of
the Dinaric Alps, reaches a maximum elevation of 2,637 m. at Mt.
Smolikas (the second-highest in Greece) and historically has been a
significant barrier to east-west travel.
The Pindus range continues through the central Peloponnese, crosses the
islands of Kythera and Antikythera and finds its way into southwestern
Aegean, in the island of Crete where it eventually ends. The islands of the
Aegean are peaks of underwater mountains that once constituted an
extension of the mainland. Pindus is characterized by its high, steep peaks,
often dissected by numerous canyons and a variety of other karstic
landscapes. The spectacular Vikos Gorge, part of the Vikos-Aoos National
Park in the Pindus range, is listed by the Guinness book of World Records as
the deepest gorge in the world. Another notable formation is the Meteora rock
pillars, atop which have been built Medieval Greek Orthodox monasteries.
Northeastern Greece features another high-altitude mountain range,
the Rhodope range, spreading across the region of East Macedonia and
Thrace; this area is covered with vast, thick, ancient forests, including the
famous Dadia forest in the Evros regional unit, in the far northeast of the
country.
Extensive plains are primarily located in the regions of Thessaly, Central
Macedonia and Thrace. They constitute key economic regions as they are
among the few arable places in the country. Rare marine species such as the
pinniped seals and the loggerhead sea turtle live in the seas surrounding
mainland Greece, while its dense forests are home to the endangered brown
bear, the Eurasian lynx, the roe deer and the wild goat.
Ethnic Groups
According to the official statistical body of Greece, the Hellenic Statistical
Authority (ELSTAT), the country's total population in 2011 was 10,816,286. Of
them, 91.56% identify themselves as Greeks. The number of foreigners was
calculated to around 911,299, with the majority of them coming from the
neighbouring countries and especially Albania (approximately 4.4% of the
total population).
Religion or Spiritual Beliefs
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The Greek Constitution recognizes Eastern Orthodoxy as the "prevailing" faith
of the country, while guaranteeing freedom of religious belief for all. The
Greek Government does not keep statistics on religious groups and censuses
do not ask for religious affiliation. Most Greek citizens identify themselves
as Eastern Orthodox (more than 80%), belonging to the Greek Orthodox
Church, which uses the Byzantine rite and the Greek language, the original
language of the New Testament. The administration of the Greek territory is
shared between the Church of Greece and the Patriarchate of Constantinople.
The Roman Catholic community is estimated to be around 250,000 of which
50,000 are Greek citizens. Old Calendarists account for about 500,000
followers. Protestants, including the Greek Evangelical Church and Free
Evangelical Churches, stand at about 30,000. Other Christian minorities total
about 12,000 members. The Jehovah's Witnesses report having 28,874 active
members. There are also a number of Jews in Greece, most of who live
in Thessaloniki.
There is a Muslim minority (around 100,000) concentrated in Thrace and
officially
protected
by
the Treaty
of
Lausanne.
Besides Pomaks (Muslim Bulgarian speakers) and Roma, it consists mainly of
ethnic Turks, who speak Turkish and receive instruction in Turkish at special
government-funded schools.
Lastly, some Greeks adhere to a reconstruction of the ancient Greek religion a place of worship has been recognized as such by court.
In a Eurostat – Eurobarometer 2010 poll, 79% of Greek citizens responded
that they "believe there is a God". According to other sources, 15.8% of
Greeks describe themselves as "very religious", which is the highest among
all European countries.
Population – Minorities
Greece’s total population in 2011 was 10,816,286. The birth rate in 2003
stood at 9.5 per 1,000 inhabitants, significantly lower than the rate of 14.5 per
1,000 in 1981. At the same time, the mortality rate increased slightly from 8.9
per 1,000 inhabitants in 1981 to 9.6 per 1,000 inhabitants in 2003.
Greek society has changed rapidly over the last several decades. Its declining
fertility rate has led to an increase in the median age, which coincides with the
overall aging of Europe. In 2001, 16.71% of the population was 65 years old
and older, 68.12% percent between the ages of 15 and 64 years old, and
15.18% percent were 14 years old and younger.
Minorities in Greece are small in size compared to Balkan regional standards,
and the country is largely ethnically homogeneous. This is mainly due to
the population
exchanges between Greece and
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neighboring Turkey (Convention of Lausanne) and Bulgaria (Treaty of
Neuilly), which removed most Muslims (with the exception of the Muslims
of Thrace) and those Christian Slavs who did not identify as Greeks, from
Greek territory; the treaty also provided for the resettlement of ethnic Greeks
from those countries, later to be followed by refugees.
The main officially recognized minority is the Muslim minority
in Thrace, Northeastern Greece, and mainly consists of Turks, Pomaks, and
also Romani. Other recognized minority groups are the Armenians numbering
approximately 35,000, and the Jews (Sephardim and Romaniotes) numbering
approximately 5,500.
Other Minorities in Greece according to Minority Rights Group International:
- Albanians: 443,550 (4.05%)
- Roma/Gypsies: 160,000-250,000 (1.5-2.28%)
- Vlachs (Aromanians): 200,000 (1.82%)
- Ethnic Macedonians: 100,000 (0.91%)
- Arvanites: 95,000 (0.87%)
Native Languages – Local Dialects
The official language of Greece is Greek, spoken by 99% of the population. In
addition, a number of non-official, minority languages and some Greek
dialects are spoken as well. The most common foreign languages learned by
Greeks are English, German, French and Italian.
Modern Greek is the only official language of the Hellenic Republic, and is
spoken by some 99% of the population — though not necessarily as a first
language. Side by side, there are several non-official dialects and
distinct Hellenic languages spoken as well, such as:
• Cretan Greek
• Cypriot Greek
• Maniot Greek
• Pontic Greek
• Sarakatsanika
• Cappadocian Greek
• Tsakonian Greek
• Yevanic Greek
Major Cities / Villages
Almost two-thirds of the Greek people live in urban areas. Greece's largest
and
most
influential
metropolitan
centres
are
those
of Athens and Thessaloniki, with metropolitan populations of approximately 4
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million and 1 million inhabitants respectively. Other prominent cities with
urban populations above 100,000 inhabitants include those of Patras,
Heraklion, Larissa, Volos, Rhodes, Ioannina, Chania and Chalcis.
Landmarks – Lifestyle
Athens is the capital and largest city of Greece. It dominates the Attica region
and is one of the world's oldest cities, with its recorded history spanning over
3,400 years, and its earliest human presence starting somewhere between
the 11th and 7th millennia BC.
Athens is recognised as a global city because of its location and its
importance
in shipping, finance, commerce, media, entertainment,
arts,
international trade, culture, education and tourism. It is one of the biggest
economic centres in southeastern Europe, with a large financial sector, and its
port Piraeus is both the largest passenger port in Europe and the second
largest in the world. Athens is also the southernmost capital on the European
mainland.
The heritage of the classical era is still evident in the city, represented
by ancient monuments and works of art, the most famous of all being
the Parthenon, considered a key landmark of early Western civilization. The
city also retains Roman and Byzantine monuments, as well as a smaller
number of Ottoman monuments.
Athens is home to two UNESCO World Heritage Sites, the Acropolis of
Athens and the medieval Daphni Monastery. Landmarks of the modern era,
dating back to the establishment of Athens as the capital of the independent
Greek state in 1834, include the Hellenic Parliament and the so-called
"architectural trilogy of Athens", consisting of the National Library of Greece,
the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens and the Academy of
Athens. Athens is also home to several museums and cultural institutions,
such as the National Archeological Museum, featuring the world's largest
collection of ancient Greek antiquities, the Acropolis Museum, the Museum of
Cycladic Art, the Benaki Museum and the Byzantine and Christian Museum.
Athens was the host city of the first modern-day Olympic Games in 1896, and
108 years later it welcomed home the 2004 Summer Olympics.
Places in the City:
- Parthenon (monument)
- National Archeological Museum of Athens
- Acropolis Museum
- Temple of Hephaestus
- Monastiraki district (restaurants and bars)
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Thessaloniki, also familiarly known as Thessalonica or Salonika, is
the second-largest city in Greece, the capital of Greek Macedonia and the
administrative region of Central Macedonia and the Decentralized
Administration of Macedonia and Thrace. Its nickname is "the co-capital", a
reference to its historical status as the second largest and "co-reigning" city of
the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire, alongside Constantinople.
Thessaloniki is Greece's second major economic, industrial, commercial and
political centre, and a major transportation hub for the rest of Southeastern
Europe; its commercial port is also of great importance for Greece and the
Southeastern European hinterland. The city is renowned for its festivals,
events and vibrant cultural life in general, and is considered to be Greece's
cultural capital. Events such as the Thessaloniki International Trade Fair,
the Thessaloniki International Film Festival, and the Thessaloniki Song
Festival are held annually, while the city also hosts the largest bi-annual
meeting of the Greek diaspora.
Thessaloniki is home to numerous notable Byzantine monuments, including
the Paleochristian
and
Byzantine
monuments
of
Thessaloniki,
UNESCO World
Heritage
Sites,
as
well
as
several Roman, Ottoman and Sephardic Jewish structures. The city's main
university, Aristotle University, is the largest in Greece and the Balkans.
Places in the City:
- White Tower (monument)
- Church of Agia Sofia
- Rotunda (monument)
- Ladadika district (restaurants and bars)
Larissa is the capital and largest city of the Thessaly region, the fifth most
populous in Greece and capital of the Larissa regional unit. It is a principal
agricultural centre and a national transportation hub, linked by road and rail
with the port of Volos, and the cities of Thessaloniki and Athens. Larissa,
within its municipality, has 162,591 inhabitants, while the regional unit of
Larissa reaches a population of 284,325 (in 2011). The urban area of the city,
although mostly contained within the Larissa municipality extends over an
area of 572.3 km2. Legend has it that Achilles was born here, and
that Hippocrates, the Father of Medicine, died here. Today, Larissa is a major
commercial and industrial centre in Greece.
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(Greek: Λάρισα [ˈlarisa]) is the capital and largest city of the Thessaly region,
the fifth most populous in Greece and capital of the Larissa regional unit. It is
a principal agricultural centre and a national transportation hub, linked by road
and rail with the port of Volos, the cities of Thessaloniki and Athens. Larissa,
within its municipality, has 162,591 inhabitants, while the regional unit of
Larissa reached a population of 284,325. The urban area of the city, although
mostly contained within the Larissa municipality, also includes the
communities of Giannouli, Platykampos, Nikaia, Terpsithea and several other
suburban settlements, bringing the wider urban area population of the city to
about
174,012
inhabitants
and
extends
over
an
area
of
2
572.3 km (221.0 sq mi).
Legend
has
it
that Achilles was
born
here. Hippocrates, the Father of Medicine, died here. Today, Larissa is a
major commercial and industrial centre in Greece.

Climate
The climate of Larissa is transitional. The winter is cold and wet, and some
snowstorms may occur. The summer is hot, and temperatures of 40 °C
(104 °F) may occur. Thunderstorms or heavy rain may cause agricultural
damage. Larissa receives 450 mm (18 in) of rain per year.

Historical facts
Larissa was the headquarters of Hursid Pasha during the Greek War of
Independence. In 1881, the city, along with the rest of Thessaly, was
incorporated into the Kingdom of Greece. A considerable portion of the
Turkish population emigrated into the Ottoman Empire at that point. During
the Greco-Turkish War of 1897, the city was the headquarters of Greek
Crown Prince Constantine. The flight of the Greek army from here
to Farsala took place on April 23, 1897. Turkish troops entered the city two
days later. After a treaty for peace was signed, they withdrew and Larissa
remained permanently in Greece. This was followed by a further exodus of
Turks in 1898.

Culture
Today Larissa is the fifth largest Greek city with many squares, taverns and
cafes. It has three public hospitals with one being military hospital. It hosts the
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Hellenic Air Force Headquarters and NATO Headquarters in Greece. It has a
School of Medicine and the School of Biochemistry – Biotechnology the third
largest in the country Institute of Technology. It occupies the first place among
Greek cities into green coverage rate per sq.m. urban space. It also has two
public libraries and three museums.
The city is in close proximity of many interesting destinations in the region
(mount Olympus, mount Kissavos, Meteora, Lake Plastira, Pilio, etc.) suitable
for daily trips.
Cultural buldings
•
•
•

Municipal Odeon of Larissa
Mylos of Pappa Theatre
Thessalian Theatre – Municipal Theatre of Larissa

Museums
•
•
•
•
•

Diachronic Museum of Larissa
Municipal Gallery of Larissa – G.I. Katsigras Museum
Historical & Folklore Museum of Larissa
Veterinary Military Museum of Larissa
Museum of Folklore Society of Larissa

Places in the City:
- Ancient Theatre of Larissa
- Larissa Ancient Ruins
- Diachronic Museum of Larissa

How to Get to Greece – Transportation, Airports, Harbours, Train
Greece is a member of the free travel Schengen Area.
The easiest way to get to Greece is to fly, and there are direct flights to a
variety of Greek destinations from all major EU airports. Even if your starting
point is North America, Australia, New Zealand or South Africa, the most costeffective way to Greece may well be to get to London – or Amsterdam,
Frankfurt or another Northern European hub – and pick up an onward flight
from there. Overland alternatives from e.g. Northern Europe involve at least
three days of nonstop travel. If you want to take your time over the journey,
then driving or travelling by train can be enjoyable, although invariably more
expensive than flying.
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The standard overland public transport in Greece is the bus. Train networks
are limited, even more so with recent cutbacks. Buses cover most primary
routes on the mainland and provide basic connections on the islands. The
best way to supplement buses is to rent a scooter, motorbike or car.
Inter-island travel means taking ferries, catamarans or hydrofoils, which will
eventually get you to any of the sixty-plus inhabited islands of Greece. Internal
flights are relatively expensive, but can save literally days of travel.

CHAPTER 2 – A BIT OF HISTORY ABOUT GREECE

CHAPTER 3 - CULTURE
Greek Language
Basic Grammar Rules
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wScGmvIZGGs

Greek Vocabulary
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y97qvlsBfdk
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Greetings
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_9lsGTStZbg

Greek phrases
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFRocIW7kIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHDU3XBY108

Loanwords
Γιαούρτι (giaourti) – yogurt
Σιρόπι (Siropi) – Syrup
Αγιάζι (agiazi) – early morning or late night cold
Αλάνα (Alana) – an open area
Γιαρμάς (giarmas) - Peach
Κιμάς (keema) – minced meat
σαμπρέλα ( sabrela) - Tyre
σαμπουάν (sabouan)

- shampoo

σαντιγί (santigi) whipped cream
σακ βουαγιάζ (sak vouagiage) – overnight bag
σατέν( saten) - satin textile
ντοκυμαντέρ (docimanter) – documantaire
καμεραμάν (cameraman) – cameraman
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y97qvlsBfdk

Greek Vocabulary (200 important words)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFRocIW7kIs

Greece | Useful Greek Phrases | Lesson 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHDU3XBY108

Greece | Useful Greek Phrases | Lesson 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v165IlLcSXc

Greece | Useful Greek Phrases | Lesson 3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kfM54LS0GfY&t=22s

Greece | Useful Greek Phrases | Lesson 4
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Greek Numbers 1 – 10

10 Ten
Δέκα
[Deca]

1 One
Ένα [Ena]
2 Two
Δύο [Dio]

9 Nine
Ενιά
[Enia]

3 Three
Τρία
[Tria]

8 Eight
Οχτώ
[Okto]

4 Four
Τέσσερα
[Tessera]

7 Seven
Εφτά
[Epta]

6 Six
Έξι [Eksi]

5 Five
Πέντε
[Pente]
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•
•

•

•

Understand how the Greeks greet each other. Greek people tend to be
open and casual in their greetings. As such, there are few strict differences
between formal and informal greetings. Be open and casual with your body
language. Try to make eye contact and smile at strangers and friends alike.
Do not bow or attempt to kiss the cheek. The former is too formal, and the
latter may be considered too forward.
Do not attempt to shake hands unless a hand is offered to you. Shaking
hands is not a common custom in Greece – certainly not among friends or
locals.
Say "Yassou". Pronounce it "YAH-soo". This phrase is best suited for
informally saying hello to one person. Smile as you say it – be friendly! Bear in
mind that "Yassou" is only a rough English rendition of the Greek
pronunciation. The word is sometimes spelled "giasou" or "ya su". You can
also shorten the phrase to "ya" in an informal setting.
Say "Yassas" (pronounced "YAH-sas") in formal situations, or when you're
informally greeting two or more people at the same time. Use this formal
version if you're addressing a stranger or an older person.
Technically, the somewhat more informal "yassou" is best suited to use with
people you know and people much younger than you. However, you will hear
both used interchangeably, so you don't need to worry much about getting it
"right".
Use "Herete". Pronounce it "HE-reh-teh"; say the e's like you would in the
word "egg". You can use "herete" in both formal and informal situations.

•
•

•

Use temporal greetings. As with many cultures, Greeks use certain timespecific greetings in the morning, the afternoon, and the evening. You can use
"yassou" or "yassas" during most of these times, but you may find the
following phrases more appropriate.
Kalimera (καλημέρα): "good morning". Use this when reaching or leaving a
location or event. Pronounce it "kah-lee-MEH-rah".
Kalispera (καλησπέρα): "good afternoon" or "good evening". Use this only
when coming to a place or meeting someone in the evening or at night.
Pronounce it "kah-lee-SPARE-a".
Kalinihta (καληνύχτα): "good night". Use this phrase only as a goodbye
greeting in the evening or at night. Pronounce it "kah-lee-NEE-hta".
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Learn how to say Greek farewell phrases. that are appropriate at the end of
a conversation or at the end of a day.
Say "antio" (i.e. goodbye). Be sure to stress the "i" syllable. This is a standard,
informal farewell.
Say "geia" (pronounced "gee-ah") or "ya". This can mean both "hello" and
"goodbye".

Ask whether the locals speak your language. "Mila'te...?" means "do you
speak...?" Add it to the Greek word for your language to make a phrase. In
some cases, you might find it easier to converse in your native tongue – or to
another European language that is common to both you and this particular
Greek person.
e.g. English: "Mila'te Agglika'?"

Ask questions. You may find it useful to know certain common question
phrases. This can take your interactions below the surface "hello" level. Be
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aware, however, that you may find it hard to understand the responses that
you get!
Say "Pos Ise?" to ask "How are you?" Pronounce it with the short "s" – like the
"ose" in the word "dose," not the word "nose". "Pos ee-say".
Say "ti kaneis" (tee kah-nis) to ask "What's going on?"
Say "esi?" (pronounced "eh-see") to reflect a question with "And you?"

Talk about yourself. If someone asks you how you're doing, it can be useful
to respond with basic qualifiers like "good," "bad," and "okay." "I" in Greek is
"egO". "You" is "esi".
Good: kalA
I'm not okay: "den eimai kala".
Not good: Oxi (O-hi) kalA,
Yes: "neh"
No: "OH-hee"
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LIST OF COLOURS IN GREEK

Colour name
White
Black
Blue
Green
Red
Yellow
Grey
Orange
Brown
Purple
Pink

Name in
Greek
Λευκό
Μαύρο
Μπλε
Πράσινο
Κόκκινο
Κίτρινο
Γκρι
Πορτοκαλί
Καφέ
Μωβ
Ροζ

Pronunciation Colour
Lefko
Mavro
Ble
Prasino
Kokkino
Kitrino
Gree
Portokali
Kafe
Mov
Roz

The family is the basic social unit of all the strata of Greek society whether
rural or urban.
Greece has a higher marriage rate and lower divorce rate than anywhere else
in northern Europe. Actually the divorce rate is among the lowest of any
country worldwide. Greece has a reputation for the stability of the family.
Several factors in the Greek family account for this reputation.
Greece has the highest tradition - nearly. 3,000 years of recorded family life
and values. Children respect their parents and elders and parents look after
their children and care for them all their lives.
Of foremost importance in the Greek family is the requirement of loyalty. Love,
of course is a given but loyalty is a matter of choice.
Greeks do not often discuss the values of the family. They just live them. The
word unconditional is not mentioned with loyalty but it is expected and with
unconditional loyalty there are no exceptions no "what if's".
For an individual not to marry and to remain separate from her family is
viewed as unusual behavior. Sons and daughters many times still live with
their family until they marry, by passing the western tradition of living
independently between those two stages of life. Families play a large
selection of a mate, although the traditional arranged marriage is now much
less frequent than in previous generations.
The basic household, or nuclear family, includes a husband, wife and their
unmarried children. This unit may also include a parent or another family
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relative, and in some regions a young married couple may live with their
parents of one spouse until they gain financial independence.
This unit may also include a parent or another family relative. In village
tradition the groom takes his bride to live at least a short period with his
parents.
In the Cyclades Islands, the wife's parents and village are the traditional
destination of the newlyweds. The same tradition has been adapted to city life
where the wife's parents may provide housing for in-laws from several areas
of Greece.
The primary purpose of marriage is thought to be to provide children, without
whom the couple would not be happy. The second goal is preservation and
augmentation of the family property from the previous generation.
In rural areas the nuclear family is a source of agricultural labor. Other forms
of family enterprise such as fishing and small businesses receive similar
benefits from offspring.
Finally, Greece is the most ingenious country in Europe and one of the most
homogeneous countries in the world, with an almost 97% majority of citizens
sharing the same religious identity, religion, language and race.
This especially since the restoration of democracy in 1974 or other similar
problems. Greek society is very coherent and the Greek family, a basic social
institution, seems strong enough to support its member's even at the most
difficult times. As a result the high rate of unemployment does not spawn
problems like homelessness or a high criminal rate.
If a family member is in need, others family members will come together and
support the person both financially and emotionally. Greek families are very
supportive of one another. When a family member is in need of a job, the
extended family is expected to come together and help find that person a
job. Many Greek families work together in family businesses.
Greek families love to get together and have parties.
They will find a reason to get together and spend time with one another. Food
is always served at Greek parties and there are always plenty of leftovers.
Since the Greeks love food and family these parties can last for hours. If you
are ever invited into a Greek home, you will be offered food and drink, even if
it is for only a short visit. Short visits can last from an hour up to several hours,
so be prepared to stay because Greeks love to socialize. Do not turn down
the food whenever you visit a Greek person. It is considered to be rude to the
hostess. Lastly, Greeks will always send you away with a bag of food to enjoy
on your trip home.
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Greek cuisine is a Mediterranean cuisine.[1] Contemporary Greek cookery
makes wide use of vegetables, olive oil, grains, fish, wine, and meat (white
and red, including lamb, poultry, rabbit and pork). Other important ingredients
include olives, cheese, eggplant, zucchini, lemon juice, vegetables, herbs,
bread and yoghurt. The most commonly used grain is wheat; barley is also
used. Common dessert ingredients include nuts, honey, fruits, and filo pastry.
Greek cuisine has a culinary tradition of some 4,000 years and is a part of
the history and the culture of Greece. Its flavors change with the season and
its geography.[2] Greek cookery, historically a forerunner of Western cuisine,
spread its culinary influence - via ancient Rome - throughout Europe and
beyond.[3] It has influences from the different people's cuisine the Greeks
have interacted with over the centuries, as evidenced by several types of
sweets and cooked foods.
The most characteristic and ancient element of Greek cuisine is olive oil,
which is used in most dishes. It is produced from the olive trees prominent
throughout the region, and adds to the distinctive taste of Greek food. The
olives are also widely eaten. The basic grain in Greece is wheat, though
barley
is
also
grown.
Important
vegetables
include tomato, aubergine (eggplant), potato, green
beans, okra, green
peppers, and onions. Honey in Greece is mainly honey from the nectar of fruit
trees and citrus trees: lemon, orange, bigarade (bitter orange) trees, thyme
honey, and pine honey. Mastic (aromatic, ivory coloured resin) is grown on
the Aegean island of Chios.
Greek cuisine uses some flavorings more often than other Mediterranean
cuisines do, namely: oregano, mint, garlic, onion, dill and bay laurel leaves.
Other common herbs and spices include basil, thyme and fennel seed.
Parsley is also used as a garnish on some dishes. Many Greek recipes,
especially in the northern parts of the country, use "sweet" spices in
combination with meat, for example cinnamon, whole spice and cloves in
stews.
Some
dishes
can
be
traced
back
to
ancient
Greece: lentil soup, fasolada, retsina (white or rosé wine flavored with pine
resin) and pasteli (candy bar with sesame seeds baked with honey); some to
the Hellenistic and Roman periods: loukaniko (dried
pork
sausage);
and Byzantium: feta cheese, avgotaraho (cured
fish
roe)
and paximadi (traditional hard bread baked from corn, barley and rye). There
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are also many ancient and Byzantine dishes which are no longer
consumed: porridge as the main staple, fish sauce, and salt water mixed into
wine.
Many
dishes
are
part
of
the
larger
tradition
of
Greek
cuisine: moussaka, tzatziki, yuvarlakia, keftethes, boureki, and so on. Distinct
from the mainstream regional cuisines are:
Cuisine of the Aegean islands (including Kykladitiki, from Kyklades)
Arcadian cuisine
Cuisine of the Ionian islands
Ipirotiki (Epirotic cuisine)
Kritiki (Cretan cuisine)
Kypriaki (Cypriot cuisine)
Makedoniki (Macedonian cuisine)
Mikrasiatiki, from the Greek refugees of Asia Minor, including Politiki, from the
tradition of the Greeks of Constantinople
Pontiaki, found anywhere there are Pontians (Greek immigrants from the
Black Sea region)
Moreover, modern Greek cuisine has been famous for its grilled fast food
such as souvlaki or gyros;
- Souvlaki, is a popular Greek fast food consisting of small pieces of meat
and sometimes vegetables grilled on a skewer. It is usually served with
grilled bread, or in a pita wrap with garnishes and sauces, or on a dinner
plate,
often
with fried
potatoes.
The
meat
usually
used
in Greece and Cyprus is pork, although chicken, beef, and lamb may also
be used. In other countries and for tourists, souvlaki may be made with
meats
such
as
lamb,
beef,
chicken,
and
sometimes fish (especially swordfish).
The
word souvlaki is
a diminutive of
the Medieval
Greek σούβλα souvla 'skewer', itself borrowed from Latin subula. 'Souvlaki' is
the common term in northern Greece, while in southern Greece it is
commonly known as 'kalamaki'.
- A gyro or gyros (Greek pronunciation: [ˈʝiros]) (literally meaning 'turn') is
a Greek dish made of meat cooked on a vertical rotisserie,
traditionally pork,
or chicken,
and
outside
of Greece with beef, veal or lamb, and usually served wrapped in a
flatbread such as pita, with tomato, onion, and tzatziki sauce.
Pita in Greek cuisine is usually served with souvlaki or gyros (also known
as Arabic bread, Lebanese bread, or Syrian bread) and is a soft,
slightly leavened flatbread baked from wheat flour, which originated in
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the Near East, most probably Mesopotamia around 2500 BC. It is used in
many Mediterranean, Balkan, and Middle Eastern cuisines, and resembles
other
slightly
leavened
flatbreads
such
as Iranian nan-e
barbari, Central and South Asian flatbreads (such as naan), and pizza crust.
Eating Habits
Greeks typically have 3 meals a day. Traditionally the largest meal of the day
was lunch, but many habits have changed due to Greeks adapting a
westernized way of living.
Proino - Breakfast
Not the most popular meal of the day, traditionally, Greeks ate a small and
simple breakfast, such as herbal tea with bread or paximadi. Today breakfast
is much more westernized and Greeks may eat cereal with milk, bread with
jam or honey, yogurt with honey. Many Greeks just have coffee and grab
something on their way to work or school such as a cheese pie, spinach pie,
the popular sesame bagel-style “koulouri” or even a croissant.

Kolatsio – Midmorning snack
Since most Greeks don’t really eat a huge breakfast they usually get hungry
around 11 am, their preferred snack is again a savory pie such cheese pie
“tyropita” or spinach pie “spanakopita” or a ham and cheese grilled sandwich
known as toast as well.

Mesimeriano - Lunch
In the ’60s, ’70s and ’80s before the 9 to 5 workday came into force all Greek
families ate their main meal of the day at home between 1.30pm and 2.30pm,
when schools were out , shops closed and dad was home. Today however
this type of meal will be consumed at work and only children will eat at home.
Traditionally this meal consisted of a vegetable stew/casserole with cheese,
bread, salad, and wine; for the more affluent, meat may have been on the
menu. Today Greeks still may eat a traditional vegetable casserole for lunch,
but in most cases pasta grilled meat, and sandwiches are also on the menu.
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Afternoon - coffee
In the old days, Greeks could take a nice nap after the mesimeriano and when
they woke up which was around 5 in the afternoon they would drink a Greek
coffee with a spoon sweet or some other small dessert or cookie as an
accompaniment. Today, not many people have the time to take a nap, but the
coffee habit still remains.

Vradino - Dinner
Greeks eat late. If you go to a restaurant before 9 pm, most likely it will be
empty. Most Greeks will eat dinner around 9 to 10 pm. If they have had a
substantial lunch then they will eat something lighter for dinner such as fruit
with yogurt, a sandwich, salad or a small amount of leftovers from lunch. If
they haven’t really eaten a good meal for lunch they may have a full meal or
order pizza, souvlaki, hamburgers or even Chinese. Younger generations
usually eat their main meal at this time. It’s also the time Greeks go out with
friends.

Greek Products
Greece and the Greek Islands are world known for the many tasty and lovely
traditional products. You can find those Greek products in the little markets,
villages and in the beautiful islands of Greece. Products are an important
aspect of Greek culinary culture. All these quality products are used to make
the delicious Greek recipes:

Cheese
There are many unique Greek cheeses, like Graviera, Kefalotyri, Myzithra,
Kaseri and Metsovone. However the most known is Feta, which is the basic
ingredient of the Greek salad, but also of many pies and other recipes.

Olives & Olive oil
The Greek olive and its virgin oil is considered as one of the best in the world.
It is the basis of the Greek and Mediterranean diet. It is a healthy product and
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medical researches have proved that it is one of the reasons that Cretans live
longer. Olive and olive oil is produced all over Greece.

Honey
The production of honey is a Greek tradition that dates back to the antiquity.
Greece, with its great variety of plants and flowers, produces different tastes
of honey. This product is considered as one of the best in the world and the
best honey can only be found in mountain villages.

Wine
Wine was born in Greece and it is a Greek tradition since the antiquity. Wine
processing was actually invented in Greece. Today, one can enjoy a great
diversity of Greek wines: red, white and rose, sweet or dry. Greece also
produces some famous kinds of wine like the Retsina, a white wine which has
an accentuated resin taste, and the Mavrodafni, a dark red wine which
reminds the Portuguese Porto.

Alcohol
Ouzo is the most famous Greek alcohol of Greece and its trademark. It is a
strong alcohol with the taste of Anis which can be served straight or with
water. It is accompanied with little meets (mezedes). Tsipouro reminds the
Ouzo but has a stronger taste. Depending of the region, it is also called Raki.

Vinegar
Greece has a variety of tasty natural vinegar made from wine.

Herbs
Greece has a great variety of herbs and plants with many virtues: mountain
tea, oregano, sage, chamomile, sage, basil, mint, parsley.
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Spices
Greece is also famous for the many spices used in the food: sesame (white
sesame also), the cumin, the machlepi and the valuable red saffron.

Mastiha of Chios
The product, called mastic or mastiha, is a resin that has a taste described as
refreshing with a slightly pine or cedar-like flavor. It has incredible health and
beauty benefits, and that’s what makes it so valuable.

Nuts
Greece also produces a large variety of nuts: almonds, pistasamos, dry
grapes, sun flowers seeds, melon seeds, hazel-nut and peanuts.

Sweets
Greece has a large variety of sweets and most of them are the heritage of the
Ottoman’s occupation. They are very sugary. Some of them are the
Galaktobouriko (thin paste, cream, cinnamon and syrup), the Kataifi (honey,
nuts, thin crystallized layers of honey), the Halva (ground sesame seeds with
favors of honey, vanilla, chocolate),the Pasteli (a bar made of grilled sesame
and honey) and the spoon sweets (from fruits like cherry, apricot, orange, kum
– kuat and so on).

MUSIC OF GREECE
The music of Greece is as diverse and celebrated as its history. Greek music
separates into two parts: Greek traditional music and Byzantine music, with
more eastern sounds. These compositions have existed for millennia: they
originated in the Byzantine period and Greek antiquity; there is a continuous
development which appears in the language, the rhythm, the structure and the
melody.]Music is a significant aspect of Hellenic culture, both
within Greece and in the diaspora.
Greek musical history extends far back into ancient Greece, since music was
a major part of ancient Greek theater. Later influences from the Roman
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Empire, Eastern Europe and the Byzantine Empire changed the form and
style of Greek music. In the 19th century, opera composers, revitalized
Greek art music. However, the diverse history of art music in Greece, which
extends from the Cretan Renaissance and reaches modern times, exceeds
the aims of the present article, which is, in general, limited to the presentation
of the musical forms that have become synonymous to 'Greek music' during
the last few decades; that is, the 'Greek song' or the 'song in Greek verse'.

Influences of Greek mysic through time and different historical
turnpoints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ancient Greece
Greece in the Roman Empire
Byzantine era
Greece in the Ottoman Empire
Folk music (dhimotiká)
Classical music
Popular music
Rebetiko
Éntekhno

GREEK INSTRUMENTS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X474SdMVn3Y
Levels of Educational System in Greece

The Greek educational system is under the supervision of the Ministry of
National Education, Research and Religious Affairs (YPEPTH).
Education in Greece, including pre-school, primary and lower secondary
education, is compulsory for all children from 6 to 15 years old.
Ø Primary Education (Demotiko) lasts 6 years (compulsory education),
Ø Low-secondary Education (Gymnasio) lasts 3 years (compulsory
education),
Ø Upper Secondary Education lasts 3 years. Two directions:
• The Unified Upper Secondary School (Eniaio Lykeio) and
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The Vocational High School (EPAL)

The Vocational Training Institutes (IEK) are part of post-secondary education
offering formal education.
Higher Education is divided into Universities (Panepistimio AEI) and
Technological Educational Institutions (TEI).
Admission to tertiary education is based on a student’s performance in
national level examinations, taking place at the end of the third year of upper
secondary education (Panhellenic national examinations).
Some extra information:
All levels of education are catered for by both private and public schools.
State-run schools and universities do not charge tuition fees and textbooks
are provided free to all students.
There are also a number of private tutorial schools, colleges and universities
operating alongside the state education and providing supplementary tuition.
These parallel schools (frontistirio (singular)) provide foreign language tuition,
supplementary lessons for weak students, as well as exam preparation
courses for the competitive Panhellenic national examinations. Most of the
students typically attend such classes (and examinations) in the afternoon
and evening in addition to their normal schooling.

Chapter 4 – Economy / Professions in Greece
The economy of Greece is the 46th largest in the world with a nominal gross
domestic product (GDP) of $194.851 billion per annum. It is also
the 54th largest in the world by purchasing power parity, at $285.447 billion
per annum. As of 2015, Greece is the 15th largest economy in the 28member European Union. Greece is ranked 38th and 47th in the world at
$17,901 and $26,669 for nominal GDP per capita and purchasing power
parity per capita respectively.
Greece
is
a developed
country with
an
economy
based
on
the service (82.8%)
and industrial
sectors (13.3%).
The agricultural
sector contributed 3.9% of national economic output in 2015. Important Greek
industries include tourism and shipping. With 18 million international tourists
in 2013, Greece was the 7th most visited country in the European Union and
16th in the world. The Greek Merchant Navy is the largest in the world, with
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Greek-owned vessels accounting for 15% of global deadweight tonnage as of
2013. The increased demand for international maritime transportation
between Greece and Asia has resulted in unprecedented investment in the
shipping industry.
The country is a significant agricultural producer within the EU. Greece has
the largest economy in the Balkans and is as an important regional investor.
Greece was the largest foreign investor in Albania in 2013, the third
in Bulgaria, in the top-three in Romania and Serbia and the most important
trading partner and largest foreign investor in the Former Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia. The Greek telecommunications company OTE has become a
strong investor in former Yugoslavia and in other Balkan countries.
Greece is classified as an advanced, high-income economy, and was a
founding member of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) and of the Organization of the Black Sea Economic
Cooperation (BSEC). The country joined what is now the European Union in
1981. In 2001 Greece adopted the euro as its currency, replacing the Greek
drachma at an exchange rate of 340.75 drachmae per euro. Greece is a
member of the International Monetary Fund and of the World Trade
Organization, and ranked 34th on Ernst & Young's Globalization Index 2011.
Currency
The euro (sign: €; code: EUR) is the official currency of the Eurozone, which
consists of 19 of the 28 member states of the European Union: Austria,
Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia, and Spain.
The euro is divided into 100 cents.
COINS: All circulating coins have a common side showing the denomination
or value, and a map in the background. Due to the linguistic plurality in the
European Union, the Latin alphabet version of euro is used (as opposed to
the less common Greek or Cyrillic) and Arabic numerals (other text is used on
national sides in national languages, but other text on the common side is
avoided).
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The coins also have a national side showing an image specifically chosen by
the country that issued the coin. Euro coins from any member state may be
freely used in any nation that has adopted the euro.
The coins are issued in €2, €1, 50c, 20c, 10c, 5c, 2c, and 1c denominations.
BANKNOTES: The design for the euro banknotes has common designs on
both sides.
Notes are issued in €500, €200, €100, €50, €20, €10, €5. Each banknote has
its own colour and is dedicated to an artistic period of European architecture.

CHAPTER 5 – DAILY ROUTINE IN GREECE
1.

How to tell the time in Greek:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awalxBzaV0w

2.

Talking about your daily routine:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dv2BVQqEycw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9C2txDxtKEw

3.

Sports

The history of Olympic Games
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jA6Y7gG3OLs
Sport in Greece
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sport_in_Greece

4.

Beaches for Swimming

Best beaches in Greece
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinations/europe/greece/galleries/Greece
s-17-most-beautiful-beaches
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Halkidiki beaches (with map & pictures)
http://www.greeka.com/macedonia/halkidiki/halkidiki-beaches.htm
Beaches in Thessaly
http://www.ecotourism-greece.com/tourism/activity/swimming-greece/thessaly

5.

Transportation

Urban Transportation
Thessaloniki’s bus company, "OASTH" (http://oasth.gr), runs a total of 80
different bus lines throughout the city and its suburbs. You can purchase
tickets at a kiosk, at an OASTH booth, or from inside the bus. There are five
types of tickets:
One journey ticket: Costs €1.00. Valid for one journey only, in any bus
line.
Two journeys ticket: Costs €1.20. Valid for two journeys within 70
minutes.
Three journeys ticket: Costs €1.50. Valid for three journeys within 90
minutes.
Four journeys ticket: Costs €2.00. Valid for four journeys within 120
minutes.
Airport ticket: Costs €2.00. Valid only for a single journey with the
Macedonia Airport Express (bus numbers 78 and 78N).
In general it is considered a reliable, cost effective mean of transportation,
although during the rush hour things can get a bit rough.
Be aware that:
Tickets must be validated every time you get into the bus.
Tickets bought inside the bus are more expensive by €0.10, except for
the Airport line.
The ticket vending machines do not give change; try to insert the exact
amount of coins corresponding to the fare’s price.
Bus lines operate from 5 a.m. until right after midnight, while some
have extended timetables until 1 a.m. The Airport line is the only one running
all day – and night – long.
Larissa has also an urban network of bus lines, which provides easy travel
within the city.
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In both cities, cars, motorcycles and bicycles are basic means of
transportation for Greek people in their daily routine.

Traveling to Greece from abroad
Larissa: http://larissa.esngreece.gr/transportation
In Thessaloniki there is the second biggest airport of Greece, so it is very
easy to reach this destination from abroad.

CHAPTER 6 – HEALTH SYSTEM IN GREECE
Healthcare in Greece consists of a universal health care system provided
through national health insurance, and private health care. According to the
2011 budget, the Greek healthcare system was allocated 6.1 billion euro, or
2.8% of GDP. In a 2000 report by the World Health Organization, the Greek
healthcare system was ranked 14th worldwide in the overall assessment,
above other countries such as Germany (25) and the United Kingdom (18),
while ranking 11th at level of service. Healthcare in Greece is provided by the
National Healthcare Service, or ESY (Greek: Εθνικό Σύστημα Υγείας, ΕΣΥ).
Role of Social Insurance Funds
Around 30 social insurance funds purchase healthcare services for their
covered population from the NHS but also from private providers. The majority
of the funds are independent entities covering different occupational groups
supervised by the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs. Each provides
different benefits and coverage.
The IKA (Social Insurance Fund) covers 50% of the population, the OGA
(Farmers' Social Insurance Fund) covers 20% of the population, the Fund for
Merchants, Manufacturers & Related Occupations (OAEE) covers 13% of the
population and the Fund of Civil Servants (OPAD) covers 12% of the
population. Apart from purchasing services, the funds also provide healthcare
services through their own centres.
The social security insurance organisation IKA (Idryma Kinonikon Asfaliseon)
provides free health care and dental care to its insured members at IKA
medical centres, state hospitals or private clinics affiliated with IKA.
Employees must have worked at least 50 days in the last year or within the
preceding 15 months (the last three months are not taken into account) to
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benefit from IKA insurance. If insured through IKA, an employee will obtain a
medical booklet (βιβλιάριο/vivliario) from the local IKA office, which must be
taken on all visits to the doctor or hospital. The health book is renewed on a
yearly basis if a minimum of IKA contributions have been paid for at least 50
days.
To obtain healthcare through IKA, the insured person must go to doctors
working under the IKA system. The patient's health book should be given to
the doctor on every visit. It indicates the patient’s IKA registration number and
is proof for the doctor that the patient is entitled to free health care.
Dependent family members are also entitled to free health care.
To find an IKA doctor, contact the local IKA office or Tel: 184
Medical care is provided by local IKA surgeries and doctors as well as by IKA
affiliated private physicians. Examinations and treatments at IKA laboratories
are also covered. Some of the costs incurred if consulting a private doctor in
the event of an emergency can also be claimed back from the IKA fund.
Patients must pay 25 percent of the total cost for medicines prescribed by IKA
doctors. Pensioners are only liable to pay 10 percent of the costs.
Prescriptions are valid for five days from the issue date.
Insured members, pensioners and family members are entitled to treatments
in IKA hospitals, state hospitals and at private clinics which have a contract
with IKA. Hospitalisation abroad is covered if treatment is not possible in
Greece.
In the event of an emergency, hospitalisation at clinics not affiliated with IKA is
possible, but this must be reported to IKA within three days. Documents need
to be filed within six months to be entitled to reimbursement.
Some dental treatments are free of charge at IKA affiliated dentists, and by
private dentists under contract with the IKA. Cosmetic procedures are not
reimbursed.
IKA also pay some of the costs related to the insured patient's transport and
towards preventive medicine.
Human, Capital and Technological Resources
There are more physicians per capita in Greece than in any other OECD
country. During the past decades, the number of doctors per capita increased
rapidly to reach 4.9 practising physicians per 1,000 population. It should be
also noted that there is a very large number of specialized physicians in
comparison to other countries and that only 5% of doctors are general or
family practitioners. On the other hand, there are only 3.8 nurses per 1,000
population, much lower than the average of 8.6 in the OECD countries.
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In this context the country has the lowest ratio of nurses to physicians among
OECD countries. As in most OECD countries, the number of hospital beds per
capita in Greece has fallen over time. This reduction has coincided with a
reduction of average length-of-stay in hospitals and an increase in the number
of surgical procedures performed on a same-day (or ambulatory) basis. The
average length of stay is six days and the occupancy rate of hospitals stands
at 79%. In conclusion, the healthcare system nowadays has the same
infrastructure as in other OECD countries, but it is characterized by an
oversupply of doctors and a shortage of nurses, which causes operational and
service distortions and supplier-induced demand phenomena.

Body Parts
This website offers a list of body parts in Greek. This can enable you
describe
parts
of
the
human
body
with
ease.
http://polymath.org/greek_body.php

Who to call in an emergency
Emergency Service

Telephone

Medical Emergency

Tel: 112

Fire Service

Tel: 199

Ambulance service

Tel: 166

Police

Tel: 100

SOS Doctors

Tel: 10 16

Tourist Police

Tel: 1571

Coast Guard

Tel: 108

Special
Squad

Violent

Forest fire service

Crime

Tel: 10 14

Tel: 191
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European SOS 112
The number 112 can be dialed to reach emergency services - medical, fire
and police - from anywhere in Europe. This Pan-European emergency
number 112 can be called from any telephone (landline, pay phone or mobile
cellular phone). Calls are free. It can be used for any life-threatening situation,
including:
• Serious medical problems (such as accident, unconscious person,
severe injuries, chest pain, seizure)
• Any type of fire (house, car)
• Life-threatening situations (crimes)
Crisis and Helplines
Alcohol/
helpline

drug

addiction

Tel: 210 361 7089

Drug abuse helpline

Tel: 1031

Alcoholics Anonymous

Tel: 210 522 0416

National
Immediate
Assistance

Tel: 197

Centre

for
Social

HIV/Aids support

Tel: 210 722 2222

SOS Crisis helpline

Tel: 197

Children's helpline

Tel: 1056

Women's abuse helpline

Tel: 210 331 7305

Citizen's helpline

Tel: 1595

Pharmacies
In general, pharmacies in Greece are open Monday and Wednesday from
08:00-14:30, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 08:00-14:30 and 17:3020:00.
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At least one local pharmacy will be open at any time of the day. Details of and
schedule for this "duty pharmacy" can be found in every pharmacy window
and in the local newspapers.
• To find a pharmacy on duty in Athens Tel: 14 944
Hospitals
There are many state hospitals that work on an on-call rotation. Public and
some private hospitals provide emergency services. To find out which hospital
is on duty for emergencies:
• Tel: 14 944 or 171
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SLOVENIA
CHAPTER 1 – GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT SLOVENIA
Location
Slovenia (officially the Republic of Slovenia) is a nation state in southern
Central Europe, located at the crossroads of main European cultural and
trade routes. It is bordered by Italy to the west, Austria to the north, Hungary
to the northeast, Croatia to the south and southeast, and the Adriatic Sea to
the southwest. It covers 20,273 km^2.
Climate
"There are three different types of climate in Slovenia: continental in the
central part, Alpine in the north-west and sub-Mediterranean along the coast
and its hinterland.
Slovenia is located in temperate latitudes. The climate is also influenced by
the variety of relief, and the influence of the Alps and the Adriatic Sea. In the
northeast, the continental climate type with greatest difference between winter
and summer temperatures prevails. In the coastal region, there is subMediterranean climate. The effect of the sea on the temperature rates is
visible also up the Soča valley, while a severe Alpine climate is present in the
high mountain regions. There is a strong interaction between these three
climatic systems across most of the country.
Precipitation, often coming from Bay of Genoa, varies across the country as
well, with over 3,500 mm in some western regions and dropping down to 800
mm in Prekmurje. Snow is quite frequent in winter and the record snow cover
in Ljubljana was recorded in 1952 at 146 cm.
Compared to Western Europe, Slovenia is not very windy, because it lies in
the slipstream of the Alps. The average wind speeds are lower than in the
plains of the nearby countries. Due to the rugged terrain, local vertical winds
with daily periods are present. Besides these, there are three winds of
particular regional importance: the bora, the jugo, and the foehn. The jugo and
the bora are characteristic of the Littoral. Whereas the jugo is humid and
warm, the bora is usually cold and gusty. The foehn is typical of the Alpine
regions in the north of Slovenia. Generally present in Slovenia are the
northeast wind, the southeast wind and the north wind."
Natural Environment / Morphology
" The territory of Slovenia is geographically divided into four basic types of
landscape - Alpine in the north, Mediterranean in the south-west, Dinaric in
the south and Pannonian in the east.
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The country's total size is 20273 km^2 with total length of borders 1370 km
(i.e., with Austria 318 km, with Italy 280 km, with Hungary 102 km, with
Croatia 670 km).
The country, marked by a significant biological diversity, is one of the most
water-rich in Europe (i.e., the third most forested country in Europe, after
Finland and Sweden), with a dense river network, a rich aquifer system, and
significant karst underground watercourses. Over half of the territory is
covered by forest (i.e., mostly by beech, fir-beech and beech-oak forests).
Remnants of primeval forests are still to be found, the largest in the Kočevje
area. The human settlement of Slovenia is dispersed and uneven.
The Alps—including the Julian Alps, the Kamnik-Savinja Alps and the
Karavanke chain, as well as the Pohorje massif—dominate Northern Slovenia
along its long border with Austria. Slovenia's Adriatic coastline stretches
approximately 47 kilometres (46,6 km) from Italy to Croatia. The territory of
Slovenia mainly (16423 km^2, i.e. 81%) belongs to the Black Sea basin, and a
smaller part (3850 km^2, i.e. 19%) belongs to the Adriatic Sea basin. These
two parts are divided into smaller units in regard to their central rivers, the
Mura River basin, the Drava River basin, the Sava River (which is longest
river in Slovenia with 221 km) basin with Kolpa River basin, and the basin of
the Adriatic rivers. In comparison with developed countries, water quality in
Slovenia is considered to be among the highest in Europe. One of the
reasons is undoubtedly that most of the rivers rise on the mountainous
territory of Slovenia. But this does not mean that Slovenia has no problems
with surface water and groundwater quality, especially in areas with intensive
farming.
Slovenia is in a rather active seismic zone because of its position on the small
Adriatic Plate, which is squeezed between the Eurasian Plate to the north and
the African Plate to the south and rotates counter-clockwise. Many parts of
Slovenia have a carbonate ground, and an extensive subterranean system
has developed.
Protected areas of Slovenia include national parks, regional parks, and nature
parks, the largest of which is Triglav National Park, in which also the country's
highest mountain named Triglav is located (2864 m)."

Ethnic Groups
According to the 2002 census, Slovenia's main ethnic group are Slovenes
(83%), however their share in the total population is continuously decreasing
due to their relatively low fertility rate. At least 13% (2002) of the population
were immigrants from other parts of Former Yugoslavia and their
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descendants. They have settled mainly in cities and suburbanised areas.
Relatively small but protected by the Constitution of Slovenia are the
Hungarian and the Italian ethnic minority. A special position is held by the
autochthonous and geographically dispersed Roma ethnic community.
Religion or spiritual beliefs
"According to the 2002 census the most of population (58 %) are Catholics.
Together there are 43 religious communities registered in Slovenia. Among
the oldest is the Evangelical Church, most widely spread in the northeastern
part of Slovenia. Besides these two Christian denominations, a small Jewish
community has also been historically present. Despite the losses suffered
during the Holocaust, Judaism still numbers a few hundred adherents, mostly
living in Ljubljana, site of the sole remaining active synagogue in the country.
According to the 2002 census, Islam is the second largest religious
denomination with around 2,4% of the population. Most Slovenian Muslims
came from Bosnia. The third largest denomination, with around 2,2% of the
population, is Orthodox Christianity, with most adherents belonging to the
Serbian Orthodox Church while a minority belongs to the Macedonian and
other Orthodox churches.
In the 2002, around 10% of Slovenes declared themselves as atheists,
another 10% professed no specific denomination, and around 16% decided
not to answer the question about their religious affiliation. According to the
Eurobarometer Poll 2010, 32% of Slovenian citizens responded that ""they
believe there is a god"", whereas 36% answered that ""they believe there is
some sort of spirit or life force"" and 26% that ""they do not believe there is
any sort of spirit, god, or life force""."
Population
"Slovenia has a population of around 2,06 milion people.
With 101 inhabitants/km^2, Slovenia ranks low among the European countries
in population density (compared to, e.g., 402/km2 for the Netherlands or
195/km2 for Italy). The Inner Carniola–Karst Statistical Region has the lowest
population density while the Central Slovenia Statistical Region has the
highest.
Slovenia is among the European countries with the most pronounced ageing
of population, ascribable to a low birth rate and increasing life expectancy.
Almost all Slovenian inhabitants older than 64 are retired, with no significant
difference between the genders. The working-age group is diminishing in spite
of immigration. In addition, the difference among the genders regarding life
expectancy is still significant. The total fertility rate (TFR) in 2014 was
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estimated at 1.33 children born/woman, which is lower than the replacement
rate of 2.1. The majority of children are born to unmarried women (in 2014,
58,3% of all births were outside of marriage). In 2014, life expectancy was
77,83 years (74,21 years male, and 81,69 years female).
In 2009, the suicide rate in Slovenia was 22 per 100 000 persons per year,
which places Slovenia among the highest ranked European countries in this
regard. Nonetheless, from 2000 until 2010, the rate has decreased by about
30%. The differences between regions and the genders are pronounced."
Minorities of Slovenia
"Various groups from former Yugoslavia are the biggest de facto minorities.
This includes predominately Serbs, Roma, Croats, Bosniaks, Muslims, and
Albanians, most of whom came from Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Kosovo. People from SFRY and the autochtonous Roma face exclusion and
discrimination. There are relatively small Italian and Hungarian communities,
who, in general, enjoy a high level of protection.
Bosniaks and Muslims are not recognised as a minority by the authorities of
Slovenia, and face problems with exercising their rights, including as regards
language use, education of mother tongue, participation in public affairs. They
also face economic and social exclusion, partly because of widespread
prejudice and hidden discrimination, and partly because some remain without
residence papers, and as such have no access to basic services such as
health care and pensions. There is only one mosque in Ljubljana (which is
currently actually not build entairely yet) and facilities to practice Islam are
insufficient and inadequate.
Croats and Serbs are also not recognised as a minority by the authorities of
Slovenia, and also face problems with exercising their rights, including as
regards language use, education of mother tongue and culture (although
there are some classes offered in Croatian and/or Serbs), participation in
public affairs. They also face economic and social exclusion, partly because
of widespread prejudice and hidden discrimination, and partly because some
remain without residence papers, and as such have no access to basic
services such as health care and pensions.
Roma are underrepresented in public affairs at the national level. They do not
have any seats in the National Assembly, although they are recognised as an
ethnic group by the constitution, similarly to Italians and Hungarians who have
representation. Roma are dispersed throughout Slovenia, and some 20
municipalities with highest Roma concentrations are required to have one
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Roma councillor each. However, the effective participation of these
Councillors, and by extension Roma communities, in local government needs
to be improved. At the national level, there is a Commission for Protection of
Roma.
Roma participation in public life is limited; they are excluded from different
aspects of social and economic life, including employment, housing and
education. Access to housing is problematic with many Roma in substandard
conditions, including informal settlements. Access to education is problematic,
with children participating in primary education, if at all."

Native Language(s) of Slovenia
"Official language is Slovene (in some nationally mixed border areas also
Italian and Hungarian), which is a member of the South Slavic language
group. In 2002, Slovene was the native language of around 88% of Slovenia's
population according to the census, with more than 92% of the Slovenian
population speaking it in their home environment. This statistic ranks Slovenia
among the most homogeneous countries in the EU in terms of the share of
speakers of the predominant mother tongue.
Regarding the knowledge of foreign languages, Slovenia ranks among the top
European countries. The most taught foreign languages are English, German,
Italian, French and Spanish. As of 2007, 92% of the population between the
age of 25 and 64 spoke at least one foreign language and around 72% of
them spoke at least two foreign languages, which was the highest percentage
in the European Union. According to the Eurobarometer survey, as of 2005
the majority of Slovenes could speak Croatian (61%) and English (56%).
A reported 42% of Slovenes could speak German, which was one of the
highest percentages outside German-speaking countries. Italian is widely
spoken on the Slovenian Coast and in some other areas of the Slovene
Littoral. Around 15% of Slovenians can speak Italian, which is (according to
the Eurobarometer pool) the third-highest percentage in the European Union,
after Italy and Malta."

Local Dialects of Slovenian People
Slovene is a highly diverse Slavic language in terms of dialects, with different
degrees of mutual intelligibility. Accounts of the number of dialects range from
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as few as seven dialects, often considered dialect groups or dialect bases that
are further subdivided into as many as 50 dialects. Other sources characterize
the number of dialects as nine or as eight.

Major Cities / Villages
"The capital, Ljubljana, is the largest city (around 270 000 residents), as well
as the political, administrative, economic, educational and cultural centre of
Slovenia.
Slovenia's second-largest town is Maribor (around 95 000 residents), which is
renowned for their wine-making.
There are also two other bigger (i.e., medium-sized) cities (above 30 000
residents) in Slovenia, such as:
- Celje (around 38 000 residents), an urban hub boasting a remarkable history
of the Counts of Celje and a unique castle;
- Kranj (around 37 000 residents), an ages-old town boasting a wealth of
culture and crafts."

Landmarks, Lifestyle
"LJUBLJANA
It was world famous architect Jože Plečnik that left an indelible, personal mark
on his native city, and today the so-called Plečnik's Ljubljana ranks among the
20th century's most prominent complete works of art. When walking through
the city the most notable sights are: Tromostovje (the Triple Bridge), the
National and University Library, the monastery complex of Križanke, the
collonade of Ljubljana's central farmers’ market, the Dragon Bridge, the
Cobblers’ Bridge, Plečnik’s House in the Trnovo district, the Trnovo Bridge,
Levstik Square and Žale Cemetery. Also, it is worth seeing the Robba
Fountain, the fountain of Carniolan rivers that stands in front of the City Hall,
as well as the National Gallery and the National Museum of Slovenia, to name
but a few of the city’s many landmarks.

MARIBOR
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A stroll around the city reveals numerous landmarks, among them the
fascinating Old Vine that grows in the picturesque old part of the city called
Lent. History and art lovers can see there the remains of the city wall and
medieval towers, the Main Square with the City Hall, the National Liberation
Museum, the Regional Museum and the Maribor Art Gallery, Franciscan
Church, Cathedral and Maribor Synagogue. The city is nestled among
picturesque hills and vineyards, yet another of its distinctive features.

CELJE
Celje is the third largest city in Slovenia. The remains of a material culture
histrically bear witness to wealthy and stormy centuries. In Roman times Celje
was named Claudia Celeia and it was a rather strong and wealthy town.
When people migrated, Celje was ruined. In the Middle Ages it is mentioned
again in the year 1125, but its its unpredictable success reached its zenith in
the 14th and 15th century. At that time Celje was under the authority of the
Celje Counts and it would become the head town of the extensive Central
European-Balkan region. Celje received its town rights in the 1451 from
Friderik II Celjski. Celje has been subject to disasters and enemies alike, such
as the Turks, but it still developed into one of the most important towns of
lower Štajerska with vibrant shops and trade. In 1846 railway tracks brought
industrialization. Celje is now a modern city pulsing with culture and tourism, a
developed social life, a market and trade centre and with beautiful
surroundings. Important cultural buildings are the Celje Home, the People's
Loan Bank, the Town Wall, the Water tower, Maria's Sign, the Town Hall, the
Court, Saint Daniel’s Church, the National Home, the Old County and others.

KRANJ
Kranj is Slovenia's fourth largest city and the largest in Gorenjska. It is an
economical, mercantile, transport, educational and cultural centre. The city is
constantly expanding. New shops and apartments are being built, old
buildings and streets are being renovated and the city is looking more
pleasant. Kranj was developed on the flat area above the confluence of the
Sava and Kokra rivers, between the foothills of the Julian Alps and the
western spur of the Kamniške-Savinja Alps and Karavanke. The name
“Creina” first appeared in 1600 in Briksen’s traditional documents. However, it
is in the old city centre that the most important cultural and historical
monuments are found. The newest parts of Kranj are made up of Huje,
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Klanec, Planina, Primskovo, Čirče, Struževo, Zlato polje, Stražišče, Šmarjetna
gora, Labore, Orehek and Drulovka."

Places in the City
"LJUBLJANA
Places to see in Ljubljana are: Ljubljana Castle, National Museum of
Contemporary History, Museum of Contemporary Art, National Gallery of
Slovenia, City Museum Ljubljana, Botanical Garden, Cathedral, Early
Christian Centre, Emona Arheological Parks, Emonan Hause, Hause of
Experiments, Ljubljana ZOO, The Skyscraper, the Path of Remembrance and
Comradeship, Prešern Square, etc.

MARIBOR
Places to see in Maribor are: Maribor Castle, Plague Column, The Old Wine &
The Old Wine House, Vinag Wine Cellars, National Liberation Monument,
Water Tower, City Park, Bee-Keeping Centre, Betnava Museum, Botanical
Garden, Maribor Cathedral, Museum of National Liberation, etc.

CELJE
Places to see in Celje are: Celje Castle, Celje Regional Museum, Celje
Cathedral of Saint Daniel, Museum of Recent History Celje, City Park, etc.

KRANJ
Places to see in Kranj are: The Tunnels under the old town Kranj, Plecnik's
arcade and fountain, St. Kancijan Church, Brdo castle, Pungert With Two
Towers and the Church, Preseren's Monument, Town Hall, Khislstein Castle
and Country Mansion, Dr. France Preseren Memorial Museum, Tollhouse,
etc."

How to get in Slovenia
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"Slovenia is a member of the free travel Schengen Area. The total length of
the Slovenian state border is 1,370 km while there are 62 border crossing
points of different categories at the external Schengen border, as follows:
- border crossing points for international traffic on the land border (road,
railway) - 32;
- border crossing points for local border traffic (60) on the land border (road) 25;
- border crossing points for international air traffic - 3;
- border crossing points for international maritime traffic - 2.
In the north, the Republic of Slovenia borders with the Republic of Austria.
The length of the land and river border with the Republic of Austria is 318 km.
In the west, the Republic of Slovenia borders with the Republic of Italy. The
land border with Italy is 232 km long while the maritime border is 48 km long.
In the east, the Republic of Slovenia borders with the Republic of Hungary.
The land and partly river border with Hungary is 102 km long.
In the south, the Republic of Slovenia borders with the Republic of Croatia.
This border has not been determined yet. According to the Surveying and
Mapping Authority of the Republic of Slovenia, the land and river border with
Croatia is 670 km long, while the length of the maritime border could not be
determined yet. There are 57 border crossing points at the border with the
Republic of Croatia.
Border crossing points for international traffic: Sečovlje (Sicciole), Dragonja
(Dragogna), Sočerga, Rakitovec (rail.), Podgorje, Starod, Jelšane, Ilirska
Bistrica (rail.), Babno Polje, Petrina, Vinica, Metlika, Metlika (rail.), Obrežje,
Slovenska vas, Rigonce, Orešje, Dobova (rail.), Bistrica ob Sotli, Imeno,
Imeno (rail.), Rogatec, Rogatec (rail.), Dobovec, Gruškovje, Zavrč, Ormož,
Središče ob Dravi, Središče ob Dravi (rail.), Gibina, Petišovci, and Lendava
(rail.).
Border crossing points for local border traffic (25): Hotiza, Razkrižje, Središče
ob Dravi I, Drenovec, Zgornji Leskovec, Rajnkovec, Podčetrtek, Sedlarjevo,
Nova vas ob Sotli, Stara vas - Bizeljsko, Rakovec, Planina v Podbočju,
Brezovica, Radovica, Krmačina, Božakovo, Krasinec, Žuniči, Sodevci,
Osilnica, Novokračine, Novi kot, Podplanina, Rakitovec, and Brezovica pri
Gradinu.
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Border crossing points for international air traffic: Portorož (Portoroso) Sečovlje (Sicciole), at the airport Portorož, Ljubljana - Brnik, at the airport
Jože Pučnik Ljubljana, and Maribor - Slivnica, at the airport Edvard Rusjan
Maribor.
Border crossing points for international maritime traffic: Koper and Piran."

Transportation, Airports, Harbours, Train
"The location at the junction of major geographic units and the area being
traversed by major rivers have been the reasons for the intersection of the
main transport routes in Slovenia. Their course was established already in the
Antiquity. A particular geographic advantage in recent times has been the
location of the intersection of the Pan-European transport corridors V (the
fastest link between the North Adriatic, and Central and Eastern Europe) and
X (linking Central Europe with the Balkans) in the country. This gives it a
special position in the European social, economic and cultural integration and
restructuring.
The road freight and passenger transport constitutes the largest part of
transport in Slovenia at 80%. Personal cars are much more popular than
public road passenger transport, which has significantly declined. Slovenia
has a very high highway and motorway density compared to the European
Union average. The highway system, the construction of which was speeded
up after 1994, has slowly but steadily transformed Slovenia into a large
conurbation. Other state roads have been rapidly deteriorating due to neglect
and the overall increase in traffic.
The existing Slovenian railways are out-of-date and can't compete with the
motorway network. The maintenance and modernisation of the Slovenian
railway network has been neglected due to the lack of financial assets. Due to
the out-of-date infrastructure, the share of the railway freight transport has
been in decline in Slovenia. The railway passenger transport has been
recovering after a large drop in the 1990s. The Pan-European railway
corridors V and X, and several other major European rail lines intersect in
Slovenia. All international transit trains in Slovenia drive through the Ljubljana
Railway Hub.
The major Slovenian port is the Port of Koper. It is the largest Northern
Adriatic port in terms of container transport, with almost 590,000 TEUs
annually and lines to all major world ports. It is much closer to destinations
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east of the Suez than the ports of Northern Europe. In addition, the maritime
passenger traffic mostly takes place in Koper. Two smaller ports used for the
international passenger transport as well as cargo transport are located in
Izola and Piran. Passenger transport mainly takes place with Italy and
Croatia. Splošna plovba, the only Slovenian shipping company, transports
freight and is active only in foreign ports.
Air transport in Slovenia is quite low, but has significantly grown since 1991.
Of the three international airports in Slovenia, Ljubljana Jože Pučnik Airport in
central Slovenia is the busiest, with connections to many major European
destinations. The Maribor Edvard Rusjan Airport is located in the eastern part
of the country and the Portorož Airport in the western part. The state-owned
Adria Airways is the largest Slovenian airline. Since 2003, several new
carriers have entered the market, mainly low-cost airlines. The only Slovenian
military airport is the Cerklje ob Krki Air Base in the southwestern part of the
country. There are also 12 public airports in Slovenia."

Additional information
Invitation to Slovenia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuTfeHM0Uk4
10 Amazing Facts About Slovenia: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2SQI60l1zxI

CHAPTER 2 – A BIT OF HISTORY ABOUT SLOVENIA
A CHRONOLOGY OF KEY EVENTS:
1918 - After the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian empire, Slovenia joins the
Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.
1929 - The kingdom becomes known as Yugoslavia.
1941 - Slovenia is occupied by Nazi Germany and Italy during World War II.
1945 - At the end of the war, Slovenia becomes a constituent republic of
socialist Yugoslavia.
1989 - Slovene parliament confirms the right of the country to secede from the
Yugoslav federation.
INDEPENDENCE
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1990 - First multi-party elections. Milan Kucan becomes president.
Overwhelming majority of Slovenes vote for independence in a referendum.
1991 - Slovenia, along with Croatia, declares its independence. The Yugoslav
federal army intervenes. Slovene forces defend the country. About 100 people
killed. The EU brokers a ceasefire. The Yugoslav army withdraws.
Thousands of nationals of other former Yugoslav republics deprived of rights
of residence, property ownership, education, health and welfare services.
1992 - The EU recognises Slovenia's independence, followed by the US.
Slovenia joins the United Nations. First parliamentary and presidential
elections in the newly independent country. Milan Kucan re-elected president.
Janez Drnovsek becomes prime minister.
1993 - Slovenia joins the International Monetary Fund.
1996 - Slovenia signs an association agreement with the EU.
EU, NATO MEMBERSHIP
1997 - Janez Drnovsek re-elected prime minister, Milan Kucan re-elected
president. The EU opens full membership talks with Slovenia.
1999 - Slovenia, a member of Nato's Partnership for Peace programme,
allows Nato to use its airspace during the bombing of Kosovo and Serbia.
President Clinton visits in June and says Slovenia is a strong candidate for full
Nato membership.
2000 - Janez Drnovsek loses a confidence vote in April; Andrej Bajuk of the
centre-right Social Democratic party becomes prime minister. Elections in
October see Drnovsek regain power at the head of a four-party coalition.
2002 November- Slovenia one of seven countries formally invited to join Nato
at Prague summit.
2002 December - Prime Minister Janez Drnovsek wins presidential elections.
EU summit in Copenhagen formally invites Slovenia to join in 2004.
2003 March - Referendum vote backs both EU and Nato membership.
2003 October - Slovenia objects after Croatian parliament votes to create
ecological zone in eastern Adriatic.
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2004 February - Parliament introduces law restoring residence and other
rights removed from thousands of nationals of other former Yugoslav
republics after independence.
2004 March - Slovenia admitted to Nato.
2004 April - Right-wing sponsored referendum rejects law restoring rights
removed from nationals of other former Yugoslav republics after
independence.
2004 1 May - Slovenia is one of 10 new states to join the EU.
2004 October - Centre-right Slovenian Democratic Party tops poll in general
elections. Party leader Janez Jansa sets about forming coalition government.
2005 February - Parliament ratifies EU constitution.
2005 October - Slovene parliament declares ecological zone in the Adriatic
with rights to protect and use sea bed.
President Drnovsek calls for independence for Kosovo. Belgrade cancels
arrangements for him to visit.
2005 November - Thousands attend rally in Ljubljana in protest at government
plans to cut benefits and introduce flat tax rate.
2007 January - Slovenia becomes the first former communist state to adopt
the single European currency, the euro.
2007 November - Leftist former diplomat Danilo Turk is elected president.
2008 January - Slovenia becomes the first former communist state to assume
the EU presidency.
CENTRE-LEFT GOVERNMENT
2008 September - Opposition Social Democrats narrowly come out ahead of
PM Janez Jansa's Slovenian Democratic Party in parliamentary elections, but
fall well short of an absolute majority.
2008 November - Social Democratic leader Borut Pahor becomes prime
minister at the head of a centre-left coalition comprising three other parties.
2009 March - Slovenia becomes last NATO member to ratify Croatia's
membership in the alliance, setting aside a dispute over the sea border at
Piran Bay.
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2009 November - Slovenia lifts its embargo on EU membership talks for
Croatia after the two countries sign a deal allowing mediators to resolve their
border dispute. Slovene voters later endorse the deal.
2010 December - Voters in a referendum reject plans to reform public TV.
2011 May - Slovenia and Croatia officially submit their Piran Bay border
dispute to UN arbitration.
2011 June - Voters reject pension reform in a referendum, triggering months
of political uncertainty.
2011 September - PM Borut Pahor's centre-left coalition collapses after losing
confidence vote in parliament. It remains in office as a caretaker government.
2011 December - Newly-formed Positive Slovenia party scores surprise win in
parliamentary elections. However, parliament rejects its leader - Ljubljana
mayor Zoran Jankovic - as prime minister.
2012 February - Parliament approves new and mainly centre-right
government led by Prime Minister Janez Jansa.
2012 March - Slovenes in a referendum vote against granting gay couples
rights similar to those of married heterosexuals.
ANTI-AUSTERITY PROTESTS
2012 April - Civil servants go on strike to protest against the government's
austerity measures.
2012 November-December - Thousands of people take part in anti-austerity
protests in Ljubljana and Slovenia's second city, Maribor.
2012 December - Centre-left former PM Borut Pahor wins presidential
election at run-off vote, defeating incumbent Danilo Turk.
2013 January - Slovenia's anti-corruption watchdog finds that Prime Minister
Janez Jansa and Ljubljana mayor Zoran Jankovic "systematically and
repeatedly" broke the law by failing to make a full declaration of their assets.
Both men deny any wrongdoing.
2013 March - The Jansa coalition collapses over disputes about austerity
measures and corruption allegations. Liberal opposition leader Alenka
Bratusek becomes prime minister.
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2013 April - European Commission warns that urgent policy action is needed
to tackle the problems of Slovenia's banks. PM Bratusek says that her
government is working "day and night" to save the country's banking system.
Ratings agency Moody's cuts Slovenia's bonds to "junk" status, increasing
likelihood that country will have to ask eurozone partners for bailout.
2013 May - Government unveils package of measures aimed at staving off
EU bailout.
2013 June - Former prime minister Janez Jansa is convicted of corruption and
sentenced to two years in prison. He says he will appeal.
2013 November - Coalition government wins a confidence vote linked to the
budget of 2014, signalling support for plans to rescue banks without recourse
to an international bailout.
2014 May - Prime Minister Alenka Bratusek resigns, paving the way for early
elections.
2014 July - The Miro Cerar Party (SMC), founded in June by a renowned law
professor of the same name, wins the snap general election.
2014 August - Miro Cerar becomes prime minister, his centre-left SMC agrees
a coalition with two other parties.
2015 December - Voters in a referendum reject legislation that would have
granted same-sex couples the right to marry.
2016 March - Slovenia says it will refuse transit to most migrants seeking to
travel through the Balkan route to northern Europe.
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CHAPTER 3 – CULTURE
Language
The official language in Slovenia is Slovene, which is a member of the South Slavic
language group. In 2002, Slovene was the native language of around 88% of
Slovenia's population according to the census, with more than 92% of the Slovenian
population speaking it in their home environment. This statistic ranks Slovenia among
the most homogeneous countries in the EU in terms of the share of speakers of the
predominant mother tongue.
Slovene is a highly diverse Slavic language in terms of dialects, with different
degrees of mutual intelligibility. Accounts of the number of dialects range from as few
as seven dialects, often considered dialect groups or dialect bases that are further
subdivided into as many as 50 dialects. Other sources characterize the number of
dialects as nine or as eight.
Hungarian and Italian, spoken by the respective minorities, enjoy the status of official
languages in the ethnically mixed regions along the Hungarian and Italian borders, to
the extent that even the passports issued in those areas are bilingual. In 2002 around
0.2% of the Slovenian population spoke Italian and around 0.4% spoke Hungarian as
their native language. Hungarian is co-official with Slovene in 30 settlements in 5
municipalities (whereof 3 are officially bilingual). Italian is co-official with Slovene in
25 settlements in 4 municipalities (all of them officially bilingual).
Romani, spoken in 2002 as the native language by 0.2% of people, is a legally
protected language in Slovenia. Romani-speakers mainly belong to the
geographically dispersed and marginalized Roma community.
German, which used to be the largest minority language in Slovenia prior to World
War II (around 4% of the population in 1921), is now the native language of only
around 0.08% of the population, the majority of whom are more than 60 years old.
Gottscheerish or Granish, the traditional German dialect of Gottschee County, faces
extinction.
A significant number of people in Slovenia speak a variant of Serbo-Croatian
(Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian, or Montenegrin) as their native language. These are
mostly immigrants who moved to Slovenia from other former Yugoslav republics from
the 1960s to the late 1980s, and their descendants. In 2002, 0.4% of the Slovenian
population declared themselves to be native speakers of Albanian and 0.2% native
speakers of Macedonian. Czech, the fourth-largest minority language in Slovenia
prior to World War II (after German, Hungarian, and Serbo-Croatian), is now the
native language of a few hundred residents of Slovenia.
Regarding the knowledge of foreign languages, Slovenia ranks among the top
European countries. The most taught foreign languages are English, German, Italian,
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French and Spanish. As of 2007, 92% of the population between the age of 25 and
64 spoke at least one foreign language and around 71.8% of them spoke at least two
foreign languages, which was the highest percentage in the European Union.
According to the Eurobarometer survey, as of 2005 the majority of Slovenes could
speak Croatian (61%) and English (56%).
A reported 42% of Slovenes could speak German, which was one of the highest
percentages outside German-speaking countries. Italian is widely spoken on the
Slovenian Coast and in some other areas of the Slovene Littoral. Around 15% of
Slovenians can speak Italian, which is (according to the Eurobarometer pool) the
third-highest percentage in the European Union, after Italy and Malta.

Alphabet
Letter Name IPA

English Approx.

A, a

a

/a/

arm

B, b

be

/b/

bat

C, c

ce

/ts/

cats

Č, č

če

/tʃ/

charge

D, d

de

/d/

day

E, e

e

/ɛ/, /e/, /ə/ bed, sleigh, attack

F, f

ef

/f/

fat

G, g

ge

/ɡ/

gone

H, h

ha

/x/

(Scottish English) loch

I, i

i

/i/

me

J, j

je

/j/

yes

K, k

ka

/k/

cat

L, l

el

/l/, /w/

lid, wine

/m/

month

M, m em
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N, n

en

/n/

nose

O, o

o

/ɔ/, /o/

void, sow

P, p

pe

/p/

poke

R, r

er

/r/

(trilled) risk

S, s

es

/s/

sat

Š, š

eš

/ʃ/

shin

T, t

te

/t/

took

U, u

u

/u/

sooth

V, v,

ve

/v/, /w/

vex, west

Z, z

ze

/z/

zoo

Ž, ž

že

/ʒ/

vision

Grammar *
NOUNS
Slovene
nouns
retain
six
of
the
seven
Slavic
noun
cases: nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, locative and instrumental.
There is no distinct vocative; the nominative is used in that role. Nouns,
adjectives and pronouns have three numbers: singular, plural and a
special dual form that indicates exactly two objects.
Nouns in Slovene are either masculine, feminine or neuter gender. In addition,
there is a distinction between animate and inanimate nouns, although this is
only relevant for masculine nouns and only in the singular. Animate nouns
have an accusative singular form that is identical to the genitive, while for
inanimate nouns the accusative singular is the same as the nominative.
Animacy is based mostly on semantics and is less rigid than gender.
Generally speaking a noun is animate if it refers to something that is generally
thought to have free will and/or the ability to move of its own accord. This
includes all nouns for people and animals. All other nouns are inanimate,
including plants and other non-moving life forms, and also groups of people or
animals. However, there are some nouns for inanimate objects that are
generally animate, which mostly include inanimate objects that are named
after people or animals. This includes:[40]
•

Dead people or animals
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Brands of cars
Certain diseases (named after animals)
Certain devices (named after animals or people)
Works of art (named after their creator)
Chess pieces and playing cards (named for the people they represent)
Wines and mushrooms (named as demonyms)

VOCABULARY
T–V distinction

Tombstone of Jožef Nahtigal in Dobrova with archaic Slovene onikanjein
indirect reference. Literal translation "Here lie [počivajo] the honorable Jožef
Nahtigal ... they were born [rojeni] ... they died [umerli] ... God grant them [jim]
eternal peace and rest."

Slovene, like most other European languages, has a T–V distinction, or two
forms of 'you' for formal and informal situations. Although informal address
using the 2nd person singular ti form (known as tikanje) is officially limited to
friends and family, talk among children, and addressing animals, it is
increasingly used among the middle generation to signal a relaxed attitude or
lifestyle instead of its polite or formal counterpart using the 2nd person
plural vi form (known as vikanje).
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An additional nonstandard but widespread use of a singular participle
combined with a plural auxiliary verb (known as polvikanje) signals a
somewhat more friendly and less formal attitude while maintaining politeness:
•
•

Vi ga niste videli. ('You did not see him': both the auxiliary verb niste and
the participle videli are plural masculine. Standard usage.)
Vi ga niste videl/videla. ('You did not see him': the auxiliary verb niste is
plural but the participle videl/videla is singular masculine/feminine.
Nonstandard usage.)

The use of nonstandard forms (polvikanje) might be frowned upon by many
people and would not likely be used in a formal setting.
The use of the 3rd person plural oni ('they') form (known as onikanje in both
direct address and indirect reference; this is similar to using Sie in German)
as an ultra-polite form is now archaic or dialectal. It is associated with servantmaster relationships in older literature, the child-parent relationship in certain
conservative rural communities, and parishioner-priest relationships.
FOREIGN WORDS
Foreign words used in Slovene are of various types depending on the
assimilation they have undergone. The types are:
•
•

sposojenka (loanword) – fully assimilated; e.g. pica ('pizza').
tujka (foreign word) – partly assimilated, either in writing and syntax and/or
in pronunciation; e.g. jazz, wiki.

polcitatna beseda ali besedna zveza (half-quoted word or phrase) – partly
assimilated, either in writing and syntax and/or in pronunciation;
e.g. Shakespeare, but Shakespearja in genitive case.
citatna beseda ali besedna zveza (quoted word or phrase) – kept as in
original, although pronunciation may be altered to fit into speech flow; e.g. first
lady in all cases.
The loanwords are mostly from German and Italian, while the more recently
borrowed and less assimilated words are typically from English.[citation
needed]
ARTICLES
There are no definite or indefinite articles as in English (a, an, the)
or German (der, die, das, ein, eine). A whole verb or a noun is described
without articles and the grammatical gender is found from the word's
termination. It is enough to say barka (a or the barge), Noetova barka ('Noah's
ark'). The gender is known in this case to be feminine. In declensions, endings
are normally changed; see below. If one should like to somehow distinguish
between definiteness or indefiniteness of a noun, one would
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say (prav/natanko/ravno) tista barka ('that (exact) barge') for "the barge"
and neka/ena barka ('one barge') for "a barge".
Definiteness of a noun phrase can also be discernible through the ending of
the accompanying adjective. One should say rdeči šotor ([exactly that] red
tent) or rdeč šotor ([a] red tent). This difference is observable only for
masculine nouns in nominative or accusative case. Because of the lack of
article in Slovene and audibly insignificant difference between the masculine
adjective forms, most dialects do not distinguish between definite and
indefinite variants of the adjective, leading to hypercorrection when speakers
try to use Standard Slovenian.

Numbers 1 – 100 *
Numbers The writing of Numbers The writing of Numbers
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
40

Zero
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty
Twenty one
Twenty two
Twenty three
Twenty four
Twenty five
Twenty six
Twenty seven
Twenty eight
Twenty nine
Thirty
Forty

Nič
Eden
Dve
Tri
štiri
Pet
Six
Seven
Osem
Devet
Ten
Enajst
Dvanajst
Trinajst
štirinajst
Petnajst
šestnajst
Sedemnajst
Osemnajst
Devetnajst
Dvajset
Enaindvajset
Dvaindvajset
Triindvajset
štiriindvajset
Petindvajset
Šestindvajset
Sedemindvajset
Dvajset osem
Devetindvajset
Trideset
štirideset
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50
60
70
80
90
100

Fifty
Sixty
Seventy
Eighty
Ninety
One hundred

Fifty
šestdeset
Sedemdeset
Osemdeset
Devetdeset
Sto

See more: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwSoIAltKa0

Dialect
Slovene dialects (Slovene: slovenska narečja) are the regional spoken
varieties of Slovene, a South Slavic language. Spoken Slovene is often
considered to have at least 48 dialects (narečja) and subdialects (govori). The
exact number of dialects is open to debate, ranging from as many as 50 to
merely 7. The various dialects are so different from each other that a speaker
of one dialect may have a very difficult time understanding a speaker of
another,[5]particularly if they belong to different regional groups. Speakers of
dialects that strongly differ accommodate each other by gravitating toward
standard Slovene. Slovene dialects are part of the South Slavic dialect
continuum,
transitioning
into Serbo-Croatian to
the
south
and
bordering Friulian and Italian to
the
west, German to
the
north,
and Hungarian to the east.

Family
The family is at the centre of the social structure. However, over time this is
changing. Only a decade ago, one could find several generations living
together; nowadays not only are young people moving away but families are
splitting due to a move to urban centres. Nonetheless, the family itself
remains strong.
Slovenians sense of “home” is also very strong. As a rule, when they are not
working, they embark on home based activities such as gardening projects (a
visitor will notice that having flowers around the house is something of an art
form in cities) or renovation. They see their home and its surroundings as an
extension of themselves. People take care to sweep their paths and ensure
that the streets remain free of litter and parks are well-maintained.
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Education
LEVELS OF EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IN SLOVENIA
Education in Slovenia from primary to secondary schooling is regulated by
the National Education Institute of the Republic of Slovenia (ZRSŠ), whose
scope includes education programmes, delivery and development.
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Children first enter primary schooling at about the age of 6 and finish at about
the age of 15. Each group of children born in the same year forms one grade
or class in primary school which lasts until the end of primary school. Each
grade or year is divided into two terms. Once or twice per term, children have
holidays: autumn, Christmas, winter and May first holidays; each holiday is
approximately one week long. At summer time, school ends on June 24, The
school holidays are Summer (2 months), Autumn holidays, Christmas and
New years holidays, and First May holidays. While National Days are also
school free. The next school year starts in September 1.
FIRST PERIOD
Children begin their schooling with the First period. From the first to the fifth
grade children stay in one classroom, have one class or form and one
teacher. In some schools, sports, art and music are taught by separate
teachers or are supervised by an appropriate teacher. In the beginning of the
first year a supervisory teacher helps the master teacher lead the younger
students into the new system. Students start with reading, writing and
counting.
Children
are
taught
their
native
language
(Slovenian, Hungarian or Italian, depending on the area of their schooling),
mathematics, natural and sociological sciences, music, physical education
and art. In the fourth grade they begin to learn their first foreign language,
which is usually English. Until the fourth grade, children receive descriptive
marks, and thereafter examinations are marked with number grades.
SECOND PERIOD
The Second period of primary schooling begins with the sixth grade when
children are assigned to new teachers. A master teacher teaches one or two
subjects, all others are taught by other specialized teachers. The main
subjects are math, native language, one foreign language, PE, music,
geography, history and art. Later in this period, physics, chemistry, biology
and craft are added to the curriculum. In the seventh grade they must choose
at least two hours of elective subjects, and may choose a non-compulsory
third hour. With around forty to choose from, the subjects offered include
foreign languages, astronomy, fine art and computer science etc.
STATE TESTS
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At the end of the third, sixth and ninth grade pupil are examined by special
state tests in math, the native language and their first foreign language, and
the third subject tested in the ninth (or eighth) grade is decided by the
minister. These exams are then checked and first two do not mean anything
(they are only meant to examine the average knowledge of the pupils). But
exams in ninth grade are used to evaluate the pupil's performance during their
school years. The points acquired by these tests used to be the key factor,
when a child wanted to join a particular high school, but with the new system,
the points acquired are only used when pupils running for the same school
have the same points from their grades, so the commissioners of the school
take into account the points acquired to finally evaluate the student whose
performance is the best.
MARKS AND GRADES
The grades are the same as in other countries that belonged
to Yugoslavia before 1991. In primary school marks start with 1 (insufficient)
and is the only failure mark. The second one is 2 (sufficient), the next is 3
(good), then 4 (very good) and the best is 5 (excellent).
NATIONAL EDUCATION INSTITUTE OF THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA
The National Education Institute of the Republic of Slovenia (Zavod Republike
Slovenije za Šolstvo - ZRSŠ) is the main public organisation in Slovenia which
encourages development in the field of education in Slovenia up to preuniversity — covering all kindergartens, elementary schools, secondary
schools, music schools, and student boarding schools.
TERTIARY EDUCATION
High school graduates can enter one of the institutions of tertiary education
(university, faculty art academy or professional college). Currently there are
three public universities in Slovenia: the University of Ljubljana, the University
of Maribor and the University of Primorska. Other institutions of tertiary
education in Slovenia include the University of Nova Gorica, the EuroMediterranean
University
of
Slovenia and
others. According
to
the ARWU rating, the University of Ljubljana is among the top 500 universities
in the world.

Arts
LEARN THE COLOURS IN SLOVENE *
BELA- white
ČRNA- black
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RDEČA- red
RJAVA- brown
ORANŽNA- orange
RUMENA- yellow
ZELENA- green
VIJOLIČNA- purple
ROZA- pink
SIVA- gray
See more: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Zx2hzpyF3s

Music
See
more:
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/public/page/slovenia_country_europe

Theatre / Cinema
The Slovenian National Drama Theatre of Ljubljana (SNG Drama Ljubljana) is
Slovenia's main dramatic theatre. Its repertoire includes both classic plays
and contemporary and experimental works for the stage. It regularly produces
interesting new works by Slovenian and European playwrights.
The theatre is a place where language takes centre stage. This is why it has
for a long time been a key factor in the cultural identity of the Slovenes.
The first theatre performances on Slovenian soil were produced from the
sixteenth century onward by the students of various religious schools (mainly
Jesuit schools), and the text of Škofjeloški pasijon (‘The Škofja Loka Passion’)
is a fine example of Baroque religious theatre, even in European terms.
The real theatre tradition began in 1789, when the stage of the State Theatre
(normally a venue for German plays) hosted Anton Tomaž Linhart’s
production of his comedy Županova Micka ('Micka, the Mayor's Daughter'),
itself a reworking of J. Richter’s original. In 1867, as a result of nationalist
movements, a Dramatic Society was founded which performed newly written
Slovenian theatre pieces and was able to stage, towards the end of the
century, some very demanding productions of Shakespeare.
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By the end of the First World War, the only professional theatre in Ljubljana
had already become a very well developed company. The second oldest
professional Slovenian language theatre, which remains a successful
company to this day, is in Trieste, which today is part of Italy. With the
creation of the new state of Yugoslavia, these companies were joined in 1919
by the theatre in the town of Maribor.

The years following the Second World War were characterised by a veritable
explosion of new professional theatre companies: Ljubljana City Theatre and
Slovenian Youth Theatre, followed by theatres in Celje and, a bit later, in
Nova Gorica. In the past two decades, theatres have also been founded in
Ptuj, Koper and Novo mesto. There are also two opera and ballet houses and
two professional puppet theatres. The Academy of Acting Arts was founded in
1945 as a faculty of the University of Ljubljana.
It is of little surprise that in the past three decades theatre has been the art
form which has received the most media recognition and won the most praise
internationally. Also within this framework, the prestige of modern dance
(Betontanc , Matjaž Farič ) has been boosted, thanks especially to the work of
internationally renowned dance troupes such as choreographer Iztok Kovač’s
En Knap .

Cuisine
TRADITIONAL PRODUCTS UNDER:
§ Traditional specialities guaranteed (TSG)
Slovenia has a rich culinary tradition that is a product of both its climate and
its location at the crossroads of central Europe. Slovene culinary heritage is
reflective of Mediterranean, Alpine, and Eastern European cultures. Meals are
an important part of Slovene family life, and enjoying a snack or a glass of
wine at a café with friends is a typical social activity. Although every region in
Slovenia has its own specialties, most of Slovenia's oldest traditional dishes
are made using flour, buckwheat, or barley, as well as potatoes and cabbage.
The town of Idrija, west of Ljubljana, is known for itsidrija zlikrofi,spiced potato
balls wrapped in thinly rolled dough, andzeljsevka,rolled yeast dough with
herb filling. The town of Murska Sobota, Slovenia's northernmost city, is
famous for itsprekmurska gibanica,a pastry filled with cottage cheese, poppy
seeds, walnuts, and apple. Slovenia also produces a variety of wines, an
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activity dating back to the days when the country was a part of the Roman
Empire.
There are some particular dishes prepared for special occasions
includingpotica,a dessert with a variety of fillings, and braided loaves of
traditional bread for Christmas. In country towns the slaughtering of a pig, all
parts of which are used to make a variety of pork products, is still a major
event.
See more: http://www.everyculture.com/Sa-Th/Slovenia.html#ixzz4kRI2xDcR
See more: http://www.everyculture.com/Sa-Th/Slovenia.html#ixzz4kRHgbg2r

§ Protected geographical indication (PGI)
See
more:
http://www.mkgp.gov.si/fileadmin/mkgp.gov.si/pageuploads/publikacije/Zascit
eni_proizvodi_SLO_ANG/Zasciteni_brosura_ANG_SPLET.pdf

At the Table (Eating Habits)
§

Influences from/similarities with
(Eastern, Western, Mediterranean)

other

cuisines

Slovenian cuisine is heavily influenced by its regional neighbours. The
flavours of Italian, Austrian, Croatian and Hungarian collide here to produce
some interesting, novel and often delicious foods.
Light, fluffy pastries and subtly flavoured, fresh pasta dishes demonstrate the
influence of Italy, while various takes on the Austrian strudel can be found in
most of Ljubljana’s bakeries. Stewy meat dishes usually served with
dumplings show that traditional dishes from eastern-European countries such
as Hungary and Croatia are hugely popular in Slovenia also.

CHAPTER 4 – PROFESSIONS IN SLOVENIA
Economy
Slovenia today is a developed country that enjoys prosperity and stability as
well as a GDP per capital by purchase power parity at 83% of the EU28
average in 2015, which is the same as in 2014 and 2 percentage points
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higher than in 2013. Nominal GDP in 2015 was 38.570 mio EUR, nominal
GDP per capita (GDP/pc) in 2015 was 18.693 EUR. The highest GDP/pc was
in central Slovenia, where capital city Ljubljana is located, which is part of
western Slovenia statistical region, which has higher GDP/pc than eastern
Slovenia.

It was the first new member of the European Union to adopt the euro as a
currency in January 2007 and it has been a member of the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development since 2010.
Slovenia has a highly educated workforce, well-developed infrastructure, and
is situated at a major transport crossroad. On the other hand, the level of
foreign direct investment is one of the lowest but has been steadily rising in
the last few years. Slovenian economy has been severely hurt by the
European economic crisis, which started in late 2000s. After 2013 GDP per
capita is rising again. Almost two thirds of the working population are
employed in services.

Trade
Slovenia's trade is orientated towards other EU countries, mainly Germany,
Austria, Italy, and France. This is the result of a wholesale reorientation of
trade toward the West and the growing markets of central and eastern Europe
in the face of the collapse of its Yugoslav markets. Slovenia's economy is
highly dependent on foreign trade. About two-thirds of Slovenia's trade is with
other EU members.
This high level of openness makes it extremely sensitive to economic
conditions in its main trading partners and changes in its international price
competitiveness. However, despite the economic slowdown in Europe in
2001-03, Slovenia maintained a 3% GDP growth. Keeping labour costs in line
with productivity is thus a key challenge for Slovenia's economic well-being,
and Slovenian firms have responded by specializing in mid- to high-tech
manufacturing. Industry and construction comprise about one quarter of GDP.
As in most industrial economies, services make up an increasing share of
output (57.1 percent), notably in financial services.

Economic performance
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The traditional primary industries of agriculture, forestry, and fishing comprise
a comparatively low 2.5 percent of GDP and engage only 6 percent of the
population. The average farm is only 5.5 hectares. Part of Slovenia lies in the
Alpe-Adria bioregion, which is currently involved in a major initiative in organic
farming. Between 1998 and 2003, the organic sector grew from less than
0.1% of Slovenian agriculture to roughly the European Union average of
3.3%.

Public finances have shown a deficit in recent years. This averaged around
$650 million per annum between 1999 and 2007, however this amounted to
less than 23 percent of GDP. There was a slight surplus in 2008 with
revenues totalling $23.16 billion and expenditures $22.93 billion. Government
expenditure equalled 38 percent of GDP.[citation needed] As of January
2011, the total national debt of Slovenia was unknown. The Statistical Office
of the Republic of Slovenia (SURS) reported it to be (not counting stateguaranteed loans) 19.5 billion euros or 54.2% of GDP at the end of
September 2010. According to the data provided by the Slovenian Ministry of
Finance in January 2011, it was just below 15 billion euros or 41,6% of the
2009 GDP. However, the Slovenian financial newspaper Finance calculated in
January 2011 that it is actually 22.4 billion euros or almost 63% of GDP,
surpassing the limit of 60% allowed by the European Union. On 12 January
2011, the Slovenian Court of Audit rejected the data reported by the ministry
as incorrect and demanded the dismissal of the finance minister Franc
Križanič.
Slovenia's traditional anti-inflation policy relied heavily on capital inflow
restrictions. Its privatization process favoured insider purchasers and
prescribed long lag time on share trading, complicated by a cultural wariness
of being "bought up" by foreigners. As such, Slovenia has had a number of
impediments to foreign participation in its economy. Slovenia has garnered
some notable foreign investments, including the investment of $125 million by
Goodyear in 1997. At the end of 2008 there was around $11.5 billion of
foreign capital in Slovenia. Slovenians had invested $7.5 billion abroad. As of
31 December 2007, the value of shares listed on the Ljubljana Stock
Exchange was $29 billion.
Investments from neighboring Croatia have begun in Slovenia. On 1 July
2010, Droga Kolinska was purchased by Atlantic Group of Croatia for 382
million euros. Mercator was sold to Croatia's Agrocor in June 2014.
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At the end of year 2014 there were 10,1 billion of foreign direct investment in
Slovenia, 13,9% more than at the end of year 2013. In 2013 (latest published
data) direct foreign investments accounted for 24,7% of GDP of Slovenia. The
most important investor countries are: Austria (33,6%), Switzerland (11,3%),
Germany (10,4%), Italy (7,9%), Croatia (7,7%).

Slovenia Economy Data:
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Population (million)

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

GDP per capita (EUR)

18,000 17,518 17,445 18,113 18,696

GDP (EUR bn)

36.9

36.0

35.9

37.3

38.6

Economic Growth (GDP, annual variation in %) 0.7

-2.7

-1.1

3.1

2.3

Consumption (annual variation in %)

0.0

-2.4

-4.1

1.9

0.4

Investment (annual variation in %)

-4.9

-8.8

3.2

1.4

1.0

Industrial Production (annual variation in %)

2.0

-0.8

-0.9

1.7

5.2

Retail Sales (annual variation in %)

1.4

-2.3

-3.7

0.0

1.0

Unemployment Rate

8.2

8.9

10.2

9.7

9.0

Fiscal Balance (% of GDP)

-6.7

-4.1

-15.1

-5.4

-2.9

Public Debt (% of GDP)

46.6

53.9

71.0

80.9

83.1

Money (annual variation in %)

2.5

-1.0

-1.3

6.7

5.0

Inflation Rate (CPI, annual variation in %, eop)

2.0

2.7

0.7

0.1

-0.5
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2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Inflation Rate (HICP, annual variation in %)

2.1

2.8

1.9

0.4

-0.8

Inflation (PPI, annual variation in %)

4.5

0.9

0.0

-0.6

-0.2

Policy Interest Rate (%)

1.00

0.75

0.25

0.05

-

Exchange Rate (vs USD)

1.30

1.32

1.38

1.21

-

Exchange Rate (vs USD, aop)

1.39

1.29

1.33

1.33

-

Current Account (% of GDP)

0.2

2.6

4.8

6.2

4.4

Current Account Balance (EUR bn)

0.1

0.9

1.7

2.3

1.7

Trade Balance (EUR billion)

-1.0

0.0

0.7

1.2

1.4

Exports (EUR billion)

21.0

21.3

21.7

23.0

24.0

Imports (EUR billion)

22.0

21.3

21.0

21.8

22.6

Exports (annual variation in %)

12.9

1.4

1.9

6.0

4.3

Imports (annual variation in %)

13.4

-3.2

-1.4

3.8

3.7

Currency in Slovenia
The euro (sign: €; code: EUR) is the official currency of the eurozone, which
consists of 19 of the 28 member states of the European Union: Austria,
Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia, and Spain.
The currency is also officially used by the institutions of the European Union
and four other European countries, as well as unilaterally by two others, and
is consequently used daily by some 337 million Europeans as of 2015.
Outside of Europe, a number of overseas territories of EU members also use
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the euro as their currency. Additionally, 210 million people worldwide as of
2013 use currencies pegged to the euro.

CHAPTER 5 – DAILY ROUTINE IN SLOVENIA
Time (A clock)
List of Phrases to Help You Telling Time in Slovenian Language
one o'clock AM

ena (EH-nah)

two o'clock AM

dve (dveh)

noon

poldan (POWL-dahn)

one o'clock PM

trinajst (tree-NAIST)

two o'clock PM

štirinajst (shtih-rih-NAIST)

_____

1 minuta/ 2 minuti/ 3,4 minute/ 5-100 minut (mee-NOO-tah/ mee-NOO-tee/

minute(s)

mee-NOO-teh/ MEE-noot)

_____ hour(s)

1 ura/ 2 uri/ 3,4 ure/ 5-100 ur (OO-rah/ OO-ree/ OO-reh/ oor)

_____ day(s)

1 dan/ 2 dneva/ 3,4 dnevi/ 5-100 dni (dahn/ DNEH-vah/ DNEH-vee/ dnee)

_____

1 teden/ 2 tedna/ 3,4 tedni/ 5-100 tednov (TEH-dehn/ TEHD-nah/ TEHD-nee/

week(s)

TEHD-nohf)

_____

1 mesec/ 2 meseca/ 3,4 meseci/ 5-100 mesecev (MEH-sets/ meh-SEH-tsah/

month(s)

meh-SEH-tsee/ meh-SEH-tsehf)

_____ year(s)

1 leto/ 2 leti/ 3,4 leta/ 5 – 100 let

My Day
Slovene
introductions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BdhTRcAOiz0

video:

Slovene greetings video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kugrjmoizlw
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Everyday
conversation
video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PL9tbUHOrhEVsUjC1XHv13Y4L2YxL4i
NDU&v=MaPPEXaOSLc

Sports / Hobbies

The most popular team sports in Slovenia are association football, basketball,
ice hockey and handball. Individual sports, such as skiing, ski jumping,
athletics, cycling, and tennis are also popular. Since 1991, Slovenia has
competed at 14 Olympic Games (Winter and Summer Games). It is also
known for its extreme athletes, such as ultramarathon swimmer Martin Strel
and Davo Karničar, the only person to ski down Mount Everest.

Association football
The highest level in Slovenian football is the Slovenian PrvaLiga (1. SNL),
with 10 teams. The Slovenia national football team have qualified for two FIFA
World Cups (2002 and 2010) and one UEFA European Football
Championship (2000). The Slovenian team qualified for the 2010 FIFA World
Cup by upsetting heavily favored Russia in the qualifying tournament. The
team played in the Group C with England, Algeria, and the United States.
Notable current and former Slovenian international footballers include Samir
Handanović, Milivoje Novaković, Josip Iličić, Boštjan Cesar, Jan Oblak, Valter
Birsa, Brane Oblak, Danilo Popivoda, Srečko Katanec, Džoni Novak and
Zlatko Zahovič.

Basketball
The highest level of Slovene basketball is the Premier A Slovenian Basketball
League. The Slovenian national basketball team has qualified for 13
Eurobaskets, including a fourth-place finish in 2009, and three FIBA World
Championships in 2006, 2010 and 2014. Notable Slovene basketball players
include Goran Dragić, Zoran Dragić, Sasha Vujačić, Radoslav Nesterović,
Beno Udrih, Matjaž Smodiš, Marko Milič, Ivo Daneu, Peter Vilfan, Vinko
Jelovac, Aljoša Žorga, Primož Brezec, Boštjan Nachbar, Sani Bečirović and
Jaka Lakovič.
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Ice hockey
The Slovenian Ice Hockey Championship is the highest level ice hockey
league in the country. The Slovenia men's national ice hockey team has
qualified for nine Ice Hockey World Championships. One of Slovenia's most
famous athletes is Anže Kopitar, who plays in the United States for the Los
Angeles Kings of the National Hockey League. His €34.7 million (USD $47.6
million), seven-year contract is the largest contract held by any Slovene
athlete. He became first Slovenian to win the Stanley Cup in 2012 with the
Los Angeles Kings, while being tied for the top scorer of the playoffs. Other
notable Slovene hockey players include Robert Kristan, Jan Muršak, David
Rodman and Marcel Rodman, Rok Tičar, Žiga Pance, Žiga Jeglič, Tomaž
Vnuk, Dejan Kontrec and Bojan Zajc.

Handball
Handball is a popular sport in Slovenia. Slovenia has played at eight World
Championships and was ranked third in the 2017 edition. The team has also
played eleven times at the European Championships. The team was the
runner-up in the 2004 edition, held in Slovenia.
Slovenian club RK Celje won the Champions League in 2004, beating
Flensburg in the final. They also played six times in a row in the Champions
League semi-finals. Other notable Slovenian teams are RD Slovan (1980
Champions Cup finalists), RK Gorenje and RK Koper.

Alpine skiing
Alpine skiing is very popular in Slovenia. Skis were known since the 17th
century and modern competitive skiing started from the 1920s onwards.
During the existence of Yugoslavia the national skiing squad was made
almost exclusively of Slovenes and the International Ski Federationsanctioned Pokal Vitranc ("Vitranc Cup") races - later incorporated into the
World Cup - started at Podkoren in 1961. Today Slovenia hosts FIS Alpine Ski
World Cup meetings in Kranjska Gora and Maribor each season. Mateja Svet
and Jure Franko won Olympic medals for Yugoslavia, while Jure Košir, Katja
Koren, Alenka Dovžan and Tina Maze did the same after independence.
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Other past skiing stars include Boris Strel, Rok Petrovič, Bojan Križaj, Mitja
Kunc, Urška Hrovat, Špela Pretnar and Nataša Bokal.

Ski jumping
Ski jumping is another popular winter sport in Slovenia. The first national
championship was held in 1921 in Bohinj, when Jože Pogačar won with 9
metre jump. After that many ski jumpers had great success for Yugoslavia,
with Jože Šlibar making a world record jump in 1961. After the introduction of
FIS Ski Jumping World Cup in 1979 SR Slovenia was a regular host of
matches in Planica, while the most successful jumper in the period was
Primož Ulaga with 9 wins for Yugoslavia. In 1997 and 1998 Primož Peterka
won two World Cup titles. Other notable ski jumpers are Peter Prevc, Jurij
Tepeš, Robert Kranjec, Rok Benkovič, Jernej Damjan, Peter Žonta, Franci
Petek and Špela Rogelj.
Since 2011 Slovenian men jumping coach is Goran Janus and he with his
assistants is the most important part of revival of Slovenian ski jumping
results. Under his leadership, Slovenians won a lot of individual wins, Olympic
medals, world championship medals, world record. And interestingly: in 2012
Slovenian men's team won their first team event in ski jumping and since then
Slovenia have 9 team wins. Also under his guidance Peter Prevc won
2015/16 Four Hills Tourney, World ski-flying championship in 2016 and overall
World cup title for the season 2015/16(Peter won WC 6 events before the final
in Planica).

Cross-country skiing
Cross-country skiing has, along with alpine skiing and ski jumping, long
tradition in Slovenia, but all the major competitive results came in the last
years. First cross-country competition in Slovenia was organized in Bohinjska
Bistrica in 1914. During the time of Yugoslavia best result was Franc Smolej's
10th place at 1936 Winter Olympics. Petra Majdič is by far most successful
Slovenian cross-country skier, she won 24 World Cup races and one Olympic
medal. Current stars include Vesna Fabjan and Katja Višnar.

Biathlon
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Biathlon is a growing sport in Slovenia. It was practically unknown before the
independence and no major results were achieved before the nineties. World
Cup races are held in Pokljuka since 1992, Andreja Koblar won first race for
Slovenian women squad in 1996, while Janez Marič did the same for men in
2003. Currently the biggest star is Croatian born Jakov Fak, who won several
World Championships medals, while other famous biathletes include Teja
Gregorin, Andreja Mali, Tomas Globočnik and Klemen Bauer.

Athletics
Light athletics started in Slovenia first as recreation in late 19th century Sokol
movement and as sport in 1913, when it was introduced in SK Ilirija football
club in Ljubljana. It grew into own branch after the World War I and was very
popular in Kingdom of Yugoslavia with first Slovenian championship held in
1920. However, international results came only in socialist era, first European
Championship medal in 1958 (Stanko Lorger) and first world record in 1964
(Draga Stamejčič). Most famous Slovenian athletic clubs are ŽAK from
Ljubljana and Kladivar from Celje, while current and past stars include Primož
Kozmus, Jolanda Čeplak, Matic Osovnikar, Martina Ratej, Brigita Bukovec,
Britta Bilač, Borut Bilač, Gregor Cankar, Sonja Roman, Brigita Langerholc,
Helena Javornik, Alenka Bikar, Rožle Prezelj, Boštjan Buč.

Cycling
Cycling has a long tradition in Slovenia. The first cycling club was founded by
Germans in Ljubljana in 1885 and Slovenian Cycling Club followed there two
years later. It then spread to Gorica, Maribor and other cities and slowly
developed into major competitive sport in Yugoslavia after World War I.
Slovenian cyclists were not as successful as their team mates from other
parts of the country and Josip Šolar and Bruno Faninger were the only
Slovenian mid-war cycling champions of Yugoslavia in 1925 and 1935. In
Socialist Yugoslavia Slovenian cycling grow with famous clubs such as Rog
(Ljubljana), Sava (Kranj) and Krka (Novo mesto). Current and former stars
include Borut Božič, Janez Brajkovič, Jure Golčer, Andrej Hauptman, Matej
Mugerli, Uroš Murn, Jure Robič, Simon Špilak, Gorazd Štangelj, Tadej
Valjavec, Tanja Žakelj, Blaža Klemenčič and Primož Roglič.

Motorsport
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Motorsport started with Ilirija Motorsport Club in 1913 and became popular
during the two world wars. ŽSK Hermes built first motorsport track at ŽŠD
Ljubljana and Ludvik Starič became serial yugoslav champipon in the thirties.
Currently Slovenia hosts Grand Prix races at Matija Gubec Stadium in Krško,
while there is also a speedway track at Ilirija Sports Park in Ljubljana. Current
and former Slovenian motorsport stars include Matej Ferjan, Matej Žagar,
Sašo Kragelj and Miran Stanovnik.

The only woman to have circumnavigated the world on a motorbike is
Slovenian Benka Pulko. On June 19, 1997, Benka Pulko departed from her
hometown of Ptuj, Slovenia on a BMW F650 motorcycle. She returned to Ptuj
on December 10, 2002, having established the Guinness World Records for
the longest solo motorcycle ride ever undertaken by a woman - in both
distance, 180,015 km, and duration, 2,000 days. In the process she also
became the first motorcyclist to reach Antarctica, and the first woman to ride
solo across Saudi Arabia.

Judo
Current and past athletes include Urška Žolnir, Lucija Polavder, Raša Sraka,
Petra Nareks, Matjaž Ceraj Rok Drakšič and Sašo Jereb.

Sailing
Slovenia has a short shoreline but has very successful sailors, including
Olympic medalist Vasilij Žbogar, Dejan Vinčec, and others.

Shooting
Rajmond Debevec won Olympic gold and bronze, as well as numerous other
achievements. He is the best Slovenian shooter in history. He participated in
seven Olympic games in a row for Yugoslavia and also holds the world record
in 3-p, Munich WCF 1992, 1186 p.

Snowboarding
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Current and past atheltes include Žan Košir, Rok Marguč, Rok Flander, Dejan
Košir and Tim-Kevin Ravnjak.

Swimming
Current and past atheltes include Sara Isakovič, Peter Mankoč, Borut Petrič,
Darjan Petrič, Anja Klinar, Alenka Kejžar, Nataša Kejžar, Emil Tahirovič,
Damir Dugonjič and Anja Čarman.

Canoeing-kayaking
Slovenia has won numerous titles in canoeing. It also host competitions at
Tacen Whitewater Course. The most successful canoeists and kayakers are
Peter Kauzer and Benjamin Savšek.

Mountain climbing
Slovenia is also a major force in alpinism. Some of the greatest legends of
alpinism are Slovenian, including Tomaž Humar, Tomo Česen, and Julius
Kugy. Other notable Slovenian alpinists are Jakob Aljaž, Klement Jug, Davo
Karničar, Nejc Zaplotnik, Miha Valič, Aljaž Anderle, Viki Grošelj, Pavle Kozje,
and Igor Škamperle.

Rowing
Since the former Yugoslavia split up, Slovenian rowers have enjoyed
excellent results in international competition. The most famous rower in
Slovenia is Iztok Čop. Other important rowers are Milan Janša, Jani
Klemenčič, Rok Kolander, Sašo Mirjanič, Sadik Mujkić, Miha in Matjaž Pirih,
Denis Žvegelj, Matej Prelog, and Luka Špik.

Olympics
Slovenia has achieved disproportionate Olympic success relative to its size,
with nineteen medals at six(4 gold, 6 silver and 9 bronze) Summer Olympics
and fifteen medals at seven (2 gold, 4 silver and 9 bronze) Winter Olympics.
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Prior year 1991 Slovenian athletes competed for other countries. First medal
won by an ethnic Slovenian was Rudolf Cvetko who won silver in fencing in
1912 representing Austria. After WW1 when Habsburgh monarchy collapsed
and Kingdom of Yugoslavia was formed. Slovenian athletes won all medals
for Kingdom of Yugoslavia prior WW2. More exactly Leon Štukelj won 2 gold
in gymnastics in 1924. Than Štukelj won gold and bronze in 1928. Josip
Primožič won silver and Stane Derganc won bronze. Also gymnast team won
bronze medal in team all-around gymnastics. And finally Leon Štukelj at the
age of 38 won silver at man's rings in OG in Berlin in 1936. This is interesting
because all olympic medals for new composited nation of Kingdom of
Yugoslavia were won by ethnic Slovenians. After WW2 Slovenians under
Yugoslav flag won more medals.
At the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver, Slovenia's three medals, at
roughly one medal for every 681,000 Slovenes, was the third best per capita
medal ratio behind only Norway and Austria.
Ethnic Slovenians who were born and lived in other countries also won
medals for their respective countries.

Mediterranean Games
Slovenia has competed in the Mediterranean games since 1993. It is ranked
twelfth in the all-time rankings. As of 2016, Slovenia's Mediterranean games
medal count is 136 including 40 gold, 39 silver and 57 bronze medals.
Beaches for Swimming
Beaches in Slovenia video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ok-Qt7osgWs

Transportation (Bus, Car, Train etc.)
Slovenia is situated in Central Europe and borders Italy, Austria, Hungary and
Croatia. It is only a few hour drive away from Venice or Vienna. Slovenia is
easily accessible from all neighbouring countries, as it has good road and rail
connections, with daily flights from many European cities. Since it is a coastal
country, you can also get to Slovenia by sea.
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By Car
Most of the cars enter Slovenia by motorways, which is also the easiest way
to travel around the country. It is easy to travel the Slovenian roads by car,
since they are well and clearly signposted. Although some local roads are
narrow and winding, a drive along them is nevertheless pleasant and varied.
For driving on motorways, it is mandatory for you to have a vignette.

By Air
In addition to the daily flights to many European cities, there are two low-cost
flight providers flying from the main Slovenian international airport Jože
Pučnik Ljubljana. They are EasyJet and Wizz Air, flying to London and
Brussels. Most flights to Ljubljana are made by the only Slovenian airline
Adria Airways. You can also fly to one of the foreign airports in the near
vicinity, and access Slovenia from there by bus, train or rental car.

By Bus
Buses run to Slovenia from many European cities. In Slovenia, you can also
get to most of the towns and the countryside by bus. If they run along local
roads, the drivers can stop at a bus stop in any settlement. You can buy a bus
ticket directly from the bus driver, while at major bus stops you can also buy a
bus ticket for a specific date.

By Train
Trains to Slovenia run daily from many European cities. If travelling by train, it
is also possible to ride in a sleeping car. There are only the trains of Slovenian
Railways running around Slovenia, with all the timetables and price lists
published on the web pages. You can buy a ticket at every railway station as
well as on the train. Slovenian trains stick to the timetables.

By Boat or Sailboat
From May to October, there are frequent rides of high-speed power boats
from Venice, Trieste, Poreč and Rovinj. Occasionally, large cruise ships arrive
to Koper. If you arrive with your own vessel, you should know that the
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international border crossings are only in Koper and Piran, and from May to
October in Izola as well. In Izola, Koper and Portorož, there are modern
marinas available for mooring. In several places on the Slovenian coast, you
can rent a sailboat.

By Bicycle
Naturally, you can also get to Slovenia by bicycle, whether by riding the roads
or by taking a train. By bicycle, you can drive on all roads in Slovenia. The
only exceptions are the expressways and motorways. It is also prohibited to
ride your bicycle along the forest and mountain trails.

CHAPTER 6 – HEALTH SYSTEM IN SLOVENIA
Health care in Slovenia is a public service provided through the public health
service network. This network also includes, on an equal basis, other
institutions, private physicians and other private service providers on the basis
of concessions. With relatively limited public funds available for this purpose,
the level of health care in Slovenia is entirely comparable with the level of
health care in the advanced countries of Europe.
Slovenia has a generally good standard of compulsory state funded
healthcare. Medical staff are extremely well trained and healthcare in Slovenia
is available to all citizens and registered long-term residents. Private
healthcare is also available in the country. All employed citizens and their
employers contribute to the system. The National Health Insurance Institute
oversee the health service in Slovenia and all citizens are entitled by law to
equal access to healthcare.

The State System
Health care in Slovenia is chiefly run by the Health Insurance Institute of
Slovenia. It is bound by law to provide compulsory health insurance to all
qualifying citizens. Its key task is to provide efficient collection and allocation
of healthcare funds. The Institute consists of 10 regional units and 45
branches located all over Slovenia. Each qualifying citizen receives an
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electronic health insurance card, which they must produce each time they visit
medical practitioners.
Employers must register their employees with the Health Insurance Institute
when a new employee starts work. Employees and employers pay
contributions into the healthcare fund. The combined contribution is 13.45
percent of which, 6.56 percent is paid by the employers and 6.36 percent is
paid by the employees. Employers also pay an additional 0.53 percent to
cover against occupational injuries and diseases. Dependant family members
are covered by the contributions paid by employed family members. The selfemployed must pay contributions according to a fixed proportion of their aftertax income. The unemployed, old age pensioners and people on long-term
sickness benefit or maternity leave have to pay a fixed amount of healthcare
contributions, for example pensioners pay a contribution of 5.65 percent of
their gross pension towards the fund a year. Foreigners immigrating to
Slovenia without jobs must produce proof of private health insurance in order
to obtain their residence permit.
The state fund covers most medical services including treatment by
specialists, hospitalisation, prescriptions, pregnancy and childbirth and
rehabilitation.

Fees
Despite contributions to the health fund most doctors will ask for an extra fee
for their services.

Doctors and Health Centres
Doctors are known as a doktor and are the first point of contact with the
Slovenian health system. There is a huge shortage of doctors and nurses in
Slovenia which causes long waiting lists. Citizens can register with the doctor
of their choice, however, people seeking state medical care must make sure
that their doctor is contracted into the state health scheme. Almost every
doctor will expect payment for his services.
GPs prescribe drugs, make referrals, treat acute and chronic illnesses, and
provide preventive care and health education.
In Slovenia there are 36 health centres all across the country. The health
centres only provide outpatient care but do offer a wide variety of specialist
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services. Medical services provided by health centres include, general
practice, maternity care, child healthcare and dental care. They also provide
emergency medical aid as well as laboratory, radiology, and other diagnostic
services.
Waiting times to see doctors vary and it is wise to make an advance
appointment. If you need urgent help, you may go to the doctors surgery on
speculation, but be prepared for a long wait.

Consultants
Consultants are senior doctors who have completed a higher level of
specialised training. There is a great need for consultants in Slovenia, but
they are expensive and are in short supply. GPs refer patients to a consultant
if they believe that a patient may need specialist help and diagnosis. There
are numerous specialist fields of medicine in Slovenia like gynaecology,
paediatrics, oncology or dermatology.

Hospitals
Hospitals and clinics exist in all major towns and cities of Slovenia. Patients
are admitted to hospital either through the emergency department or through
a referral by their doctor. Once a patient is admitted treatment is controlled by
one of the hospital doctors. The conditions in some hospitals are generally
good, however there is an issue about the lack of medical facilities. There
may be a waiting list for some non-emergency treatments and services.

Emergency Care
Emergency care is available free for everyone including those without state
health insurance. However, once your condition is stabilised the hospital will
want proof of your insurance status, and the doctors will ask you for a fee for
their services. Emergency treatment is provided at the emergency room of all
major state hospitals. Emergency departments are open non stop all year.
You may use their services if you need immediate attention, or if your GP
refers you to them, or if there is no GP service available. The waiting time for
the services depends on the urgency of the illness or problem you have, for
example, a heart attack will take priority over broken arms and legs etc.
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Private Clinics
There are private practices in Slovenia provided by independent office-based
doctors and specialists. The premises, equipment and personnel are funded
largely by private insurance contributions, but it is used only by a small
percentage of people because the services are fairly expensive. Private
medicine is sometimes used as a top up to the basic state healthcare and to
cover them for the services deemed non-essential.

Dentists
Dentists are known as zubar in Slovenia. Dental care is predominantly private
and expensive. Citizens must pay for their treatment. Dentists can be found in
the Health centres or through the private healthcare system.

Pharmacies
Dispensing chemists known as a lekarna sell medicines in Slovenia. The
pharmacies can be recognised by the green cross outside. Only doctors and
consultants can prescribe medicine, each doctor has their own prescription
number which records the number of prescriptions made; a prescription is
known as a recept. Prescription medicine is only available from a qualified
and registered chemist or from a hospital pharmacy, however basic medical
advice can be given in the pharmacies. All medications, including drugs
considered over-the-counter and first aid supplies, are dispensed through
pharmacies.

Ask for Help
o Emergency Numbers
112 - Emergency services – urgent medical help, firefighters, veterinary help,
rescue teams
113 - Police – emergencies
080 12 00 - Police - reporting offenders, anonymous phone line
116 000 - Missing child report number
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1987 - AMZS – roadside assistance and towing
080 1900 - Tourist telephone: free line for tourists and tourism workers to
report 24 hours a day their comments, complaints, criticism and suggestions
International code for Slovenia +386
International dialling code 00

SOURCES:
http://www.velenje-tourism.si/en/information/important-telephone-numbers
http://www.velenje-tourism.si/en/information/important-telephone-numbers
https://www.slovenia.info/en/plan-your-trip/getting-to-and-around-slovenia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sport_in_Slovenia
http://languagephrases.com/slovene/telling-time-in-slovenian-language/#tellthe-time-on-clock-in-slovenian
http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2011:369:0001:0013:EN:P
DF
http://www.focus-economics.com/countries/slovenia
https://www.finance.si/300023/Kolik%B9en-je-dejansko-dr%BEavni-dolgSlovenije
http://www.stat.si/StatWeb/News/Index/6400
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economy_of_Slovenia#cite_ref-VE2012-0315_13-1
https://foodfirst.org/
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/si.html#Govt
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